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Abstract
In recent years, Network Mobility (NEMO) technology, which supports a mobile network moving 
throughout the wireless network as a whole unit, has been capturing more and more attention. 
Although many approaches based on basic network mobility support have been proposed, rare 
attempts have been made on the topic of Quality of Sefvice (QoS) provisioning for NEMO.
This thesis addresses the main challenge of providing QoS for NEMO, for both the short and 
long-tiihescale variants, in terms of the.unstable and time-varying available resources of the 
mobile network. The short-timescale and the long-timescale problems are caused by the 
bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless link and the frequent handoffs of mobile networks, 
respectively.
Aimihg to solve the short-timescale QoS problem for NEMO, twO novel scheduling algorithms, 
the Adaptive Rotating Priority Queue (ARPQ) and Capacity-Adaptive Weighted Fair Queuing 
(CA-WFQ), are proposed with different approaches. The ARPQ tries to give the existing priority 
queuing algorithms more fairness consideration, whilst, CA-WFQ aims to improve die classic fair 
queuing algorithms with priority differentiation. Despite of different working principles, both 
ARPQ and CA-WFQ provide bounded delays for the traffic classes with higher priorities and 
maintains reasonable diroughputs for the classes with lower priorities. The simulation results 
prove that both of the algorithms prevent the problems of the existing scheduling algorithms and 
show better overall performance in ternis of throughput and delay bound.
In addition to CA-WFQ, a Timestamp Updating Schelde is specified to prevent the transmission 
disordef problem caused by the instant weight regulation in WFQ. By updating the time stamps of 
the packets accordingly, the scheme keeps the correct transmission order in WFQ under the 
weight-changing circumstance. This achievement can be further applied to all the weight-adaptive 
fair queuing algorithms.
A signalling protocol suite, NEMO QoS Protocols (NBMO-QP), is proposed to resolve the long- 
timesbale QoS problem of NEMO. It consists of three schemes, including the Dynamic SLS 
Negdtiation Scheme that negotiates SLS dynamically bn both intra-network and inter-network 
levels; the QoS Monitoring Scheme, that informs of possible SLS violations caused by the 
movement of the mobile network and die SLs Aggregation Scheme, which solves the scalability 
problem of the mobile network. Coiiibniing the three schemes together, NEMO-QP can
' - 1 »Teffectively avoid the long-timescale QoS problem for NEMO by reserving the varying network 
resources with dynamic SLSs.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivatidiis
In recent years, the Internet has formed S Cornerstone of our information society, as email and 
web browsers have become an essential jM t of our daily life. With the advances in mobile and 
wireless communications, the Internet haS been extended fibm a wired to a wireless world in 
order to meet peopled requirement to access anywhere, at any tiitie. Hence, mobility has become 
an increasingly important research area ift the Internet community. In order to minimise the 
impact caused by frequent movements of network elements oil data communications, several 
approaches, such as Mobile IP (MIP) [i] ffid Mobile IPv6 (MIPV6) [2], are proposed to provide 
mobility management for individual mobile devices. Furthermore, multiple mobile devices may 
compose a mobile network and change tlieif joints of attachment to the Internet together. Personal 
Area Network (PAN) and Vehicular Area Network (VAN) are typical examples of such mobile 
networks. Since the existing protocols do hot perform efficiently with mobile networks in the 
environment, an IETF working group called Network Mobility (NEMO) [3] has been working on 
developing new mechanisms and protocols to support network mobility in an IPv6 network. The 
NEMO working group introduces the definition of the mobile network, which includes one or 
more mobile routers (MRs) connecting the test of the mobile network to the core network. The 
MRs ate responsible for accessing the visiting network and transfer packets on behalf of the 
mobile nodes inside the mobile network. Ffbm the perspective of the visiting network, the endre 
mobile network is regarded as a single mobile node.
The fast development of mobility in the internet has brought about high demands on Quality of 
Service (QoS) provisioning. There are nialnly two approaches to implement the QoS: relative 
QoS and absolute QoS. In this research, oiiiy absolute QoS is coiisidered, In the remainder of the 
thesis, the terminology QoS refers to absolute QoS. Traditionally, QoS architectures and protocols 
such as Integrated Services (IntServ) [l§jf21] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [19][20] 
have been proposed for the wired Internet nodes. Moreover, these mechanisms are extended to 
MIP and MlPv6 so as to provide real-tihie and multimedia services for the individual mobile 
devices [64] [104].
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However, how to provide QoS for mobile itetworks is a challenging issue and little research has 
been carried out in this area. Unlike the existing Internet QoS mechanisms [9] [16] [17] [24] that 
only take individual mobile nodes into Account, the QoS for the NEMO environment must 
consider not only the individual mobile nodes, but also mobile networks. Since the mobile nodes 
inside a mobile network can move as a whole unit, new problems on QoS provisioning are 
presented in the NEMO environment. In H inobile network, the MR is responsible for reserving 
network resources from the access network and allocating them to the mobile network nodes. 
However, the frequent and fast movement Of the mobile network leads to time-varying network 
resources. The main challenges to the QoS provisioning of a mobile network are the time-varying 
network resources in the short and long tiiitescalo, respectively. The terms “short-timescale” and 
“long-timescale” are used to emphasize the different frequencies of the resource variations 
happening in the NEMO environment. Ttib two kinds of resource variations are described as 
folloWS!
• The short-timescale resource variation is caused by the bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless 
link between the MR and the access network, which may happen in a time scale stretching 
from seconds to minutes. As mobile networks attach to the visiting networks via wireless 
links, the available bandwidth on the Wireless link varies because of tire bursty channel errors 
and location-dependent capacity. Hertce, the available radio resources cannot always support 
ail the sessions of all the users in a mobile network. It is not scalable for the resource 
reservation schemes to reserve resOurcbs with such frequent resource variations.
* The long-timescale resource variation is caused by the frequent handoffs of mobile networks 
and mobile hosts. The frequent liaiidbffs of the mobile network among different access 
networks make the available resources provided for the mobile network vary from time to 
tiille with the different visiting networks. Consequently, the existing static QoS resource 
reservation mechanisms become Unsiiitable for NEMO. Moreover, as the MR acts as the 
gateway of the mobile network, it Heeds an efficient scheme to manage the resource 
reservation states for a large quantity Bf U'affic flows simultaneously. Therefore, it is required 
to develop a dyhamic and scalable iiiechanism to control resource reservations between 
networks.
1.2 Aim and Objectives
The aiitl of this research is to develop att efficient and scalable solution to minimize the impact of 
mobility On mobile networks and optimize the resource distribution to the mobile network nodes 
with good scalability.
The objectives of this thesis are specified follows:
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• Propose adaptive and efficient scheduling algorithms that can fulfil optimal resource 
allocation under short-timescale bandwidth fluctuation ih the NEMO environment:
Since mobile networks connect to the Internet with a Wifeless link, the available bandwidth 
df a mobile network can fluctuate frequently and vastly, with the mobile network’s location 
changes. To adapt to the bandwidth fluctuation, the proposed scheduling algorithms should 
consider both priority and fairness fdi- the traffic classes.. This research is undertaken from 
two directions: one is to improve the existing priority queuing with more fairness, and the 
Other is to extend the classic fair queuihg algorithms with priority differentiation.
• Propose a dynamic and efficient signalling protocol for long-timescale resource 
reservation of NEMO. The sighalliftg protocol should work well in the existing QoS 
architecture and be able to reserve the fequested resources for the mobile network, adapting 
to the varying available resources provided by different visiting networks. Moreover, the 
signalling protocol should be able tO iiiform the mobile network about the latest change of 
the resources. To improve the scalability of the protocol, an efficient QoS aggregation 
scheme should be included in the rii'ethanism to decrease the flow states, as well as the 
signalling overhead
1.3 Major Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are Oiitlined in the following two aspects. In order to solve
the Sholt-timescale resource variation problem, the thesis: •
• Proposed a scheduling algorithm called Adaptive Rotatiilg Priority Queue (ARPQ) to 
dynamically distribute the available network resources to traffic sessions in different priority 
classes. ARPQ is designed based ori the existing priority queuing algorithms, aiming to 
provide relative fairness for different traffic classes, ARPQ schedules packets from different 
sessions by maintaining and periodically rotating queiie groups for priority classes. The 
maximum queuing delay of packets lii each priority class under ARPQ is derived and the 
rotating period of each queue gfotip is regulated dynamically with the variation of the 
available bandwidth, to ensure the maximum queuing delay does not exceed the delay bound 
of the priority class. By this means, the ARPQ algorithm guarantees the delay bounds for the 
sessions with high priority classes ih the scarce bandwidth environment and maintains the 
reasonable throughput for the sessions with low priority classes. The performance of ARPQ 
is Compared with those of other existiiig scheduling algorithms in the extensive QoS metrics, 
sUdh as instant and average throughplit, queuing delay performances, and starvation periods. 
According to the performance comparison, ARPQ can work well in the resource-scarce
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environment caused by the wireless Mhdwidth fluctuation arid avoid the starvation problem 
Of the static weight-delay problem suffered by the existing scheduling algorithms.
• Pi'oposed a scheduling algorithm callSd Capacity-Adaptive Weighted Fair Queuing (CA- 
WFQ) to efficiently distribute the vaiying resources. CA-WFQ is designed base on the 
classic weighted fair queuing algorithm and aims to cohs'ider the differentiation of traffic
i • fr. . • •
classes with different priorities. By dynamically regulating the weights assigned to different 
priority classes, CA-WFQ distributes the available bandwidth dynamically to provide the 
required bandwidth to as many high priority classes , as possible, while the low priority 
classes can share the remaining pari 6f the bandwidth to gain an acceptable service. The 
performance of CA-WFQ is compared with the existing scheduling algorithms and the newly 
proposed ARPQ algorithm in extensive QoS metrics. CA-WFQ can also solve the starvation 
problem and the static weight-delay problem of the existing scheduling algorithms in the 
resource-scarce environment.
• Proposed a Timestamp Updating Scheiiie to solve the transmission disorder problem caused
by the instant weight regulation for d Weight Fair Queuing (WFQ) algorithm. The scheme 
Updates the time stamps of all the backlogged packets in the WFQ scheduler by recalculating 
tllO virtual finishing times of the packets with the changed weight. The mathematical analysis 
shows the Timestamp Updating Scheme can effectively avoid the transmission disorder 
problem and improve the precision of tile WFQ algorithm.
In order to solve the lorig-timescale resourbfe variation problem; the thesis:
• Proposed a dynamic signalling proto'cbl to provide end-to-bnd QoS guarantee for mobile
rietworks. The protocol enables the negotiations of QoS agreements, not only between the
MNNs and the MR, but also betweeii the MR arid the access network. The message formats, 
the operation state machines and tile signalling sequences are ail specifically described.
• Proposed a QoS monitoring protocol hi the NEMO architecture to retrieve latest information
about the fulfilment of the requested QoS parameters. The QoS monitoring protocol enables
the customer such as a mobile netwofk to periodically, obtain the fulfilment information of 
the QoS agreement with the service provider. The message formats, the operation state 
machines and the signalling sequences dre all specifically described.
• Proposed a QoS aggregation and d'8-aggregatiori algorithms for the dynamic signalling
protocol and the QoS monitoring protocol. These algorithms effectively reduced the 
sighalling overheads and the active states stored in a network administrator, while not 
Causing any harm to the end-to-end QoS guarantee.
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1.4 Structure of Thesis
The structure of this thesis is shown in Figure 1-1. The remaining part of this thesis is organized 
as follows:
Figure 1-! The structure of this thesis
Chapter 2 forms a panoramic review of Internet QoS and gives a brief introduction of NEMO. In 
the first part of the chapter, the basic fcbncepts of QoS are surveyed, and two main QoS 
architectures, e.g. IntServ and DiffServ, are described. Moreover, several QoS mechanisms like 
queue management, packet scheduling, adinission control, QoS monitoring and aggregation of 
resource reservation are introduced, and protocols providing end-to-end QoS of Internet are 
investigated. In the second part of the chapter, the typical scenarios and the basic architecture of 
NEMO are introduced, and the unique features of NEMO are summarized. Finally, the problems 
encountered by mobile networks on QoS guarantee are analysed.
Chapter 3 reviews the existing packet scheduling algorithms such as First Come First Served 
(FCFS), Priority Queuing (PQ), Fair Queuing (FQ) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF), including 
the basic ideas and various extended versions. Furthermore, the difficulty of scheduling in the 
NEMO environment is investigated and the requirements of the scheduling algorithm for mobile 
networks are analysed. Finally, the problems of the existing scheduling algorithms are analysed.
Chapter 4 proposes a novel scheduling algorithm Adaptive Rotating Priority Queues (ARPQ) by 
improving the existing priority queuing algorithms in mobile networks with more fairness
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consideration. By rotating the multiple cjti'eues for each priority class with the selected period, 
ARPQ adaptively distributes the scarce aria fluctuating bandwidth to different priority classes and 
guarantees the delay bounds for the higher priority classes, while providing reasonable 
throughputs for the lower priority classes; By this means, ARPQ considers both the performance 
of higher priority queues and the fairness of the lower priority ones, The simulation results 
comparing the performances of ARPQ to the existing scheduling algorithms are presented to show 
the advantages of ARPQ in the NEMO environment.
Chapter 5 proposes a new scheduling algorithm Called. Capacity-Adaptive Weighted Fair 
Queuiiig (CA-WFQ) that adapts to the baridwidth fluctuation in a mobile network by changing 
weights distributed to the different baffle Classes. Developed from the classic WFQ algorithm 
with the varying capacity, CA-WFQ aiiiis to provide priority differentiation by adaptively 
regulating the weights of different classes to optimize the use of time-varying available 
bandwidths. As two important components bf CA-WFQ, the novel Timestamp Updating Scheme 
prevents possible bansmission disorder problem during weight regulation, while the Weight 
Regulation Scheme provides the optimal algorithm to adaptiVely change the weights of different 
priority classes. Simulations are undertake!) to compare the performances of CA-WFQ and the 
existihg scheduling algorithms as well as ARPQ, and die results proves that CA-WFQ guarantees 
the delay bounds for maximum number Of sessions with high priority classes, while keeping 
reasonable throughput for the sessions with low priority Classes.
Chapter 6 proposes a dynamic signalling protocol suite named Network Mobility-QoS Protocol 
(NEMO-QP) to provide end-to-end QoS guarantee for mobile networks. Three components of 
NEMO-QP are presented: Dynamic SLS Negotiation Schenie (DSNS), QoS Monitoring Scheme 
(QMS) and SLS Aggregadon Scheme (SAS). DSNS is a Signalling protocol that enables the 
service users and providers to negotiate tlib QoS agreetnent dynamically; QMS is a signalling 
protocol that exchanges the real-time infbfmation of the fulfilment of the QoS agreement; and 
SAS provides the aggregation and de-aggr'egation algorithms tb DSNS and QMS to improve their 
scalability.
Chapter 7 draws conclusions of this thesis arid addresses futhre work.
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Chapter 2
2 QoS and Network Mobility
2.1 Introduction
This bll&pter forms a comprehensive OverView of Intel-net Quality of Service (QoS) and gives a 
general introduction of Network Mobility (KfEMO), The structure of this chapter is arranged as 
follows:
Section 2.2 introduces the basic definitions Of QoS, such as QoS parameters, traffic specifications 
and service requirements. Following that, the two main QoS architectures, Integrated Services and 
Differentiated Services, are described. Afterwards, sortie important QoS mechanisms, e.g., queue 
management, packet scheduling, admission control, QoS moiiitorihg and aggregation of resource 
reservation are introduced. Finally, an investigation oil protocols providing end-to-end QoS is 
made. .
In Section 2.3, firstly the typical scenarios Of NEMO are introduced, and then the NEMO basic 
architecture is described. Finally, the characteristics of NEMO differing from the traditional 
Internet are analysed.
Section 2.4 explores the problems and possible solutions of QoS provisioning for NEMO.
2.2 Overview of QoS
2.2.1 QoS Definitions
QoS is defined as the performance assuihilce and service differentiation provided for Internet 
applications [9] [16] [17] [24] [35] [63] [64], Performance assurance is measured by several service 
parameters such as bandwidth, delay, jitter and packet 10SS rate [16] [24]. These parameters 
describe the treatment experienced by packets while passing through the network. Specifically,
• Bandwidth is the bit rate of transferring user data available for tile service or the target 
throughput that may be achieved. It i§ the fundamental network resource, as its allocation 
determines the application’s maxiniuiii throughput aitd the bounds on end-to-end delay.
• Delay means the time latency experieiifced by packets while passing through the network.
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• litter means the difference betweeii tii'e minimal and maximal datagram delays [27],
* Packet loss rate, usually defined as the ratio of the number of undelivered packets to those 
seht successfully.
Service differentiation provides different services to different applications, according to their 
requirements. It can be per-flow or at ah aggregate. A flow is commonly defined by a 5-tuple, 
namely source IP address, source port nuiiiber, destination IP address, destination port number, 
and protocol (UDP, TCP). The definition clearly differentiates the traffic from different 
applications but scales poorly in backbone networks Where there are possibly tens of thousands of 
flows. Thus, a coarser granularity of classification has been proposed, where packets are grouped 
into several traffic classes, each treated differently. This approach aggregates different flows and 
assumes that packets in the same class havfe similar QoS requirements, no matter what flows they 
belong to. Although the aggregate classification has better scalability and lower complexity, its 
performance guarantees are not as strong Us those for the pef-flbw approach. The two kinds of 
service differentiations lead to two lands Of QoS architectures: Integrated Services (IntServ)
[18][21] for the per-flow approach aiid bifferentiated Services (DiffServ) [19][20] for the 
aggregate classification approach.
To provide Internet QoS, the traffic specification of flows or aggregates, as well as their service 
requirements, must be known by the service provider, e.g., the network. The traffic specification 
(TSpCc) is defined in [16] as the traffic pattern for which service is being requested. In general, 
the TSpec forms one side of an agreement Between the data fibw and the service. Once a service 
request is accepted, the service module has agreed to provide a specific QoS as long as the flow's 
data traffic continues to be accurately desOMbed by the TSpec. TSpec is usually described in the 
form of a token bucket [16], which is a particular form of traffic specification consisting of a 
"token fate" r indicating the data rate and a "bucket size" b indicating the burst size. The traffic 
must obey the rule that, over all time periods, the amount of data sent cannot exceed rT+b, where 
T  is the length of the time period. Thi traffic specification is very important for the QoS 
provisioning. Only if the traffic meets the Bound of a token bucket, can the traffic flows get the 
bounded QoS they require.
The service requirement specification is defined as RSpec [16], which specifies the quality of 
service a flow or aggregate wishes to aCqtiire from the service provider. A RSpec might contain 
information about bandwidth allocated to tile flow, maxiihum delays, or packet loss rates.
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2.2.2 QoS Architectures
Many tnechanisms have been proposed to provide QoS to the customers; however, two 
architectures, Integrated Services (IntServ] [18][21][25] arid Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
[19][20] have emerged as the principal architectures for providing Internet QoS.
2.2.2.1 Integrated Services
IntSefV is a QoS architecture based on individual flows to realize dynamic resource reservation. 
The basic rule of IntServ is that routers bfl the path of ait active flow need to reserve resources in 
order to provide QoS for the flow. RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) [26] is an important 
signaling protocol for application to reserve network resources in IntServ architecture. RSVP 
works With the resource reservation scheme initiated by the receiver. Specifically, RSVP 
messages are exchanged as follows: (i) Tile flow source sends a PATH message to the intended 
flow receiver, including the specification di' the traffic, (ii) As the PATH message is forwarded to 
the receiver, each network router on the path of tile flow stores path characteristics such as 
available bandwidth in the message, (iii) After receiving a PATH message, the receiver returns a 
RESV message to request resources along the path recorded in the PATH message, in reverse 
order from the sender to the receiver, (iv) intermediate routers on the path can accept or reject the 
request of the RESV message. If the request is accepted; the router allocates link bandwidth and 
buffet Space for the flow and maintains tlid State informatiori of die requesting flow. Reservations 
can be also shared along branches of the multicast delivery frees.
The intermediate routers maintain die state Of the flows With tire soft state approach, which means 
that the flow-specific reservation state at rdtlters should be periodically refreshed by the end users. 
TimedUt states will be removed from the routers. The soft state approach can minimize the 
complexity of connection setup and impt'oves robustness of RSVP, but it can cause increased 
delay rittd message overhead.
The IiltServ architecture creates two rieW service classes based oil the existing best-effort model, 
guaranteed service and controlled load sefvice. Guaranteed service [27] provides an end-to-end 
delay bound for the flows. It is designed tfl Support applications with hard real-time requirements 
such as voice conversations. Controlled4dad service [28] provides a service similar to best-effort 
service in an underutilized network, with almost no loss anti delay. It uses admission control to 
ensure that the service is received under overload conditions.
Although IntServ cart provide good QoS guarantees with per-flow resource reservation, it brings a 
severe scalability problem to the network routers, Itt intermediate routers, the information 
increases proportionally with the number bf flows, so RSVP is bad with scalability. If there are 
many flows on a data path, the same iiliitifeer of RSVP signalling couples will be needed. This
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leads.to a heavy load on end nodes and intermediate routers. Moreover, all routers are required to 
have RSVP, admission control, MF classification, and packet scheduling. This demands a radical 
change In the existing Internet, which is not feasible nowadays.
Although RSVP can be extended to reserve resources for aggregation of flows [7], it is believed 
that iHtServ architecture is more suitable for intra-ddtiiain QoS or for specialized applications 
such as high-bandwidth flows.
2.2.i>2 Differentiated Services
To aVoici the scalability problem appearing in ItitServ, another QoS mechanism called
differentiated services (DiffServ) [29][20j is proposed. In DiffServ, the QoS is provided on per- 
• • *».» r' . 
traffic class basis, and not all intermediate ii'Odes need to be equipped with DiffServ functionality.
DiffServ is built based on different Internet Service Provider (tsP) domains. The customer should 
negotiate a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the ISP. A SLA is defined as a service contract 
between a customer and a service provider that specifies the forwarding service a customer should 
receive [20]. A SLA usually includes iiot Only technical features and parameters of the service 
such as TSpec and Rspec, but also legal arid Charging aspects.
In order to establish a SLA, the customer find the provider need some mechanism to negotiate it. 
A SLA can be static or dynamic. Static S tA s  are negotiated on a regular long timescale basis. 
Dynciiillc . SLAs [5 8] [57] can be negotiated with the changes of traffic pattern or service 
requirements, but some signaling protocol lilhst be used to request services on demand.
The technical part of SLA is separated as a hew concept Service Level Specification (SLS) [23], It 
is defined as a set of parameters and their values, which together define the service offered to 
traffic In other words, A SLS consists of the traffic specifications and the service requirements of 
traffic. The IP transport services are technically described by SLSs. The research of QoS 
provisioning usually focuses on SLS negotiation and realization.
Data transmission takes place after a valid SLA/SLS is negotiated. Packet tagging [30] is used to 
mark a packet in the packet header for preferential treatment. In IPv4, tire type-of-service (TOS) 
byte is Used to mark packets. Several ToS Hite defined ill. the differentiated service (DS) field of IP 
header [29], Customers can mark the DS field for a certain class of service,
DiffServ has an important principle to push the complexity to the boundary of the network domain. 
Since a network boundary has a relatively sinall number of flows, it can perform operations at a
- '• • '•,* • f ■ •.
good granularity. So, at the ingress router of the ISP networks, the boundary routers do the work 
of classification, policing and shaping. Ah ingress router also needs to mark the unmarked 
packets, In contrast, a network core roritef may have a larger number of flows, so it should 
perform fast and simple operations. In fact, the core rtiuters oniy need to perform aggregating
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classification, namely, classifying the seivice class for a packet according to the ToS field. 
Classified packets are put into different qiMies respectively, and then sent out.The differentiation 
of network boundary and core routers is vital for the scalability of DiffServ.
DiffSei'V has two service models, besides the best effort service: assuring forwarding (AF) [31]
and expedited forwarding (EF) [32], AF is based on statistical provisioning. It tags packets as In
or Out according to their service profiles, hi jackets are Unlikely to be dropped, while Out packets
are dropped first if needed. This service provides a relative QoS assurance with the queue
management schemes such as Random fedrly Discarding (RED) [33] to maintain the packet
queues. Diversely, EF demands very lo\V latency and jitter, which needs empty queue or very 
* . * 1 : .  , 
small. qtletie. The EF scheme is designed to ensure the ingress traffic rate is lower than the
miniriiUhi departure rate. EF is a guaranteed peak rate service; which is optimized for very regular
. i
traffic patterns and Offers small or no qiiCuing delay. This model can provide absolute QoS 
assurance.
DiffSei'V can effectively decrease the states maintained in a router so that the scalability of 
DiffServ is much better than IntServ. Nonetheless, as the tradeoff, DiffServ can only provide QoS 
for aggregated flows in a large granularity and cannot supply the end-to-end QoS guarantee by 
itself.
2.2.31 QoS Mechanisms
In both IntServ and DiffServ architecture, Internet QoS mechanisms can be classified along two 
major axes: data path and control path [33], Data path, mechanisms are the means to enforce 
different services. They are responsible for Classifying and mapping user packets to their intended 
service class, and controlling the amourtt Of network, resources offered to each service class. 
Control path mechanisms are concerned With configuration Of network nodes and decide which 
packets can access a certain service treatriMit and how the network resources are distributed and 
allocated, In this section, two data path iliefchanisms, queue management and packet scheduling, 
and fohr control path mechanisms, admissitih control, QoS monitoring, end-to-end QoS protocols 
and inter-domain resource reservation aggregation are investigated, respectively.
2.2.3.1 Queue Management Schemes
Queue management is used in routers to control and avoid network congestion caused by short 
term data bursts. Traditionally, packets are dropped only when the queue is full. There are two 
drawbacks with drop-on-full, namely lock-out and full queues. Lock-out describes the problem 
whereby a single connection or a few flbws occupy the whole queue space, preventing other 
connections from joining the queue. The “M l queue” problem meahs that the queues intend to be
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fully occupied for the long timescale tind'ef drop-on-full policies. Lock-out causes unfairness of 
resource Usage, while full queues results iti it longer delay.
To avoid these two problems, a management mechanisifl is needed to drop packets before a queue 
becomes full. Usually, the management algorithms are located in routers to control when and how 
many packets to drop. An important exmhple of such algorithms is Random Early Detection 
(REE>) t33]. RED controls the average qtieue size, usitig tirile-based exponential decay, and it 
drops arriving packets probabilistically, fii'e probability of dropping increases as the estimated 
average queue size grows. It uses two thresholds: mint/i and iriaxih. When the average queue size 
is less than minf/z, no packets are marked and all the packets afe accepted in the queue. This 
should be the normal mode of operation: When the average queue size is greater than maxf/z, 
every arriving packet is marked and wdiild be dropped. This riiode should occur only under 
congestion. When the average queue size is between! tnint/z and maxth, an arriving packet is 
dropped with a probability that depends oil tile average queue size.
The probability that a packet from a particular flow is dropped is roughly proportional to the 
flow’s Share of the link bandwidth. ThilS a flow that is Utilizing a larger share of the link 
bandwidth is forced to reduce its rate rather cjuickly.
The main advantages of RED lie in three aspects:
• RED does not require per flow state to be maintained in the router. As a result, RED is 
relatively simple to implement and can be used in conjunction to reduce congestion in the 
network;
• RED can prevent the queue at the roUteis from overflowing, arid therefore avoid the tail-drop 
behavior (dropping all subsequent packets when a queue overflows), which causes network 
utilization to oscillate and can hurt performance sigriificaritiy.
• RED treats traffic with burst equally tb the traffic without burst, so all Uaffic is managed
An extension of the RED algorithm is REE) with In and Out (RlO) [36]. RIO is a more advanced 
RED Scheme. It basically maintains twd RED algorithms, one for in packets and one for out 
packets. There are two thresholds for each 'queue. Wlieri the queue size is below the first threshold, 
no packets are dropped. When the queue size is between the two thresholds, only out packets are 
randomly dropped. When the queue sizti exceeds the second threshold, indicating possible 
network congestion, both in and out packets are randomly dropped, but out packets are dropped 
more aggressively. The probability of dropping an In packet depends on the average queue size 
for In packets, while the probability of dropping an Out packet depends on die average total queue 
size for all (both In and Out) packets; In addition to breaking the TCP flow-control
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synchronization, RIO prevents greedy fit)tvs from hurting tile performance of other flows by 
dropping the out packets more aggressively.
2.2.3d Packet Scheduling ScIieMes
Packet scheduling is a method to adjust the resource distribution by regulating the order of 
packets that are waiting for transmission. The two main goals of packet scheduling are packet 
delay control and link bandwidth sharing. Packet delay has three parts: propagation, transmission, 
and queuing delay. Propagation delay is given by the distance; the medium and the speed of light, 
roughly 5s/km. The per-hop transmission delay is given by the packet size divided by the link 
bandwidth. The queuing delay is the Waiting time that a packet spends in a queue before it is 
transmitted. In most cases, the former twd delays are so small that they can be omitted compared 
to the latter (one exception is the satellite network, which may have very long transmission delay). 
The queuing delay is determined mainly by the scheduling policy. Link sharing is another 
important goal of scheduling. The available bandwidth of a link can be shared among different 
applications or services. Packet scheduling is often used to control bandwidth sharing in an 
overloaded link.
Scheduling can be performed on a pei-flQw basis or a per-tfaffic-class basis. A combination of 
these two results is a hierarchical scheduling. There are mairily four different scheduling 
disciplines [35][37] as follows.
• First Come First Served (FCFS) is mb simplest scheduling policy. It has no flow or class
differentiation, no delay or rate guafhrttee. Nevertheless, working together with the queue 
management schemes, FCFS can contrbl the link sharing fbr the different sessions.
• Priority Queuing (PQ) [66] provides a queue fo r, each priority class. Basically, it is a
riiUltiple-queue FCFS scheduling discipline, with the .higher priority queue being served first.
It has a coarse granularity class differentiation, but is has no end-to-end delay or rate 
guarantee for individual flows. .
• Fair Queuing (FQ) is a principle supposed to provide fair services for packets from different
sessions. Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [39] is a typical FQ algorithm. It is a variation of
Weighted round robin scheduling, where the weights are coupled with reserved link rates. It 
can provide end-to-end delay guarantee on a per-flow basis, but it cannot provide separate 
delay and rate guarantee. A resulting problem of. this is that a low bandwidth flow will 
experience high delay. There are inaii^ Variants of WFQ, most of them can be compared with 
CPS (Generalized Processor Sharing) 138], which is defined fbr a fluid model of traffic, and 
serves as a theoretic reference model.
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• Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [68] [40j is a form of dynamic priority scheduling. Each packet 
is assigned a sending deadline, which is the sum of arrival time and delay guarantee. Coupled 
with traffic shapers, EDF can provide separate delay and rate guarantee. The main drawback 
of EDF is that it needs to maintain A state of lifetime for each queuing packet; this will 
demand high processing power from the scheduler.
Further details of packet scheduling will be discussed in Chapter 3.
2.2.3.3 Admission Control Schemes
In traditional Internet only providing best effort service scenarios, new traffic may keep entering 
the network even beyond the network capacity limitation; this may consequently make both the 
existing and the new flows suffer packet delay and loss. To prevent such problems, the admission 
control is presented.
Admission control is an algorithm that a router or host uses to determine whether a new traffic 
stream can be accepted without violating the granted QoS. As shown in Figure 2-1, an admission 
control architecture consists of an admission control unit, admission criteria and the QoS states or 
flow information [41]. The admission control unit makes admission decisions in response to 
requests from the customer networks Or hosts. Admission Criteria is a set of conditions used to 
determine if an incoming flow is to be accepted. Network QoS state and flow information indicate 
the current status of the QoS provisioning. Usually, the admission control unit computes the 
future network QoS state and flow information if the new request was admitted, and compares it 
with the admission criteria. Only if the future network QoS state and flow information are still 
conformant to admission criteria, will the new request be admitted. Once a QoS request is 
admitted, the resource will be reserved alotig the path of the traffic.
Figure 2-1: An admission control architecture
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Admission control is approached from twd liiain aspects: parameter based and measurement based. 
Parailieter-based admission control is a traditional admission control scheme, which computes the 
worst Case delay or packet loss using the traffic profile information of the existing and new flows, 
and then makes admission decision [43], Unlike parameter-based admission control, 
measiifement-based admission control estiihates the latest network load with the measurement 
results and makes admission decisions based on the estimated network load [44], Compared with 
the traditional parameter-based admissioh Control algorithm, the measurement-based admission 
control algorithm allows a small probability of occasional QoS violation to achieve high resource 
utilization.
Admission control is used to control the acceptance of hew QoS requests to prevent the incoming 
flows Of aggregates from exceeding the capacity of the service provider. An assumption here is 
that the capacity of the service provider is constant in the short timescale. However, if the 
capacity of the service provider fluctuated to a level that cannot Support all the existing flows, 
traditional admission control algorithms lMy not work properly. Some mechanism is needed to 
cut of hold some existing flows in order to [guarantee QoS for Other flows or reallocate the scarce 
resources to the user flows.
2.2.34 QoS Monitoring Scherrfos
To provide quality of service (QoS) guarantees to feal-tihie applications and ensure that the 
agreed QoS is sustained, it is not sufficient to just allocate resources to the customer applications 
or hosts, since any fault or weakening of tile performance of a network element may result in the 
degradation of the contracted QoS. Therefore, QoS monitoring is required to track the ongoing 
QoS, compare the monitored QoS agairist expected performance, detect possible QoS degradation, 
and regulate network resource allocation tb sustain the delivered QoS. The mechanisms for QoS 
monitoring can be classified into two categories, end-to-end QoS monitoring and QoS distribution 
monitoring [45]. In an end-to-end QoS iiidnitoring approach, the end-to-end QoS between the 
sender and receiver of a real-time floW is monitored, while in a QoS distribution monitoring 
approach, the QoS distribution experienced by the iloW in different network segments is 
monitored, in addition to the end-to-end QoS.
The QoS monitoring model consists of fotif inain components:
• Monitoring application: This colhpdiient serves as ati interface to the human network 
manager. Its functions include retrieving traffic information from monitors, analyzing such 
information and providing analysis results to users. Based on the analysis results, the network 
manager may perform other operations.
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• QoS monitoring: This module provides mechanisms for QoS monitoring, which enable the 
monitoring application to retrieve traffic information from relevant monitors for deriving 
QoS related parameters.
• Monitor: This module gathers arid records traffic information and communicates the
information to the monitoring application. In particular, the monitor module performs real­
time measurement of real-time flows afid reports the measured information to the monitoring 
application.
• Monitored objects'. This is information such as attributes and activities that are to be 
monitored in the network. In QoS riidhitorittg, these objects are basically data items (e.g. 
counts) of monitored real-time flows.
There have been many proposals implementing the QoS monitoring [46][47][48], but these 
proposals did not clarify how the monitoring information is distributed through the service 
providers and customers. In wireless networks with mobile users, if  the service provider such as 
an ISP of a domain finds QoS degradatioh Or violation td its customers, the service provider may 
need to inform the customers of the QoS performance information such as degradation or 
violation and let the customers decide if they should find another service provider or not. The 
proposal [65] illustrates an approach foi a monitoring framework for the collection and 
dish'ibution of performance data. The basic idea of this proposal employs the definition of an 
information template rtamed Service Lcvdl Indication (SLI). A SLl instance indicates whether 
measured data related to a specific service instance are iii accordance with the QoS level specified 
in the current SLA and SLS. Monitoring information related to a specific SLA is retrieved from 
the network and provided to me user apjilicatibn by collecting and appropriately combining 
performance metrics and measures in art SLl instance. SLl is the interface exchanging monitoring 
information between peer components Ideated iil different domains, as well as between 
components at different levels of abstraction in the same domain.
2.2.3 J  Inter-domain Resource Reservation Aggregation
The iegacy resource reservation schemes inay suffer the scalability problem when reserving 
resources between two network domains, Because the number of simultaneous resource requests 
to a domain can be too large for me border router to deal with. To resolve mis problem, some 
proposals try to aggregate me resource reservation requests from one domain to another to 
improve the scalability of die border roiiters. Consequently, the Border Gateway Reservation 
Protocol (BGRP) and Shared-segment based Inter-domain Control Aggregation Protocol (SICAP) 
are introduced as follows:
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BGRP [10] proposes a solution to the scaling problem Of resource reservations in Autonomous 
Systems (AS). A distributed architecture For inter-domain aggregates resource reservation for 
unicast traffic. The signalling protocol associated with the distributed architecture is called Border 
Gateway Reservation Protocol (BGRP). BGRP builds a sink tree for each of the stub domains. 
Each slttk tree aggregates bandwidth reservations from all data sources in the network. Since 
backbone routers maihtain only the sink tfde informations the total number of reservations at each 
router scales linearly with the number of Iiiiernet domains.
Since. BGRP regards every aggregate as a sink tree rooted in the destination AS, it does not 
consider the shared segments of two trees. Therefore, two or more aggregates may exist on one 
path segment, which is not of the best scalability. If the flows are aggregated in shared segment of 
the path, the number of aggregates will be further reduced.
Inter-domain Control Aggregation Protdbol (SICAP) t i l ] ,  like BGRP, is Sender-initiated and uses 
a two-phase mechanism to establish rcSeivations. It Uses a simple algorithm e.g. Weighted 
Deaggregation points (WDS) [12] to decide the intermediate de-aggregation location (IDL). A 
data rOUte can be divided into several segmehts by several IDLs. On each segment of the path, one 
aggregate will be created and maintained, By this means, two flows with different destination AS 
but with a shared segment of path can be Aggregated through the segment. The IDLs at the two 
ends of the path manage tire aggregate by maintaining a mapping list in the granularity of AS. 
From tile evaluation results, SICAP can rSuuce the number of states in BGRP by approximately 
40%.
Both BGRP and SICAP are solutions for h'etwork domains with ho mobility. However, with me 
development of mobile communications, fhore and more moving network technologies have 
emerged. A moving network can be an AS Itself and cart ask or receive resource reservations from 
other AS’s. In mis case, the neighbourhood Of different AS’s is varying from time to time. Neither 
BGRP nor SlCAP can work properly iii siibh a variable environment. Therefore, a more flexible 
resource reservation aggregation mechdrtisni is necessary.
2.2.4 Protocols for End-to-end QdS
To provide end-to-end QoS for customer duplications and hosts, aii end-to-end signalling protocol 
is needed to exchange control messages between me flow sender and receiver and finish resource 
reservation through the data path. In litefattire, a few approaches sUch as RSVP and Next Steps in 
Signalling (NSIS) [49] have emerged as cdiididates of the protocol,
RSVP Cdn be used to reserve end-to-end resources fbr a flow in IntServ architecture. The 
procedures have already been introduced ifl 2.2.2.i. However, the RSVP messages have to reach 
every intermediate router through the data path, and the intermediate routers have to maintain me
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QoS state for each individual flow, so RSVP may suffer bad scalability problems in core networks, 
which may include thousands of flows simultaneously.
The Next Steps in Signalling (NSIS) [49] is considering protocols for signalling information about 
a data flow along its path in the network. It tries to standardize an IP signalling protocol with QoS 
signalling as the first use case. The objective of the signalling protocol is to design a two-layer 
paradigm. In the paradigm, a transport layer signalling protocol supports the transfer of upper 
layer signalling. The two-layer model separates the transport of the signalling from the application 
signalling, which makes it possible to develop a more general signalling protocol to support 
signalling for different services or resources. The two layers are defined as NSIS transport layer 
and NSIS signalling layer, and the protocols in the layers are NSIS Transport Layer Protocol 
(NTLP) and NSIS Signalling Layer Protocol (NSLP), respectively. The relationship between the 
two layers is shown in Figure 2-2. NTLP undertakes the generic signal transport over IP layer, 
while NSLP has specific signalling modules for each service.
Figure 2-2: NSIS protocol components
The IETF draft [50] provides a concrete solution for the NTLP. It is realized based on the use of 
the General Internet Signalling Transport (GIST). Different signalling applications may make use 
of different services provided by GIST, but GIST does not handle the individual signalling 
application state. Instead, it manages its own internal state and the configuration of the underlying 
transport and security protocols to ensure the transfer of signalling messages on behalf of all the 
signalling applications in both directions along the flow path.
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Differ!tig from NTLP, NSLP is a set of protocols with specific functionalities. Among them, 
NSLP supporting quality of service (QbS-NSLP) [51] is an end-tb-end protocol to provide QoS 
based bn NTLP. QoS-NSLP generates QdS request messages or responds to the QoS requests 
from Other nodes. QdS-NSLP uses GIST for delivery Of all its messages. If a QoS request is 
approved in this node, NSLP is responsible for generating a new request to the next peer node. By 
such a hbde-by-node resource reservatiott; an end-to-eiid QoS can be reached. Although QoS- 
NSLP bail provide QdS guarantee for data traffic through its path, the scalability problem is still 
remaining. Similar to RSVP, all the nodes 8ft the data path have to maintain the state of the traffic 
flow. Such a burden can be overwhelming tb the intermediate nodes in a large scale domain.
2.3 Overview of NEMO
With the development of wireless networking products and services, more and more mobile 
devices ai'e equipped With multiple network interfaces that enable them to interconnect with each 
other US a mobile network. As defined in [55], a mobile network is an entire network, moving as a 
unit, which dynamically changes its poiht Of attachment to the Internet and thus its reachability in 
the topology. A Personal Area Network (PAN) and an access network deployed on a train are 
examples of mobile networks. Protocols Such as Mobile IPv4 (MiP) [1] and Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) 
[2] have been proposed to support seamless connectivity to mobile hosts. However, these host 
mobility supporting protocols cannot be used directly in mobile networks. MIP protocols are 
triggered by link layer handoffs, which may not be seen by all nodes moving as part of a mobile 
network. Moreover, not all nodes in a largg mobile network are equipped with these protocols. A 
working group of IETF called Network Mobility (NEMO) [53] has been trying to extend the 
existing protocols or develop new ones to Support network mobility in an IPv6 network.
2.3.1 Basic Architecture of NEMO
Although Mobile IP can handle node liidfeiiity well, it does not explicitly address the need for 
network mobility when an entire network moves as a single unit. The objective of a network 
mobility Solution is to allow all nodes in tile mobile network to be reachable via their permanent 
IP addresses, as well as maintain ongoing sessions wheii tile mobile router changes its point of 
attachment Within the Internet [5].
Consider vehicles such as ships, aircrafts and trains that contain mobile networks with a 
potentially large number of devices requiring global connectivity. By employing a special entity, 
namely a Mobile Router (MR) [54] tb act as a gateway, all devices within the network can 
achieve global connectivity. The nodes located in a mobile network are known as Mobile 
Network Nodes (MNN’s). Three types Of hodes are identified iii NEMO; Local Fixed Nodes
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(LFN’s), which belong to the mobile network and cannot move, Local Mobile Nodes (LMN’s), 
which ban move in and out of the mobile network but their hoine links belong to the mobile 
network, ahd Visiting Mobile Nodes (VMN’s), which can move in and out of the mobile network, 
and tlieir Home links do not belong to the ihobile network [54]. Since it is not efficient for each 
node to individually manage its mobility, It Would be necessary to employ a MR that handles the 
mobility of the entire mobile network.
The basic approach to network mobility (NEMO) support is built bn Mobile IPv6 with minimal 
extensions; Similar to Mobile IPv6, the MR of NEMO has a home agent (HA), and uses bi­
directional MR-HA tuhnelling between tile MR and HA to.preserve session continuity of the 
nodes Within its mobile network,while the M r  (with all tile mobile nodes associated to it) moves.
When moving to a foreign network, the MR binds its hohie address (of its network interface to the 
access hetwork) with a care-of address By means of binding updates to the HA in its home 
netwdiic (Home Network 1 in Figure 2-3). 'the communication between MR and HA is explained 
as follows: When flows are transferred frdiii the MR to its HA, the MR needs to encapsulate the 
packets and send them in the MR-HA tuilliel to the HA, which Will then decapsulate them and 
forward thfem to the destinations. In tile Opposite direction, the HA needs to intercept all the 
packets intended to reach the MR and turiiiel them to the MR, which will then decapsulate them 
and forward them to the mobile node inside its network. To recognize the MNN’s inside a mobile 
network, the HA needs to know the network prefixes of the mobile network and set up a mapping 
between the MR’s care-of address and Hie prefixes Of the mobile network. Therefore, when 
receiving packets destined for a MNN of tile mobile network, the HA can successfully forward 
the packets to the MR.
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In Figure 2-3, MNN1 is a Local Mobile Node (LMN), and has the same home network as MR, 
namely Home Network 1, while MNN2 is a Visiting Mobile Node (VMN), and has Home 
Network 2 as its home network and HA2 as its home agent. Local nodes and visiting nodes of a 
mobile network have different ways to communicate with the correspondent nodes.
The end-to-end data transmission between a LMN and its Correspondent Node (CN) is 
straightforward. In Figure 2-3, HA1 will directly forward the flows created by MNN1 to 
destination CN and the CN would also send the flows destining to MNN1 directly to HAL In this 
case, all the packets need to be encapsulated once during the transmission.
If the MNN is a visiting node, the situation is much more complicated. Shown as Figure 2-4, if 
MNN2 needs to communicate with its CN, according to MIPv6 and NEMO design, there would 
be a bidirectional tunnel between MNN2 and HA2; meanwhile, there is a bidirectional tunnel 
between MR and HAL Thus, there are two tunnels that exist through the path between MR and 
HAL The muldple tunnels lead to a long delay and a large number of signalling messages, which 
makes it difficult to apply existing QoS mechanisms to NEMO.
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2.3.2 Characteristics of NEMO
The most fundamental characteristic of network mobility is a set of nodes moving as a unit. A 
mobile network can be viewed as a single node changing its point of attachment to the Internet. 
Another important characteristic is the types of the nodes in the mobile network. The nodes within 
a mobile network may consist of visiting nodes, which are in a network different than their home 
network, as well as local nodes, which are within their home network.
A smaller mobile network which could be contained in a larger one is known as nested mobility. 
For example, a Vehicular Area Network (VAN) of a coach carries within it a PAN belonging to a 
passenger and the PAN is a nested mobile network of the VAN. Nested mobile networks may 
have to set up multiple tunnels to communicate with the correspondent nodes in the Internet. 
Nesting increases the complexity of routing dramatically. Many route optimisation mechanisms 
have been proposed to simplify the connection between mobile networks and the correspondent 
nodes [59] [60] [61] [62],
A mobile network is considered to be multi-homed if it has rnore than one active interface 
connected to the global Internet -  these interfaces could be through one MR or via the different 
MRs. For instance, a VAN in a coach is multi-homed if the MR of it has both a WIMAX interface 
and a UMTS interface. It is desirable that the mobile network nodes be reachable, even if one of 
the active interfaces fails. It would also be desirable to allow the mobile network nodes to attach
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to the active interface, which suits the application it is running. For example, a passenger in the 
coach Who is downloading MP3 files ahd listening to music may best be supported over the least 
congested high bandwidth link. A MR offering connectivity tb the nodes sitting behind it should 
be able to ensure reachability to those nodes, irrespective of the access technology being used. 
The IETF draft [56] highlights the impdftafiee of multi-holhing.arid analyses the research issues of 
multi-boming in NEMO.
2.4 QoS Concerns of Network Mobility
Unlike the exisdng Internet, which oiily Supports mobile end hosts, the NEMO environment 
includes riot only the inobile hosts, but alsO mobile networks moving as a whole. This means the 
QoS control entity of a mobile network; e.g., a bandwidth broker, and the QoS requesting entities, 
e.g., the MNNs, are all moving throhgHdht the Internet. This characteristic makes both me 
available network resources vary from tihte to time With the' movement of mobile hosts and 
mobile networks, which is a challenge of QoS provisioning in me NEMO environment. 
Specifically, me request variadon happens in the long term, caused by handoffs, while me 
resource variadon can happen in both die short dmescale and long timescale for different reasons.
The short-timescale resource variation is mainly caused by. the bandwidth fluctuation of me 
wireless link between the MR and me access network, Which may Occur in seconds to minutes. As 
mobile networks attach to die access netwdi'ks with wifeless links, the available bandwidth on the 
wireless lirik between the MR of the mobile network ahd the base station (BS) in the access 
network varies witii the mobile network’s Ideation change, and the variation on the bandwidth is 
caused by several factors such as shadoWiiig, fading ahd the change of distance between the MR 
and the BS. Hence, the available radio resources cannot always support all the sessions of all me 
users ih a mobile network. Theoretically, this bandwidth fluctuation problem can be solved by 
renegotiating the dynamic SLS based oil die varying bandwidth. However, such bandwidth 
change can happen in minutes or seconds, much more frequently than the handoffs. In such a 
short amount of time, dynamic SLS negotiation cannot Work properly because it is too slow and 
will bliiig large overheads.
Therefore, other feasible solutions have to be investigated. One candidate is an admission control 
mechanism located in me MR of the mobile network, which can keep track of die available 
bandwidth of die mobile network and terriiihate some sessions if necessary in order to guarantee 
the normal transmission of the other sessions. However, the lack of resources caused by me 
bandwidth fluctuation will not continue fdi idng, and when me bandwidth returns to normal levels, 
me MNN with sessions terminated has tb reserve die bandwidth from die MR again and restart me
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data transmission of the terminated sessions. The bandwidth fluctuates so frequently that the time 
and signalling overhead of the resource reservation will be unaffordable for the mobile network.
The third feasible solution for this problem is to develop a Scheduling algorithm that can 
dynamically change the weights of the different traffic classes, in order to fe-allocate the available 
resource to the existing sessions. However; few proposals have been made to solve the problem.
The long-timescale resource variation is Plainly caused by the frequent handoffs of mobile
networks and mobile hosts, which can happen in miMites to hours. The frequent handoffs of the
mobile network among different access networks make the available resources provided for the
mobile network vary from time to time With the different access networks. Consequently, the
• *, .» , 
static SLA/SLS, with lhonths of valid period, is not suitable for NEMO anymore. It is necessary
to develop a dynamic mechanism to control QoS agreements between networks. The dynamic
control mechanism should meet die following demands: ,
• Should support class based QoS control and accommodate different QoS models.
• Must provide quality guarantees, not diiiy in terms of bandwidth, but also loss and delay.
• Must maintain quality during the life-ilihe of communication sessions.
• Must scale with die number of networks, available services and number of QoS requests.
• Should support mobile networks and ii'rit only mobile end-hosts.
For example, a VAN Within a moving coach may attach several networks in different stadons. It 
is desirable for die VAN to negotiate SLA/SLS dynamically with the administrators of those 
networks, based on the real-time available resources and service requests.
In literature, a few proposals have noticed the long-timescale problem. Tlais and Labiod [103] 
analyse the possible QoS degradation or forced service termination during the handoff process if 
the required resources are insufficient. A hew. protocol, NEMOR, is proposed to reserve die 
resources for the NEMO prior to the iiandoff process. This proposal focuses on the QoS
. J! '■
requirement widlin hartdoff process, but tides not consider the Variation of available resources 
from the different access networks. Y. Hsu and Tseng [102] propose a hierarchical proxy 
architecture with load-based scheduling Scheme. They introduce three proxies in low-tier 
networks and high-tief networks to cache die contents of the Internet or buffer the requests from 
the mobile nodes. The internet services life classified as lightweight and heavyweight service, 
according to the data size. In the scheduling scheme, the heavyweight services are only 
transferred in the low-tier network. By this ineans, the bandwidth for the lightweight service can 
be guaranteed in the high-tier network.
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2.5 Summary
This chapter introduces the main concepts Of Internet QoS and the basic architecture of NEMO. 
FolloWihg that, the cohcerns of QoS provisioning for NEMO are investigated.
The chapter first introduces the definition tif QoS. Based on the QoS concept, several parameters 
such as bandwidth and delay are used to Pleasure the QoS. QoS can be realized for individual 
flows 01' flow aggregates.
There dfe two main kinds of architecture for QoS, Integrated Services (IntServ) and Differentiated 
Services (DiffServ). IntServ focuses on providing elld-to-end QoS guarantee for individual flows 
of different applications. The main drawback of IntServ is bad scalability, since the QoS state of 
every single flow must be maintained in tlib intermediate routers On the flow path. To solve this 
problem, another mechanism, DiffServ, is proposed to divide flows in different classes. Routers 
will treat packets in the same class in the same way. So the routers do not need to store the flow 
state any more. By this means, DiffSefv achieves good scalability, but as a tradeoff, it can only 
provide QoS in large granularity. It is believed that IntServ and biffServ should be combined to 
approach good QoS guarantee for applications.
QoS can be classified along two major dices: the data path and the control path. Several QoS 
mechanisms on both paths are introduced Ih this chapter, On the data padi, queue management 
and packet, scheduling schemes are described. Queue management is used in routers to control and 
avoid network congestion caused by short tiinescale data bursts; packet scheduling is a method to 
control packet delay and share the link bandwidth by regulating the order of packets that are 
waiting for transmission. On the control path, admission control, QoS monitoring, end-to-end 
QoS protocols and inter-domain resource reservation aggregation are briefly described. 
Admission control is ah algorithm that a Pouter or host uses to determine whether a new traffic 
stream can be accepted without violating die granted QoS; QoS monitoring is a mechanism to 
track the ongoing QoS and detect possible QoS degradation; an end-to-end signalling protocol is 
needed to exchanges control messages between the flow sender and receiver to finish resource 
reservation of end-to-end QoS; inter-domain resource reservation aggregation is proposed to 
aggregate the resource reservation requests from one domain to another, in order to improve the 
scalability of the existing QoS architectures:
The second part of this chapter introduces the network Mobility (NEMO) technology. The most 
important concept of NEMO is the mobile iietwork, which is a set of nodes connected with each 
other and which moves over the Internet aS One unit. At least one Mobile router (MR) works as the 
control entity in each Mobile network and all mobile network tibdes (MNN’s) must send data 
flows through the MR. NEMO data transmission is based on Mobile IPv6 protocol, so tunnels 
may be built between the MR and the lioiiib agent (HA) of the mobile network. Mobile network
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nesting, Which means that a small mobile tietwork is contained by a large mobile network as a 
MNN, and multi-homing, which means that a mobile network has multiple active interfaces to the 
Internet, ate two important issues in NEMO research.
Finally, this chapter discusses the QoS concerns of NEMO, The problems faced by the NEMO 
envirbttllient include the short-timescale pfoblem caused by fluctuating bandwidth and the long- 
timeseale problem caUsed by frequent haridbff. On one hand, the bandwidth of the wireless link 
betwebfi a mobile network and the access; network may vary frequently because of the factors 
such as fading, shadowing and mobile network location. Ati adaptive scheduling algorithm that 
can dynamically adjust the resource distribution of the mobile network is needed to alleviate the 
impact of bandwidth fluctuation. On the Other hand, haiidoffs of a mobile network can occur in 
the frequency of one hour, so a dynamic QdS control protocol is heeded to guarantee QoS when a 
mobile tietwork switches among different access networks,
Therefore, From Chapter 3, the research is undertaken on the scheduling algorithms. A thorough 
study of the existing scheduling algorithms will be done to find out the challenges and 
requirements of the short-timescale QoS gUatantee for NEMO.
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Chapter 3
3 Scheduling Algorithms Review
3.1 Introduction
At the beginning of this chapter, a survey is undertaken on existing packet scheduling algorithms 
such as First Come First Served (FCFS), Priority Queuing (PQ), Fair Queuing (FQ) and Earliest 
Deadline First (EDF), Following this, tlie challenge facing the scheduling algorithm for the 
NEMO environment is analysed and the requirements of the scheduling algorithm for mobile 
networks are examined.
The structure of this chapter is arranged as follows: section 3.2 briefly introduces the four 
categories of scheduling algorithms arid aftalyses their advantages and drawbacks; section 3.3 
investigates the problems that the existing scheduling algorithms may face in mobile networks 
and addresses requirements of mobile networks for the Scheduling algorithm; finally, section 3.4 
summarizes the results of the chapter.
3.2 Overview of Scheduling Algorithms
There are four main categories of packet scheduling algorithms: First Come First Served (FCFS), 
Priority Queuing (PQ), Fair Queuing (FQ) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF). The mechanisms 
and features of these algorithms are described as follows;
3.2.1 First Come First Served
This is one of the simplest and most natural scheduling policies, whose operation is as its name 
suggests, i.e., packets are served in the older that they arrive at the server. While FCFS is not 
good for providing a differentiated service, it is quite simple to implement. In particular, it is a 
continuing operation to insert and delete packets from the queue when a state needs to be 
maintained for individual flows. Because tit its simplicity, the FCFS policy is one of the most 
commonly implemented scheduling policies. Almost all scheduling algorithms use FCFS as the 
scheduling policy for packets from the same session or class.
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The FCFS policy does not intrinsically provide delay Of rate guarantees* One way to provide a 
delay bound is to limit the size of the qtieUe of waiting packets. Specifically, once a packet is 
inserted ih a queue, it is guaranteed to be sent out when all the packets in front of it are served. 
However, packets that arrive at the tinie when the queue is full have to be dropped. To ensure that 
the drop probability is below a certain threshold, only a limited number of flows should be 
accepted.
In summary, although FCFS is one of the least sophisticated policies in its operation, it cannot 
differentiate among sessions. Therefore, it is impossible for FCFS to provide different QoS, such 
as mean delays, to different sessions, and the precondition is that the sessions are bounded with 
the token bucket model. So FCFS must work together with other mechanisms to provide a 
satisfactory QoS.
3.2.2 Priority Queuing
The basic Priority Queuing (PQ) algorithm Is so-called Static Priority Queue (SPQ) [73][74][75]. 
In SPQj traffic is classified into a fixed number of static priorities. The scheduler maintains a 
separate queue for each priority and always serves a packet ih a lower priority queue only if all 
the higher priority queties are empty. Each queue is served with the FCFS policy. Therefore, this 
scheduling mechanism is made slightly more complex than FCFS by introducing the complexity 
of maintaining a few ffiore queues.
The advantage of SPQ is that the transmission of high priority classes can be guaranteed with all 
available resources. However, the trade-off Of the higher priority guarantee is the QoS degradation 
of the lower priority sessions. The fact that i  lower priority packet will be served only after all the 
packets from the higher priority queues aris transmitted is bound to affect the delays of the lower 
priority packets. In ah extreme case, a Starvation problem [OP] Occurs, when the scheduler never 
serves any packet in a lower priority queue because the scheduler always has packets from a 
higher priority queue. In summary, SPQ ctilild not provide end-to-end delay bound for individual 
flows.
To avoid the starvation problem and provide end-to-etid delay bound for all the sessions, some 
modified PQ algorithms such as Rate-contrOlled Static Priority Queuing (RCSP) and Probabilistic 
Priority (PP) disciplines are proposed. •
RCSP [70] is an extension of SPQ with fegulated ittptit traffic rates. A RCSP server has two 
components: a rate-controller and a static priority scheduler. Conceptually, a rate controller 
includes some regulators to control the;sCisiions entering the server; each regulator is responsible 
for shaping the input traffic of the session itito the desired traffic pattern* When a packet arrives, 
an eligibility time is calculated and assigned to the packet by the regulator. The packet is held in
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the regulator until its eligibility time. Then the packet is transferred to the scheduler for 
transmission. Different ways of calculating the eligibility time of a packet result in different types 
of regulators [71]. •
The. scheduler in a RCSP server uses the SPQ policy that always selects the packet at the head of 
the highest priority noii-empty queue. The SPQ scheduler has a nlimber of queues with different 
priorities, for each of Which a delay bound ii preset. Each session is assigned to a priority before it 
is established. Different sessions can be assigned with the same priority, and all packets from the 
sessions with the same priority are transmitted in FCFS order. With the separate rate controller 
and scheduler, RCSP is flexible enough td Allocate delay and bandwidth to different sessions and
; I ' ; .
simplifies the admission control and implementation.
PP [72j[76][77] modifies the SPQ strategy by assigning a probability parameter to each priority 
queue So that die scheduler selects the packets of the sessions with different priorities in a 
probability. By this means, every session with different priorities has a chance to be processed. 
Therefore, the starvation problem is avoided. Furthermore, PP can provide bounded end-to-end 
delays to different classes. The PP algorithm can be easily reduced to the ordinary SPQ policy.
3.2.3 Fair Queuihg
The Fair Queuing (EQ) algorithm is originally proposed1' in [78] to provide fair sharing of
* 1 .'ii * , "
available bandwidth. Nevertheless, a modified version of FQ, Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 
[79] [80], is one of the most popular fair scheduling algorithms. In this section, firstly the 
mechanism of WFQ is introduced, then soliie FQ algorithms Suitable for the wireless networks are 
explored. Finally, a survey of the extensions of WFQ with adaptive weights is carried out.
3.2.3d Weighted Fair Queuiiig
WFQ is a Classic packet scheduling algoHthih, to provide bounded delay guarantees for the packet 
sessions under the leaky-bucket model. By presetting a weight parameter for each flow session, 
WFQ offers fair allocation of the bandwidth to the different sessions.
In [79], Parekh and Gallager introduce a flbw-based scheduling strategy, Generalized Processor 
Sharing (GPS), which assigns each traffic session a weight, so that the session would receive a 
service from the scheduler proportional to its weight. Specifically, assume a work-conserving 
server operates at a fixed rate r, and tlldt there are N  sessions. The itll session is assigned a 
positive real number (j)l as the weight. Let 5 ;( t ,  t) be the amount of session i traffic served in an
interval (r, t], A session is backlogged at time t if a positive amount of that session’s traffic is 
queued at time t. Theh, for any session i that is continuously backlogged in the interval (t, f], GPS 
guarantees that
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GPS is an idealized scheduling algorithm that assumes the data of sessions can be divided 
infinitely and transmitted like fluid. In practice, however* the sessions are transmitted in units of 
packets* Therefore, [79] presents a packet-by-packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) to 
approximate GPS in the real life. It is noted that PGPS is another name of WFQ. The basic rule of 
the PGPS scheme is: whenever the server is ready to transmit packets, it simply selects tire first 
packet that would complete tire transmission in GPS simulation if no additional packets were to 
arrive after that time. PGPS is a smart algtilithm that it makes a successful approximation to GPS.
Denote P  and Fp be the departure times of packet p  under PGPS and GPS, respectively and
denote Litm as the longest packet of all the Sessions. Theb it is shown in [79] that for any packet p,
F ^ F p < h ^ '  (3.3)
Moreover, denote Sf ( t ,  t) and S j ( t ,  t) be the amount of session i traffic served by GPS and 
PGPS lli the interval [t, f]. Then for all time t and session /,
5 , .( 0 ,Q - 5 ,.(0 ,0 < L max. (3.4)
Also, let Q (t, t ) and Q (t, t ) be the sessiOii i backlog (in bits) at time t under PGPS and GPS, 
respectively, and the difference of backlogged traffic for any session i is bounded as follows:
Qi (0, t j  -  Qt (0, t)  £  Lmx. (3.5)
To implement PGPS, a Virtual Time scheme is presented in [79]. Generally, each arrival and 
departure of packets ih GPS is denoted aS hn event and for each event that happens at time t a 
virtual time V(t) is calculated. Particularly, let tj be the time at which the jth event occurs. Let the 
time of the first arrival in a busy period as 0=0, and let Bj be the set of sessions that are busy in 
the interval (tj.u tj). Then the virtual time Of a system at idle status is defined as zero. In a busy 
period* let the beginning time of the busy period be 0, and then the virtual time V(t) is defined as 
follows:
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V ( 0 )  -  0
V ( t H  + t )  = V ( t J _ ,) +  j L 7 — -, f  S  t j  -  t H , j  =  2 ,3 , • • • (3.6)
zLjieBi t
With this method, given a busy period in GPS, the virtual transmission starting time S k and the 
virtual transmission finishing time F k of the /eth packet of the session i can be computed from its 
arriving time a f  and the previous packet’s virtual finishing time . Specifically, define 
Fj° — 0 , then virtual finishing time calcUlatibn is as follows:
5*
F,k tk i f  +* ^  f t  ^  L* • (3.7)
<pi
To update the virtual time when a packet departs the GPS system, define Next(t) to be the real 
time Of the next departure event after time i if there were no iuore arrivals after time t. So the next 
virtual time update will take place at NextQ) if there were no more arrival during [t, Next(t)]. Let 
Fmin be the smallest virtual finishing time of the smallest packet in the server at time t, dien we 
have
N ext(t) = t + (Fmia - V ( f ) ) l f t  ■ (3.8)
Therefore, the PGPS can be implemented following the rules: Wheii a packet arrives at the system, 
the virtual time is updated and the packet is stamped with its- virtual finishing time. The server is 
work conserving and transmits packets in hit increasing order of timestamp.
3.2.3L2 Adaptive Extensions of WFQ
Although WFQ is originally proposed for the static distribution of the bandwidth, and the weights 
are constant during the packet transmissioti; it has been applied Widely in environments that need 
time-to-tiine weight regulations. A lot of proposals [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] named as “Adaptive 
WFQ” Or “Dynamic WFQ” try to extend WFQ by changing the weights of sessions or classes 
dynamically, in order to meet different deiiiahds of QoS.
An “Adaptive WFQ” is proposed by L  Wtihg [89], which changes the traffic classes’ weights in 
WFQ adaptively to the real-time flow demands, so as to realize the on-demand bandwidth 
allocation, In the proposal, a Bandwidth Bargain Model is developed to dynamically allocate 
netwoi'k bandwidth based on the varying demands of packet flows. By estimating the flow arrival
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rates and adjusting the weights accordingly, L. Wang’s AWFQ can guarantee bandwidth 
requirements of active (expedited) service within a pre-defined range, while the bandwidth 
guarantee to assured service is not affected. Furthermore, L. Wang’s AWFQ can provide a 
specified minimum bandwidth to best-effoii service when the total demand of the traffic exceeds 
the capacity of the link, . .
[90] ahd [91] propose a scheduling algorithm, based on WFQ, to dynamically change the weights 
of different priority classes in order to maximize the revenue of the network service provider. The 
algorithm guarantees tile bandwidth required by the Users ahd optimizes revenue of the network 
service provider. Furthermore, instead of revenue, delay or throughput could be used as targets to 
optimize. Moreover, the algorithm can be used in mobile environments because of its adaptive 
feature, .
The proposal [92] by Li and Mao aims to sblve a problem of traffic Unbalance with dynamic WFQ 
policy. This proposal addresses fee unbamiice problem in that the sessions in a higher priority 
class iilay receive worse QoS than thosfe in a lower priority class due to unbalanced traffic 
conditions. To solve the problem, a dynamic WFQ scheduler is proposed, together with a Bloom- 
filtei-based estimator for the number of active sessions and a qiiehe management mechanism to 
provide QoS differentiation. This scheme dynamically adapts the WFQ weight of each class by 
estimating numbers of active sessions irl each class ahd allocates suitable bandwidth to the 
sessions id different classes. The bandwidth allocated to a class is proportional to the amount of 
the active sessions. Furthermore, based oil the estimation of the number of tile active sessions, a 
queue management mechanism is proposed to control the qiieue length of each class in order to 
provide differentiated delays for different classes.
Adaptive WFQ (AWFQ) [88], proposed by Horng, et. at, considers the changing network 
requirements caused by terminating flows or neWly initiated ones. It couples the weight of each 
flow Wltli the length of the queue. If tire requirement of a flow is increasing, then the length of the 
flow’s queue increases as well; AWFQ will consequently lean the resource assignment to the 
long-qtteue flow to Balance the delays among different queues. This algorithm can adapt fee 
change of flows’ requirements and effectively reduce the difference in delays between the high- 
weight queues and low-weight queues.
An adaptive-weighted scheduling approach is proposed in [93] to enable WFQ to dynamically 
change the weights and guarantee the premium services in DiffServ. This approach addresses the 
probleiit that long queuing delay and large delay jitter may be caused by a long queue for the EF 
packets. Therefore, a monitoring scheme Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) is 
introduced to estimate the average queue Size of premium service. Accordingly, the approach 
adaptively adjusts the weights assigned to the sessions to keep a small average queue size and
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guarantees a short average queuing delay; although, according- to conservation law [106], the 
decreasing of the queliihg delays of some Sessions must cause the increasing of the queuing delays 
of the others. In addition, a low-pass fillet is used to estimate the average queue size, which 
makes the instantaneous queue size slightly fluctuate with time, resulting in a small delay jitter.
3.2.3.3 Fair Quelling for Wireless Networks
Since WFQ is proposed to work with static, weight distribution, it is only suitable in an error-free 
network that has both constant input and tijitput bandwidth. In this case, the available bandwidth 
to the scheduler and the required bandwidth of each session are both constant, so static weight 
distribution is enough.
HoweVBr, in tire wireless network enviroiihient, channel errors happen on the link between the 
base Station (where the scheduler is Ideated) and the inobiie nodes, A lot of algorithms 
[81][82][83][84][85][86][87] have been proposed by taking the channel error and the wireless link 
capacity change into account. These lead several different mechanisms diat can compensate the 
lagging of flows caused by channel variation and achieve fair distribution of bandwidth to the 
sessions. Some representatives of the algorithms are briefly introduced as follows:
Idealized Wireless Fail-Queuing (IWFQ) [84] is designed to approximate the performance of 
WFQ ih wireless networks with channel errors. Working in the base station that has constant 
available bandwidth to the access network, IWFQ compensates assigned bandwidth among 
different mobile nodes connecting to the base station with the Wireless link. It takes a perfect 
error-free system as the reference and jiidges if a flow is. leading, lagging or synchronizing, 
according to whether its queue size is smaller than, larger than, dr equal to the that of the error- 
free system. Consider two sessions, A and B, are waiting for transmission. If the link status is bad 
when Session A is transmitting, IWFQ sends Session B but records the lagging size of Session A. 
Whert Session A’s link improves, IWFQ Sehds more packets of Session A to compensate for its 
lagging, By this meatts, the impact of the fchannel errof can be minimized and the sessions can be 
transmitted with fair distribution of the bandwidth.
Chanitei-condition Independent Fair Queuing CIF-Q [83] lias a virtual perfect error-free system as 
the reference system, which is similar to IWFQ. A virtual time is kept in the reference system and 
compared to the real time in the real systeiii, so that the scheduler can know whether a session is 
leading or lagging and makes compensation to the lagged queues. Both long-timescale and short- 
timescSte fairness is well considered and gltaranteed in ClF-Q.
Different from IWFQ and CIF-Q, Server-based Fair Approach (SBFA) [85] introduces a 
compensation server With some bandwidth allocated. When the liiik error occurs in the link of the 
transmitting session, the server stores the virtual copies of the packets that should have been
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transferred. The scheduler serves all sessions’ queues and the server’s queue one by one. In the 
turn of the server’s queue, the SBFA scheduler finds the virtual copies of the packets blocked by 
the link error and transihits them with the allocated bandwidth.
Traffle-dependent wireless Fair Queuing (TD-FQ) [82] points out that the delays of flows are 
tightly coupled with the weights assigned to the flows, It considers the different features of the 
flows, th e  flows are classified as real-time and noil-real-time flows. The real-time flow may 
suffer long delay due to a small weight assigned to it. In order to solve this problem, TD-FQ 
makes an extra operation based on ClF-Q. Real-time flows are assigned higher priority to reduce 
their queuing delays, whereas the fairness alid bounded delays of the non-real-time flows are still 
maintained. .
Multi-fate wireless Fair Queuing (MR FQ) [81] considers the multi-rate communication 
capability of the wireless networks, fit riiOst existing algorithms, an error wireless link is not 
capable of transmitting packets; whereas, according to the Work of MR-FQ, the scheduler can 
transmit packets in a low data rate wheii the wireless link is in a bad state. MR-FQ adjusts a 
flow’s transmission rate based on its chaiihel condition and lagging degree. The more a flow is 
lagging, the lower the rate a flow can trahsiiiit.
3.2.4 Earliest Deadline First
The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [68] is a form of a dynamic priority scheduler that assigns the 
priorities for each packet when the packet arrives. Specifically, a deadline is assigned to each 
packet. The deadline is calculated as the siiih of the packet’s arrival time and the delay bound of 
the flow that the packet belongs to. The EDF scheduler always selects the packet with the smallest 
deadline for transmission. The priority in the EDF scheduler is dynamically assigned, since the 
priority of the packet increases with the tiiiie it spends ill the system. By this means, the packets 
with lower priorities ahd loose delay bounds can be transmitted in time, while the guarantee of the 
higher, priority packets with tighter delay bounds will not be affected. Therefore, the starvation 
problem in SPQ can be avoided. For aiiy packet arrival process where a deadline can be 
associated with each packet, the EDF policy is optimal in ternis of minimizing the maximum 
lateness of packets [94], .
Delay-earliest-due-date algorithm or deldy-EDD [67] is an extension to the classic EDF 
scheduling. In delay-EDD, the server negotiates a service contract with each traffic source. 
According to the contract, only if a traffic source Serids traffic data in the negotiated ttaffic 
specification, such as a peak and average Sending rate, will the Server provide a delay bound. 
Specifically, given ah arriving packet obeying the contract, die delay-EDD server assigns a 
deadline for a packet in the same way as EDF.
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Since F.DF algorithms define delay bound for each traffic class and record each packet’s time to 
delay bound (deadline), it is necessary to. stamp the deadline for each arriving packet. The precise 
record for each flow’s deadline increases.the overheads and workload for the scheduler. To avoid 
the huge Workload of recording each packet’s arrival time, the algorithm Rotating Priority Queues 
(RPQ) [95] and its Upgraded version Rotating Priority QueueS+ (RPQ+) [96] are proposed to 
approximate the EDF with multiple rotating queues, storing packets from the traffic classes. 
While the queues are rotating periodically,, the packets with short deadlines move to the head of 
the scheduler and are processed. By this liieans, RPQ+ gives all queues in different priorities the 
chance to be processed. RPQ+ does not need to record the deadline information for the packets, so 
it saves the memory and processing power of the scheduler.
3.3 Problems of Existing Scheduling Algorithms in NEMO
*t. ! - , •*
In Section 2.4, long-tiriiescale and short-tihiescale problems on QoS for NEMO are analysed. In 
order to solve the shoft-timescale proble'ni; in which the bandwidth of the wireless link between 
the mobile network and the access network fluctuates frequently, an adaptive scheduling 
algorithm that can dynamically regulate the resource distribution of the different riaffic classes is 
required. . .
In this Section, the scheduling scenarios of the traditional wired/wireless networks and die mobile 
networks are compared. As a result, the .variable transmission rate of the NEMO scheduler leads 
to violation of the schedulability conditions of tlie mobile network. Consequently, the 
requirements for the Scheduling algorithm in mobile networks are addressed. Problems of the 
existing scheduling algorithms will be analysed in the environment in which the schedulability 
conditions are violated.
3.3.1 Comparison of Scheduling Scenarios of Legacy Networks and NEMO
The main difference between the scheduling scenarios of the legacy networks and mobile 
networks lies in the transmission rate of the scheduler. For simplicity of description, the 
transmission rate of the scheduler is assumed to be equal to the bandwidth that the scheduler can 
acquire. In wired networks, the transmissidii rate of the scheduler is always constant. In the legacy 
wireless networks, tlie scheduler is located in the base station (BS) or the router of the access 
network. Therefore, die overall available bandwidth of the scheduler is fixed, since the BS 
connects to die access network with a wired link, as shown in Figure 3-1 (a). In this case, the 
scheduler’s riansmission rate is constant. Let the transmission rate of the scheduler as R, and 
define a constant C. we can indicate R  as
R  = C . (3.9)
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(a) Legacy wireless network is connected to the access network via a wired link with constant
available bandwidth;
(b) NEMO is connected to the access network via a wireless link with variable available
bandwidth.
Figure 3-1: Comparison of scheduling architectures of wireless networks and NEMO
In cofttrast. a mobile network has a hierarchical architecture among the BS, the MR and the 
mobile users [97]. As shown in Figure 3-1 (b), the BS regards the MR as a normal individual 
mobile User, and is responsible for scheduling packets for the MR and other mobile users. In the 
mobile network, the MR schedules packets for the MNNs. Since the MR is connected to the BS 
via a wireless link, the available bandwidth of the scheduler in the mobile network is variable due 
to its movement and its changing connection to the BS. In this case, the transmission rate of the 
scheduler can be shown as a function of time, shown as Equation (3.10). In 3.10, the function j{t) 
emphasizes that the transmission rate is varying with time. In practice, the function can have 
different forms.
R  = f ( t )  (3.10)
It is important that the scheduler in the mobile network should take the equation (3.10) into 
account to schedule packets from different sessions.
3.3.2 Schedulability Conditions
The varying transmission rate (or bandwidth) of the scheduler in the mobile networks may result 
in the violation of the schedulability conditions of the existing scheduling algorithms.
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Schedulability condition, defined in [95], describes the condition under which the scheduler can 
transritit the packets of all the sessions within the predefined delay bounds. The schedulability 
condition can be regarded as a balance between the requests (the traffic) and the resources (the 
bandwidth or transmission rate), that the requests must stay in the range that the resources can 
support. Given an important assumption iil the existing scheduling algorithms, that the available 
bandwidth (or the transmission rate) o f the scheduler is constant, the resources of a scheduler are 
constant. Hence, controlling the requests to the scheduler is an effective way to meet the 
schedulability conditions. In fact, it has been proven that the schedulability conditions of the 
existing scheduling algorithms can be satisfied by restricting the traffic specifications of the data 
sessions [95][79], Some admission control mechanisms (introduced in Section 2.2.3.3) have been 
proposed to effectively regulate the inplit traffic pattern. In summary, traditionally, existing 
scheduling algorithms satisfy the scheduldbility conditions when tlie scheduler controls the shape 
of input traffic with the admission control mechanism,
However, the assumption of a constant transmission rate is not true in the NEMO environment, as 
has been shown in Figure 3-1. Therefore, tlie resources of the scheduler that can be provided to 
the requests vary from time to time. It is obvious that, if the resources of tlie scheduler decrease to 
the level that it cannot support all the reqtiests, the schedulability conditions cannot be satisfied. 
Thus, according to the results shown irt [96], the transmission rate is tightly related to the 
schedulability, and it is easy to understand that a variation of the transmission rate of the 
scheduler may also caUse a violation of tlie Schedulability conditions. As analysed in Section 2.4, 
such a Violation cannot be efficiently avoided by the admission control mechanism because the 
short-tihiescale bandwidth fluctuation riiay lead to frequent connection termination and 
reconiiection, which bring large signalling overheads and long delays.
3.3.3 Requirements for the Scheduling Algorithm in NEMO
The scheduling algorithm for NEMO has to Work in all environment that does not always meet the 
schedulability conditions. In this case, it iss impossible for any scheduling algorithm to guarantee 
the delay bounds for all the sessions. Ail ideal schedtiling algorithm in this scenario, however, 
should lueet tlie following two criteria: .
1) Maximize the anidunt of the sessions of classes that are guaranteed with the delay bound in a 
descending order of priority. Although hot all the sessions or classes can be guaranteed with 
the bounded delay, the scheduling algorithm should provide bounded delay for as many 
sessions or classes as possible, and the highei priority sessions or classes should be 
guaranteed preferentially.
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2) Maximize the throughputs of the sessions or classes that cannot be guaranteed with the 
bounded delay. As the admission control is not suitable for the bandwidth fluctuation 
scenario, the existing sessions will not be terminated In the NEMO environment. 
Cohsequently, the scheduler should provide basic reasonable throughputs for the sessions that 
afe not guaranteed with bounded delay in order to keep tlie connection alive. Hence, the 
affected sessions can be recovered id normal throughputs quickly as soon as the bandwidth 
status turns better.
Between the two criteria, Criterion (1) ifequires preferential treatment to traffic classes with 
differeht priorities, while Criterion (2) requires relative fairness for the traffic classes with lower 
priorities. Therefore, the ideal scheduling algorithm for NEMO should provide both priority 
differentiation and fairness consideration at the same tihle.
3.3.4 Problems of Existing Scheduling Algorithms
None Of tlie existing algorithms can meet the two criteria at the same time because they face 
different problems when the schedulability conditions are not satisfied.
As introduced previously, the FCFS algorithm is too simple to provide QoS guarantees. Since die 
FCFS algorithm does ilot provide any mechanism to guarantee boUnded delay of the sessions, it 
canndt meet Criterion (1) at all. FCFS is not suitable for NEMO when the schedulability 
conditions are not satisfied.
The SPQ algorithm can meet Criterion '(1) by always processing the higher priority sessions 
earlier than the lower ones. However, SPQ suffers its well-known problem: starvation. When the 
available bandwidth of the scheduler in the MR drops, the higher priority sessions may occupy the 
whole bandwidth on the wireless link between the MR and the BS, and the lower priority sessions 
cannot be transmitted at all. Therefore Criterion (2) calinot be satisfied by the SPQ algorithm.
Unlike SPQ, the FQ scheduling algorithms distribute the link bandwidth not by priority, but by 
pre-defined weights assigned to different packet classes, so a FQ algorithm like WFQ can meet 
the requirement criterion (2) and at the sahib time avoids the stan>ation problem. However, since 
FQ does not consider tlie time-varying bandwidth between the MR and the BS, when the available 
bandwidth is dropping and the schedulability conditions are not satisfied, the bandwidth allocated 
to eacli traffic class will be reduced to keep the predefined weights. Furthermore, the delay of 
each traffic class increases rapidly witllotit a guaranteed boundary. This issue is caused by the 
static allocation of the bandwidth and liamed as the static weight-delay problem. Therefore, FQ 
algorithms with static weights cannot mebt Criterion (i) of the NEMO scheduling algorithm. 
Although sOme FQ approaches, e.g. A WFQ, can apply dynamic weight distribution to deal with 
the varyihg traffic profiles, none of these adaptive FQ algorithms considers the fluctuation of
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bandw'idth in mobile networks, and none of the existing adaptive FQ algorithms can avoid the 
static Weight-delay problem.
EDF aitd RPQ+ treat the packets from different sessions or .classes equally and sort them in the 
order Of the packet deadlines. Therefore, different classes share the network bandwidth, according 
to the proportion of the traffic loads of the different classes. When the available bandwidth is 
dropping and the schedulability conditions die not satisfied, RPQ+ and EDF will still distribute the 
bandwidth with the traffic load proportion, SO Criterion (2) is satisfied and no starvation problem 
exists. However, the EDF and RPQ+ algorithms cannot prevent the long delay suffered by all 
sessions or classes. lit other words, the static weight-delay problem also exists in EDF or RPQ+ 
algorithtns. .
In suhlfnary, the existing scheduling algorithms cannot wOrk properly when the schedulability 
conditions are not satisfied. Two main problems, the starvation problem and the static weight- 
delay problem have been addressed. A hcvv scheduling algorithm that can adapt the bandwidth 
fluctuation and the frequent schedulability cbndition variation is required.
3.4 Summary
This chapter first surveyed the four classifications of scheduling algorithms, e.g., FCFS, PQ, FQ 
and EDF, for the legacy wired and wireiesS networks.
FCFS is the simplest scheduling policy, in that packets are served in the order they arrive at the 
serve!'. With no class differentiation or delay guarantee, FCFS has to work together with the queue 
management schemes to control the link sharing for the different sessions.
The basic PQ algorithm is SPQ, in which tlie scheduler serves a packet ill a lower priority queue 
only if  all the higher priority queues are eiiipty. The advantage of SPQ is that the transmission of 
high priority classes can be guaranteed With all available resources. However, a starvation 
problem may occur in a scarce bandwidth environment; the Scheduler may never serve a packet 
from a iower priority queue. Some of the Approaches proposed to avoid the starvation problem of 
SPQ llflVe been reviewed.
FQ is .U principal supposed to provide fait services for packets from different sessions. The classic 
FQ algorithm WFQ is introduced. By presetting a weight parameter for each flow session, WFQ 
offers fair allocation of the bandwidth to the different sessions. Moreover, many variants of WFQ 
with a Weight adaptation diat can meet different QoS demands are studied. Finally, some FQ 
algorithms that work in wireless networks Mve been reviewed.
EDF is a form of dynamic priority scheduling. Each packet is assigned a sending deadline which 
is the stim of arrival time and delay guarantee. Coupled with traffic shapers, EDF can provide a
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separate delay guarantee for traffic. The riiain drawback of EDF is that it needs to maintain a state 
of deadline for each queuing packet, which will detnand high processing power from the
. , i- . •
scheduler. To solve this problem, ah algorithm SPQ+ is proposed to approximate EDF 
performance by rotating queues.
Following the review On existing scheduling algorithms, the problems of the exisdng scheduling 
algorithms in mobile networks are analysed. The main difference of the scheduling scenarios of 
the legilcy networks and mobile networks is that the transmission rate of the scheduler in the 
legacy networks is Constant, while in mobile networks, .it varies with time. The varying
transrillssioh rate leads to the violation of the schedulability conditions, namely, not all the
. ' • 1 *
sessions can be guaranteed with bounded delay. In this case; the scheduling algorithm is required 
to meet two criteria, that is, not only to guarantee the delay .bounds for the maximum amount of 
higher priority sessions, but also to provide reasonable throughputs for the lower priority sessions.
HoweVCr, the existing scheduling algorithms cannot Work properly in the NEMO environment 
with violation of schedulability conditions, ifhe SPQ algorithm has to face the starvation problem 
of tire lower priority sessions, while tlie FQ and EDF algorithms suffer the static weight-delay 
problem, in that the static distribution of tlie bandwidth causes ail sessions to experience long 
delays. None of the existing scheduling algorithms can Meet the two criteria at the same time.
To satisfy the two criteria for NEMO scheduling, a Scheduling algorithm must consider both 
fairness and priority differentiation amorig different traffic classes. In Chapter 4, a scheduling 
algorithm liamed Adaptive Rotating Priority Queue will be proposed as the scheduling algorithm 
for NEMO.
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Chapter 4
4 Adaptive Rotatiiig Priority Queue
4.1 Introduction
This chapter proposes a novel scheduling algorithm, called Adaptive Rotating Priority Queues 
(ARPQ), in order to overcome the disadvantages of existing scheduling algorithms in mobile 
netwtii'ks. As a priority queuing algoHttihi, ARPQ differentiates traffic classes into different 
priorities. In order to keep relative faihieSs for the lower priority classes, ARPQ adaptively 
changes the weights Of different priority classes with tlie fluctuation of the available bandwidth to 
leverage the use of available bandwidth, so that a maximum number of higher priority queues can 
be giVell their desired bandwidth, while ft portion of bandwidth is allocated to their lower priority 
counterparts to share. By this means, ARPQ considers both the performance of higher priority 
queues and the fairness of the lower priority ones. ARPQ can iiot Only combine the advantages of 
both PQ and FQ, but also take the moBiie network* s characteristics into account. In this way, it 
can guarantee the performance of higher priority queues in the tolerable delay but provide much 
better throughput performance to the lower priority queues in ihobiie networks.
ARPQ also applies a rotating mechanisiii, hi which the queues are maintained in different groups 
and rotated periodically from low priority to high one. The rotating mechanism can effectively 
control the time that a packet spends in tide cjheues so that the optimal delay guarantee is possible.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 proposes a traffic model on which the ARPQ
algorithm is based. Section 4.3 describes the principles and operations of ARPQ. In Section 4.4,
the performance of ARPQ is evaluated via simulation means, and the performance comparison 
‘ • •.? . 
between ARPQ and other scheduling algorithms is given. Section 4.5 summarizes the findings
and future work is discussed.
4.2 Traffic Model
Before introducing the ARPQ algorithm, we construct a traffic model as the base of our 
calculation and deduction. Assume there is d scheduler with a dumber of external connections. Let 
C denote the set of sessions of all the connections. And if we assume the sessions can be
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partitioned into M  classes, we have C = , Where Cm denotes the set of priority-nz
sessions.
For a given session i e  C , we define A; , iQ + 1] as the total traffic of session i that arrives at the 
scheduler in time interval [to. fo+ri- 'i’h'e maximum Of A,-[f0,io Is bounded by a traffic 
constraint function A * as follows
a,. [t0j a + i ] < A : ( t ) , \ f t > o y t Q> o .  (4. i )
One Well-known example of A,* is the (a, p)-model [99]. This model depicts the worst-case traffic 
on a cOhnecdon i with a burst parameter if; dnd a rate parameter p,. The traffic constraint function 
of (a, /l)-model is
A;'(t) = ori + p it
The traffic constraint function is related to the stability Of tire Scheduler. If all the busy periods are 
finite; then the scheduler is stable. The Stability of a packet scheduler implies that the delays in the 
scheduler queue are finite. The condition for the stability of a wofk-cortserving packet scheduler 
with N  sessions is given by [95] as follows (note R is the available bandwidth):
m ^ i=lA— < R  (4.2)
(—><*> f
Similarly, for a priority-based scheduler, we say the scheduler is priolity-m stable if all busy 
periods of the highest m priority classes are finite. The condition for priority-m stability of a 
priority-based packet scheduler is
lim    < R  (4.3)f­
In (a, //J-tnodel, the cbhdidon of priority-M stability is simplified as
t Z . £ „ c , P i < R  <4-4>
The traffic model can be realized in d mobile network. The MR negodates a SLS with die 
admiiilsriator of the visidng domain arid reserves the initial available bandwidth R to guarantee a 
bounded delay for each priority class. As d condition of the SLS, the MR must make sure that the
maximum rate and bdtst size of priority fcldss in (1 <m<M) does not exceed two fixed values p ’"lass
and 0'"llss, respectively. Then die policing and shaping mechanism of the MR will shape the
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ingress floWs and makes the traffic parameters of eacli class satisfy the condition: I  A  ^  P iss
feC,„
and ^ dr. < . Moreover, it is necessary that the maximum rate and burst size of all the
Cm
priority classes satisfy (4.4) so that the boiinded delays can be guaranteed. Therefore, the initial 
state of tlie scheduler in the MR is that die maximum rate and the burst size of each priority class 
is bounded and the available bandwidth is enough to provide the required bounded delay for all 
priority Classes.
4.3 ARPQ Description
In this section, tlie Adaptive Rotating Priority Queue (ARPQ) [98] algorithm is proposed. ARPQ 
aims tb adapt to the fluctuation of the available bandwidth in mobile networks by changing the 
proportions of resources distributed to the different traffic classes. Generally, when facing varying 
available bandwidth that may not support all the traffic priority classes, die policy of ARPQ 
guarahtees the availability of bandwidth resources to the higher classes ill descending order. The 
low priority classes that cannot be gtlarahteed will share the remaining part of the available 
bandwidth. The advahtage of this policy is guaranteeing die delay bounds for a maximum number 
of sessions with high priority classes, while keeping reasonable throughput for the sessions with 
low priority classes. It avoids the static Weight-delay problem and the starvation problem faced by 
the existing scheduling algorithms by considering the fairness to low priority queues and 
maintaining the bounded delay for high priority queues, .
In general; an ARPQ scheduler consists bf several groups of queues, and each group is assigned to 
one priority class. The newly arrived packets are queued to the tail of the end queue of the 
corresponding queue group. A rotating scheme is designed to shift die packets from the high 
priority queues to the low priority queries periodically, and the rotating period for each group is 
adaptive to the available bandwidth in order to control the maximum delay of die traffic class. In 
the following sub-sections, we will introduce the rotating scheme, the maximum delay prediction 
and rotating period selection, as well as the packet selection scheme.
4.3.1 Rotating Scheme
Considering a QoS mechanism with M  classes, ARPQ has M  groups of queues, and one for each 
class. The queue groups are ordered frbtii 1 to M  witli an ascending order of priorities, e.g., the 
queue group denoted with 1 has die highest priority atid the queue group denoted with M  has the 
lowest priority. For each queue group hi, there is ail integer Nm. There are (Nm+1) queues in the 
Queue Group m, numbered from 0 to N,n. 'The queues iti the same group also have the ascending
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order of priorities, e.g., the queue with number 0 has the highest priority in one group and the 
queue With number N„, has the lowest priority. We use Q(m, n) to denote the nth queue in Queue 
Group m.
When a packet with priority m arrives at the scheduler, it is inserted in Q(m, Nm). Each group of 
queues with priority m has a rotating period Am. The queues in the same group make one rotation 
every Ata time. In each rotation, all packets ate moved from queues with a higher number to lower 
numbered ones, as shown in Figure 4-1. The process is repeated from Q(m,0) to Q(m,Nm), with 
each m e  { l < w < M }  . At first, the packets in Q(m, 1) are moved to the rear of Q(m,0). 
Therefore, £>(m,l) is empty. Consequently, the packets in Q(m,2) are moved to Q(m, 1). The 
process continues until all packets from Q(in.Nm) are moved to Q(m,Nm-l).
4.3.2 Maximum Delay Prediction and Rotating Period Selection Scheme
The rotating period (A,„) and the number of queues (Nm) of queue group m should be defined 
properly to ensure that the maximum queuing delay of class m packets does not exceed the delay 
bound of class m. We Use d"'JX to denote the maximum queuing delay of packets in class m and 
Dm to denote the required delay bound of class m. It is noted that only when the Priority Class m is 
stable as shown in (4.4), does exist for Priority Class m.
The queuing delay of a class-m packet in ARPQ can be expressed as follows:
d m = t Xm +Tq + ! f ,  (4.5)
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where dm is the queuing delay of a class-/?! packet, t xm is the rotating time for the packet to be 
moved to Q(m,0) since it arrives at Q(rn,Nm), and Tq denotes the time interval between the 
packet’s arrival to Q(m, 0) and the instant the packet starts transmission. Lxm denotes the length of
the tagged packet. And R is the transmission rate. As shown in Figure 4-2, it takes at least Nm 
rotations for a class-/?? packet to reach £?(???, 0). The waiting time for the first rotation is defined as 
r, 0 < t  < Am. For any other rotation, the packet waiting time is A,„. Therefore,
t xm = ( N , - i ) - A m+ t ^ N mA m (4.6)
Arrival time o f  the 
t  o tagged packet
Am—
Departure iime o f the
tagged packet U  + (N m -l)A m + X
-(N m -l)Am -
-Am- ■*— Am- -Am-
Q(m,Nm) Q(m,Nm-l) Q(m,Nm-2)
Position o f  the tagged packet
Q(m.l) Q(m,0)
Figure 4-2: Positions of the tagged packet in the ARPQ scheduler
To calculate Tq, we consider how much traffic has to be transmitted since time 0 before the tagged 
packet Starts its transmission. Here, we assume that since time 0 the scheduler is in a busy period, 
which is a period during which the scheduler contains packets in the queues with number 0 in at 
least one queue group. The time that the tagged packet arrives at Q{m, 0) is denoted as t. The 
traffic that should be transmitted before the departure of the tagged packet in the scheduler at time 
(t+tx) can be expressed as Wm(t, tx), which is determined by the elements as follows:
1) Traffic from higher priority connections that arrives at Q(k, 0) in time interval [0, t+tx], given 
by A,[0, f+fr] for i e  Ck and k<m.
2) Traffic from priority m sessions that arrives at £>(???, 0) in time interval [0, t], given by A,[0, /].
3) Traffic with priority m connections that arrives at Q(m, Nm) before the tagged packet, but 
rotates in the same round together with the tagged packet, and arrives at Q(m, 0) 
simultaneously with the tagged packet, at time t. Let t0 denote the time that the tagged packet 
arrives at Q(m, Nm), all packets arriving at Q(m, Nm) in the time interval [r0+r-A„„ r0] move to 
higher priority queues, together with the tagged packet, but are transmitted before the tagged 
packet. So the traffic is denoted with A \ t 0 + T — Am , t0 ].
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4) Tlie remaining part of the packet with priority > m being transmitted at time t. The parameter 
is denoted with hr.
5) Tlie traffic that is transmitted in tinrie interval [0, /+&.].
Specifically, Wm(t, tx) is given as
7/1—1
W„, (t, U  =  E  Z  A i t ° ’ t + tx ) + Y j  A  9  +  Z  A i 7 -  A ,„ ’h  ] +  4  -  R ■ (t + tx ) (4.7)
k—1 is Cf. teCm is Cm
According to tlie definition of Wm(t, tx), Wiieii tx-T q, we have
t f * & r f ) = o .  (4.8)
From (4,1) we have
m-i m-1 _
Z Z A [ o ,* + h  ) ^ Z Z A * ( t + k  ) (4.9)
k—1 is Ck k~ 1 isC*
£ A i A t ] <  Z A * 0 0  (4.io)
,G , is Cra
E A -^ o  + T ~ -A ',tQ] < E A !(A * - T )  (4.11)
^ On
The riittximum of Lr is the longest packet Of all sessions With priority > nU So we have
Lr < max Z f 1* (4.12)I >1/1
With (4.9)-(4.12), the tipper bound of !¥„;(?, iv) in (4.7) is given as follows
Wm0 iixy < L W r ( f t tx) ,  (4.13)
where
m-i______________ _
W r t M  = T , 'E A - ( t  + tx )+  Z A W  X A *< A m -r)4 -m ax Z ,““  ~ R - ( t+ t x) .  (4.14)
* - i  fect fee,,, iScm ,>m
Similar to (4.8), there exists a time T “mK that can satisfy
W r % T ™ )  = 0 (4.15)
Theoitehl 4-1: Given a packet arriving dt tlife scheduler at time t With priority m and waiting time
in Q(ttis Nm), t, for any traffic functiciii A th . Td if 37^ > 0 ,  Wm(t,Tq) = 0 ,  then
r ,  < T f * , where T™* satisfies W ™  ) = 0 .
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Based oil Theorem 4-i, whose proof is ifi Appendix A, Tq reaches the upper bound Tqnax when the 
connection sessions reach the traffic cdlistiaint function A*, can be determined from (4.15). 
As an example, we calculate T™** with the {a, /i)-modei as follows. In the (cr, p)-model, Wm(t, tx) 
is expressed as
in—1
+ A ( ( + t j i + s «>-.+a o
k = 1 ieC k /eC f„
+ £ [cr. + p . (A,„ - r)3 + maxZ"K,X ~R-( t  + tx)
(4.16)
feC„
From (4.15), we can calculate out
/
E E  A -' + E E a + Z fo  + A<A„ -T)]+maxL™“
y  max   V ^  __________ / _______M  l€-Q..______ lg C»i______________________________ _
l Q ~~ , wi-1
R - S S a
Jt=l 16 C,
To make sure r ?max is Convergent, the scheduler must be pritirity-hi stable. From (4.4) we have
m  • , ... .
£ ] [ > , . - 2 ? < 0 . Ailc  ^because fSO, 7V"“  reaches the maximum when /=0.
i=l ieC;
E E a  + E  + A (A«, -  r)]+max■ 1 . i>2»
'T’ lhax r—1 f e e ,  i sCm  . . . 1  o \
S          C4.18)
£=I /eQ.
Recalling (4.5) and (4.6), we have
V« /.
E E  A- + E  [ a  + A  (A,„ -  r)] + max L”
r - Z E a
max
maxf x  T l r r t  r F  t>m '
An “ A + - J S ( A „ ,  - 1)• Am + f  + ------- eA—  -------------------------- + _ i
A =L /e C ,
./» .. . _
E  E  A + E  (A 4 AA,„)+max 1“  2? -  £  E  A
1=1 ieC,_______ ieC,,, ' 'n . lt=l ie C , i- „ ,. , k i l u. l u . k i ct= (2V,,. -  1) • A,„ + -------!---------- ---- '—r   + --------  i-----T + -v "I * '» M  . 1)1-1_
R I E / ’. R - E E a
A=1 ie C . fc=l ieC t
(4.19)
When t  -  A , d,„ reaches maximum d„\nax,
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T V  ex.+ V cr,+m ax L"’ax
'  i — l  '  j > m  '  r  I l l l lX
< C ' = V „ A „ +  —   +  - a -  (4.20)
R-tl> , R
4=1 f e e .
To make sure the queuing delay of die tagged packet does not exceed the delay bound, D„„ dm 
must bd riot larger than D„„ shown as follows,
r maxv v , 5 _ v „
 h ~
R
. . .  -  i»n  ' . r max
N nl • A,„ +  + ^ t ~ <  Dm (4.21)
R - L L P i
'4=1 feC,.
Giveni the fixed number of queues N„„ we Have the upper bound of rotating period A,„.
Il l_______   ■
£ y > , -  +  y ^ + m a x z r  .
D  p r f  ' i»n  ' 7' m“  . Ill _
A<« - = r ? - - s --------- - i r . ™  > 2  I A  (4.22)N  H I-1
R -
4=i fee.
.. ^  4=1 ieC,• AL
■* y
By setting the rotating period to be smaller than the upper bound shown in (4.22), the scheduler 
can make the queuing delay of the packets of the stable priority classes within the delay bound 
Dm. If Priority Class tit is not in the stable status, a finite maximuni queuing delay does not exist. 
So ARPQ approximately sets the rotating period of Priority Ciitss fit as
D m .
A V / ? < £ 2 a  (4.23)
HI 4=1 feCj
Equation (4,23) makes sure that the packets of an unstable priority class will move to Queue 0 of 
its quette group within its delay bound, so as to be involved in the packet selection scheme.
4.3.3 Packet Selection Scheme
The packet selection scheme is introduced for the ARPQ to select the next packet to be 
transmitted. The scheme analyses the desired bandwidth for each class and different queue groups 
are categorised in two states: in State I, the queue group is distributed with tire required bandwidth 
and cati transmit packets at its required data rate; in State II, the queue group has to share limited 
bandwidth with other queue groups and distributed low bandwidth that is smaller than the amount 
required. To transmit packets in State I, the static PQ policy is adopted with a limit on the 
transmission rate. When the State I queues are empty, the packets iri queues in State II are selected
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with thd AWFQ [87] policy. The pseudo code of the packet selection is presented at the end of the 
sectioil to help the readers to understand the Scheme.
The scheduler judges the state of a queue group with the number m by checking the length in 
bytes of Q(m,0) and the bandwidth available to Queue Grtiup til, which is denoted as V,,,. Vm is 
defined as the remainder when the total available bandwidth of did wireless link is deduced by the 
bandwidth used by the total requested transmission rates of all the queue groups with priorities 
higher than in and with the non-empty Q{k, t>) (l^/c<w). therefore, V,„ can be shown as follows:
.. Z.[Q(*,0)]>0 .
v.-*- S S a- <424>
lSk< m kC t
Vm is the remaining bandwidth for all the queue groups with the same oi‘ lower priorities than m 
after tlie total bandwidth R has been used by the queue groups with priorities higher than m.
The state of a queue group is decided as:
• if  Vln ^  I  p i , Queue Group m is ill State I;
ieCm
• Else, Queue GroUp m is set to State II. .
The scheduler processes the queue groups ih State I with tlie priority queuing policy, so that these 
queue groups are able to transmit packets with the network resources tiiey need. Specifically, the 
scheduler selects the first packet in the highest priority nonempty queue in the set of {Q{m,0)\ 
1 <:tn<M }. Nevertheless, in order not to Starve other traffic classes with lower priorities, a 
transmission rate limit, denoted as rm, is applied to the Priority ni queue group. If the scheduler 
notices that the current ttansmission rate of QUeue Group hi is higher than r„„ the packets in 
Queue Group in will not be transferred aily more until tlie transmission rate of Queue Group m 
returns below rm. The transmission rate limit r„, is determined differently ill following two cases.
• IU the case that Vm is enough for Queue Group m and aii the queue groups with lower
. . .. Z.[Q(*,0)]>0
priorities than m have packets to transmit in the No. D queue; rm is set to Vm — ^  >
m<k<M ieCk
so that all the lower priority queue groups are guaranteed with their requested data rates and
QUetib Group m acquires all tlie remaihihg part of the available bandwidtii Vm.
• On the other hand, if Vm is not enough for all the queue groups with lower priorities than m 
and with non-empty Queue 0, Queue Group in is only allowed to transmit packets with its 
requested rate . In this way bandwidth can be left as much as possible to the lower
ieCu
priority queue groups. Therefore, the transmission rate limit i‘,„ can be calculated as
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L[Q(k, ojis'o
r,» = max(V„, -  X  . 5 > ’ I  A ) M  < m < M  . (4.25)
m<k<til ieCk ie Cril
As tile research focuses on the scheduliiig algorithm itself, it is assumed that the related 
transmission rates, including the departure data rate of each class and the total transmission rate 
(or equivalently the bandwidth) of the wireless link, can be monitored.
Only if every Queue ti of each State I quetib group is empty will the scheduler process the State II
groups, A fair queuing policy called AWFQ [87] is used so that all State II groups can share the
remaining available bandwidth after die State I group transmission. The fair queue algorithm in 
ARPQ is similar to that in WFQ, where there is a weight parameter $  for each class indicating
the importance of the class. The difference is that the sum of traffic stored in each queue group m, 
q„,(t), is introduced in the algorithm, indicating the extent of congestion of the class [87], The 
bandwidth allocation fbr the State II classeS is as follows
rm(0  =  t f — - • R n - m < M  . (4.26)
In eqUatioii (4.26), rm(t) is the shared bandwidth of class in, Rn denotes the available bandwidth to 
the State II queue groups and »;./ denotes the number of State I classes. By this means, the 
bandwidth distributed to each class is not only decided by the preset weights but also by the real­
time congestion situation. The longer the queue is ahd the heavier the congestion, the more 
bandwidth is assigned to the queue grotip. The algorithm makes the shared bandwidth of the 
queue groups adaptive to the congestions.
If all queues in the set {<2(m.0)[ } are empty, the ARPQ scheduler selects the head packet
from the first nonempty queue, other than Queue 0, of the group with the highest priority.
Based on the two states introduced above, the ARPQ selects packets from the queue groups as the 
pseudd code and the flowchart shown in Figure 4-3 arid Figure 4-4, respectively. The scheduler 
searches through all the queue groups from 1 to M. If the qheue Q(i,0) is empty, then the 
scheduler moves to the next queue group. Otherwise, the algorithm decides the queue group state 
by checking the value of Vm. In the case that the queue group is in State I ( Vm > p m), the head
packet of queue group in is selected and de-queued with the transmission late limit rm. In the case 
that the queue group is in State II, the function faircleq is called ahd a packet is selected from the 
queue groups between in and M  with the AWFQ algorithm. If aii the queue groups are with the 
empty Queue 0, the scheduler will transmit the head packet in the first non-empty queue in the 
queue group with the highest priority.
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1 for (l<=m<=Number of queue groups M) {
2 /*V[m] is  the availabe bandwidth to Queue Group m
p[m] is  the requested data ra te  of Queue Group m */
3 i f  (Q_length[Q(m,0)]=0) continue; //Q(m,0) is  empty
4 else {
5 i f  (V[m) >= p[m]) { //Queue Group m is  in  State 1
6 i f  (deqrate[m]<=max(p[m] ,V[i]-sum(p[k] ,m<k<=M, Q_length[Q<k,0) ]>0)) t
7 Dequeue Q(m,0);
8 break;
9 )
10 )
11 else ( //Q Group m is  in State II
12 fairdeq(m);
13 break;
14 )
15 }
16 )
17 i f  (Ho packet dequeued) ( //A ll Q(m,0) is  empty
18 Dequeue the f i r s t  non empty queue
19 >
Figure 4-3: Pseudo code of ARPQ packet selecting process
4.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the ARPQ is evaluated via simulations. Firstly, a simulation 
model is introduced and validated based on different priority classes of traffic and time-varying 
available bandwidth, and then two simulation experiments are designed to respectively compare
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the instant and average performances of ARPQ with the existing scheduling algorithms. The 
instant performance are summarised from the simulation data recorded during one single 
simulation run so that the real-time behaviour of ARPQ can be well analysed. To opposite, the 
average performance is summed from the statistical results over a number of simulation runs so as 
to observe the long-term behaviour of ARPQ.
4.4.1 Simulation Model
4.4.1*1 Simulation Model Specification
The software package network simulator 2 (NS-2) [100] is used to implement the simulation 
model. The structure of the simulation model is shown as Figure 4-5. And the functions of each 
module are introduced as following.
Figure 4-5 Structure of the simulation model
• Source: The source module is responsible for generating data traffic flows with exponential 
or constant data rates.
• Admission control module: This module controls the pattern of the incoming traffic and 
shapes the data flows into the o-p model.
• Queuing module: This module is responsible for maintaining queues for different traffic 
classes and inserts packets to the queues they belong to.
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Packet scheduler: This module is in charge of choosing die next departing packet according 
tti the dynamic policy from the policy adjustment module.
Bandwidth changing module: This module simulates the bandwidth fluctuation taking place 
Oh the wireless lihk between the MR and the BS. Different models can be applied to the 
bandwidth fluctuation. In this research, a two-state Mai'kov chain is used to simulate the 
states of the wireless link. Specifically, there is a good state and a bad state in the state 
machine. In the good state, the bandwidth keeps a value larger than the total data rate of all 
sessions. In the bad state, the bandwidth is set at a relatively low value that is smaller than the 
total data rate of active sessions. 'The lowest bad-state bandwidth during a simulation is 
denoted as Bworsl. A fixed time unit iS defined, with which the state machine will decide if 
changing its state (denoted as a state bansition). When a state transition takes place, the 
possibility that the wireless link is in the good state or the bad one follows tlie geometrical 
distribution. The transition probability from the good state to the bad one is indicated as PG-b, 
and from the bad state to the good one is Pb-g- Let Pg-b+Pb-cM, with Pb-g changes from 0 to 
1, the time that the wireless link stays in the goOd state will consequently change from the 
whole simulation duration to zero, iri the remainder of tlie thesis, If not specified, the state 
tfkhsition probabilities are always set tis Pg b+Pb-g^L
Traffic measurement module: This module is responsible for measuring the transmission 
rates of all traffic classes as well as the bandwidth of the link when the link is busy. 
Specifically, the traffic measurement hibdule observes N+1 continuous packets (marked from 
0 to AO departing the scheduler. It records the total size of the packets 1 to N, which is
Z  Lk , and tlie departure times of the first and the last packets, which are To and TN,
tSk&N ■
respectively, and calculates the transmission rate rN between 7o and 7p with the following 
equation1:
Z 1 *
'V = (4-27)
1  N  * 0
Laving measured the required transmission rates, the traffic measurement module returns the 
rate values to the policy adjustment module. ■
Policy adjustment module: This module dynamically adjusts the policy of the scheduler with 
tlie varying bandwidth and the transmission rates of the traffic classes,
Slhk: This modilie is the termination of the packets.
1 For Work-conserving algotiihms, this equation is correct when the scheduler is busy.
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4.4.1.2 Simulatidh Model Validation
To prove that the simulation model cail simulate the mobile network scheduler correctly, a test 
experitiient is undertaken to compare the maximum queuing delays of packets in different classes 
between the analytical results shown in (4.20) and the results of the simulation model. 
Specifically, the test includes 3 traffic sources with 3 different priorities in an ascending order. 
The amount of priorities is set as 3 because this number of priorities is enough to observe the 
performance of ARPQ. It is also practical to set tire traffic classes defined in the specific projects 
such as IETF and 3GPP. Each source generates a constant bit rate flow with the same packet size. 
The relative parameters are set as Table 4-1:
Table 4-1 Parameters of the simulation validation test
Flow i O; pi (Mbps) A,- (s) (bit) Ni
1 0 0.2 0.01 4000 10
2 0 0.4 0,02 4000 10
3 0 0.4 0.03 4000 10
With the parameters, the maximum queuing delays of Flow 1 and Flow 2 can be calculated with
(4.20), respectively, if the scheduler’s transmission rate R varies in the definition ranges of (4.20). 
Particularlyt the definition range of (4.20) for Flow 1 is p x < R  < ^  p t . If R is smaller than the
l<iS3
lower border of the range, no bounded queuing delay Will exist. If R is larger than the higher 
border of the range, (4.20) is undefined because the scheduler will be in the idle state, while (4.20) 
is only defined for the scheduler’s busy period. With the similar reason, the definition range of
(4.20) for Flow 2 is p x + /?2 < R  < ^  p t . The maximdm queuing delays of Flow 1 and Flow 2
l</<3
are denoted as dj and d2 respectively, alid shown in Figure 4-6. Since How 3 has no maximum 
queuing delay defined in (4.20), it is not shown in the figitre.
To be compared with the analytical results, the simulation model is configured with the 
parameters in Table 4-i and repeated 10 times with R increasing from 0.1Mbps to 1Mbps in a step 
of 0.1Mbps. The maximum queuing delays of Flow 1 and Flow 2 are shown in Figure 4-6, 
respectively. According to the simulation results, Flow 1 and Flow 2 have no bounded delays 
when 7?<0.2Mbps and 7?<0.6Mbps, respectively, so only the values with the bounded delays are 
shown in the figure. Moreover, since Flow 3 has no bounded delay in tire whole range of R, it is 
not shown in the figure.
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From Figure 4-6, it is clear that the analytical and simulation maximum queuing delays of each 
flow liiatch each othei* very well with close values and the same trends. The simulation results is 
reasonably lower than the analytical results because the analytical results is the theoretical worst 
case vaitie, while the simulation results show the normal case value of the maximum queuing 
delay. Therefore, the comparison of the analytical results and tile simulation results proves the 
proposed simulation model is valid and correct.
Com parison of maximum queuing delays between 
analysis and sirriulation
J rCD■a
O)c
'Z!CD
Z3cr
E
E
Figure 4-6 Comparison of maximum delays between analysis and simulation 
4.4.2 Simulation Experiments
To compare the performance of ARPQ and those of the existing scheduling algorithms 
comprehensively, two experiments wefe designed with different bandwidth patterns. Experiment 
4-1 aiitis to observe the instant variation of the throughputs and delays under different algorithms, 
while Experiment 4-2 investigates the statistical throughputs and delays of different algorithms 
over multiple simulation runs. Before desbribing the two experiments in detail, the comparative 
algorithms and me performance metrics included in both of the two experiments are introduced.
4.4.Id  Comparative Algorithms
In both of the two experiments, the performances of four different algorithms are compared: 
RPQ+. WFQ, SPQ find ARPQ. The reason for choosing the former three algorithms as the 
comparative objects is that RPQ+ is a well designed algorithm approximating EDF, while WFQ 
and SPQ are the representatives of the FQ and PQ, respectively. For me convenience of 
comparison, die weights of each class of WFQ and ARPQ are set the same as the weights of each 
class ifl the total data rate. Besides the Weights aSsigtled tb the classes, ARPQ has some additional
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parameter settings. The numbers of queues (TV,,,) in each queue group for different priority classes 
are set hs 10, 20 and 50 for Class 1, 2 attd 3, respectively!
Performance Metrics
In order to compare the performance of ARPQ with that of other algorithms, three important 
metrics are defined ahd observed for ARPQ and the odief three algorithms in both of the 
experiments.
1) Throughput: We compare the throughput of each priority, class by using different scheduling 
algorithms in order to check how the available bandwidth is distributed in different 
algorithms.
2) Starvation period: The starvation of a priority class is defined as follows: For a queue i in a 
scheduler storing packets of Priority Class i, if the interval between the departures of two 
continuous packets of the nonempty queue i is larger than a specified threshold, we say that 
the traffic of this ciass suffers a starvation and tills interval is called a starvation period. In the 
scope Of this paper, we set the starvation threshold as the delay bound of the priority class. In 
another word, if the queue of one priority class is hot empty, but no packet departs from it in 
a delay bound interval, then the queue or the priority class is starved. We compare the lengths 
Of starvation periods of different algorithms for each priority class in order to analyze 
whether die starvation problem is resolved or not.
3) Packet queuing delay: We compare both real-time queuing delay variation and cumulative 
dlstribtition functions of the queuing delays of the different traffic classes to evaluate if the 
static \veight-delay problem is resolved in any comparative algorithm.
4.4.23 Specifications of Experiiiiients 
4.4.23.1 Specificdtion o f Experiment 4-1
Experiment 4-1 aims to compare the instant performances of the comparative scheduling 
algorithms during one single simulation rub with fixed bandwidth transiting probability.
Before specifying die experiment, it is important to clarify that a general conclusion on the 
performance comparison can be extended from one simulation with die specific parameter setting. 
With tile same bandwidth state transiting probability (varyiiig bahdwidth transiting probability 
will be discussed in Experiment 4-2), the hey factor of the performance comparison is how die 
comparative algorithms behave in different extents of bandwidth shortage. In fact, no matter what 
values the specific parameters such as the traffic data rates, die admission control metrics and the 
outbdhiid bandwidth are set with, the relationship between the user traffic with N  classes and the
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available bandwidth has N+l possible cases: the bandwidth can support all the N  classes, N -l 
classes, N-2 classes..., or none of the classes. Therefore, with any Specific parameter setting, if a 
simulation shows that the ARPQ has better performance thari the other scheduling algorithms in 
each bandwidth shortage case, it is justified to say the ARPQ has better comprehensive 
perfoiiliance than the other comparative algorithms with arty specific parameter settings.
Based on the previous discussion, the pafariieters of Experiment 4-1 are configured as follows.
Source traffic: The sotirce module generates three constant bit rate sessions, all in different traffic 
classesi The bit rates and the required delay bounds of tile sessions are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Data rates and delay bounds of the traffic sessions in Experiment 4-1
Session ClasS Bit nate Delay bound
1 1 1168kbps 100ms
2 2 932kbps 200ms
3 3 1036kbps 500ms
Admission Control; Since the bit rates of the input sessions have been constant, no more 
admission control needs to be specified for Experiment 4-1.
Bandwidth variatioh: The transition period of the state machine is set to 5 seconds so that the 
bad-state period will be long enough to show clearly the throughputs, starvation periods and the 
queuing delays of the Sessions. The Pb-g is set as 0.85 so the number of bad-state period will not 
be too large and can be clearly observed. The good-state available capacity is set as 4000kbps, 
larger than the total bit rate of the three sessions, which is 3i36kbps. To cover all the bandwidth 
shortage Cases, three bad-state capacities are set to the bad-state periods: 2.4Mbps, 1.5Mbps and 
0.8Mbps, which can support Sessions 1 arid 2, Session 1 only and nolle of the three sessions, 
respectively. The bandwidth variation of tlie wireless link is Shown in Figure 4-7. Therefore, the 
results of Experiment 4-1 can be extended to the genetal Case.
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Capacity variation in the simulation
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Figure 4-7: Outbound capacity variation of Experiment 4-1
4.4.2J.2 Specification o f Experiment 4-2
Experiment 4-2 compares the statistical performances of the scheduling algorithms in various 
environments with different bandwidth transition probabilities. In this experiment, the simulation 
is repeated six times with duration of 100 seconds. The parameter settings for Experiment 4-2 are 
specified as following.
Sourte traffic: In order to simulate the data sessions in the real life, the source module generates 
10 traffic Sessions based on the exponential distribution (EXP) or a constant bit rate (CBR). They 
are classified in three traffic classes, with different priorities from high to low. The total average 
data rate of all tlie sessions is 2756kbps. The average data fates of ttaffic In tlie three priority 
classes and their related proportions in the total data fate are shown in Table 4-3. Moreover, the 
packets in each traffic class request a delay bound for successful data transfers. The delay bounds 
are also shown in Tabie 4-3.
Table 4-3: Datarates and delay bounds of the traffic classes in the simulation scenario
Class Average data rate (kbps) Portion in total data fate Delay bound (ms)
1 984 0.36 100
2 832 0.30 200
3 940 0.34 500
Admission control: A predefined QoS agreement between the MR and the BS requires that tlie 
data fates and bursts of each traffic class should hot exceed the values shown in Table 4-4.
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Therefore, tlie admission control module can shape the traffic of different priority classes to 
follow the p-a  values shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4: Admission cdnirbl requirement of tlie MR ingress port
Class p  (kbps) a (kbit)
1 1168 16
2 932 12
3 1036 12
Bandwidth variation: The bandwidth valuation in Experiment 4-2 is configured to cover the 
diffefeltt bandwidth transition probabilities from 0 to 1. Specifically, there are six simulations 
repeated. Within each simulation, a different Pb-g Is used to make the state machine switch its 
state. The value of Pb_g varies from 0 to 1 with a step 0.2. As a result, the total time of the wireless 
link remaining in a good state is 0 in the first simulation; with a gradual increase of PB.o> the good 
state tithe of the wireless link reaches 100s in the last simulation. The capacity in the good state is 
set as 4800kbps, which is higher than the total average data rate of the source sessions. The link 
bandwidth in the bad state is not fixed. The worst bandwidth Bwon, is set as 0.1 times of tlie good- 
state bandwidth. At the beginning Of each bad-state period, the wireless link bandwidth is 
randomly selected between Bwont and the requested bandwidth of the total traffic.
4.4. iA  Results of Experiments
4.4.2. 4,1 Results o f Experiment 4-1
In Experiment 4-1, Figure 4-8 (a), (b) and (c) show the throughputs of different scheduling 
algorithms for priority Class 1, 2 and 3 traffic, respectively, during a single simulation run. 
Because of the bandwidth fluctuation happening at 10Sj 40s and 60s, shown in Figure 4-7, the 
throughputs for tlie three classes occur three times of fluctuations at 10s, 40s and 60s.
• The first fluctuation happens at time iOs, as the bandwidth drops to 2.4Mbps, which can 
support only Class 1 and Class 2 sessions. According to the time 10s to 20s of the Figure 4-8
(a) and (b), tlie throughputs of Class 1 and 2 sessions under SPQ and ARPQ show very good 
tolerance to the bandwidth fluctuation, while the throughputs of all the three sessions under 
WFQ and RPQ+ are affected significantly. As Class 3 session cannot be guaranteed by the 
bad-state bandwidth, the throughputs of Class 3 under all four algorithms fluctuate along 
With the fluctuating bandwidth, shown ids Figure 4-8 (c),.
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The second fluctuation happens at time 40s, as the bandwidth drops to 1.5Mbps, which can 
support only Class 1 session. From the time 40s of Figure 4-8 (a), the throughputs of Class 1 
session under SPQ and ARPQ are not affected by the bandwidth fluctuation and keep stable, 
while the throughputs of Class 1 session under RPQ+ and WFQ fall and rise significantly 
with the bandwidth. Moreover, according to Figure 4-8 (b) and (c), the throughputs of Class 
2 and 3 sessions under all the four algorithms are affected and fluctuate with the bandwidth. 
Even worse, a starvation period happens to the Class 3 session under SPQ.
The third fluctuation happens at time 60s, as the bandwidth becomes 0.8Mbps, which can 
support none of the sessions. According to Figure 4-8 (a), (b) and (c), from time 60s on, 
throughputs of all the three sessions drops severely with the bandwidth fluctuation under 
each comparative algorithm. Moreover, the Class 2 and 3 sessions suffer from the starvation 
problem under the SPQ algorithm.
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Throughputs of different algorithms for Priority 2
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of throughputs of different algorithms within one simulation
From the previous analysis, the throughput tolerance to the bandwidth fluctuation is summarised 
in Table 4-5. It is clear that SPQ and ARPQ have fewer classes of sessions affected by the bad- 
state bandwidth than the other scheduling algorithms, so they have better tolerance to the
‘ . * * i .
bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless link. Based on the previous discussion in 4.4.2.3.1, this 
conclusion can be extended to the general case.
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Table 4-5 Throiighput tolerance comparison to different algorithms in Experiment 4-1
Algorithm
Sessions affected by the bad-state bandwidth
Capacity=2.4Mbps Capacity=l .5Mbps Capacity=0.8Mbps
RPQ+ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1,2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
WFQ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class l, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
SPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
ARPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
In order to make quantitative analysis of tlie starvation problenU the maximum and the average 
starvation period of each priority class under different algorithms, as well as the number of 
starvations happening, are recorded in Table 4-6. As shown in Table 4-6, RPQ+, WFQ and ARPQ 
have ho starvation period during the siiiiulation for all the priority classes, while SPQ has 
starvation periods for both Class 2 and Class 3 sessions. The length of tire starvation period of one 
class session under SPQ equals the bad-state period length plus the tiffle used to transmit the 
backlogged packets of the sessions with Higher priorities. Therefore, the starvation period of a 
session under SPQ will increase with the bad-state period and the session data rate, which makes 
the starvation problem of SPQ more serious.
Tdbic 4-6: Comparison of the starvation periods of different algorithms for Experiment 4-1
Priority
class
Delay
bound
(s)
Algorithm
.Max 
starvation 
period (s)
Average 
starvation 
period (s)
Number
of
starvations
Percentage of 
starvation time 
in total 
simulation time
RPQ+ - --0. 0 0 0
Priority 0.1
WFQ d. 0 0 0
1 SPQ d. 0 0 0
ARPQ ■ - .A 0 0 0
RPQ+ d 0 0 0
Priority 0.2
WFQ . d 0 0 0
2 SPQ 5;<$i>4 5.654 1 5.65%
ARPQ d 0 0 0
RPQ+ 0- o 0 0
Priority 0.5
WFQ b 0 0 0
3 SPQ 8.427 . 7,505 2 15.01%
ARPQ - 0 0 0 0
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Figure 4-9 shows the queuing delays, of liife departed packets with different priority classes by 
using different algoritiims. In Figure 4-9, tiib x-axis stands for. the departure time of packets, and 
y-axis indicates the qtieuing delay time in the real-tiiiie variatioh of the packets for different 
algorithms. The queuing delay variation dt each session is caused by the bandwidth fluctuations 
showii in Figure 4-7 arid analysed as folloti'S.
• During the first bandwidth fluctuation starting from time 10s, the bandwidth drops to
2.4Mbps, which Can support only ClaSS 1 and Class 2 sessidiis. According to the time 10s to 
20s of the Figure 4-9 (a) and (b), tlie queuing delays of Class 1 and 2 sessions under SPQ and 
ARPQ are all below the required delay bounds 0.1s and 0.2s, respectively, while the queuing 
delays of Class 1 and 2 sessions under WFQ and RPQ+ are affected significantly by the bad- 
state bandwidth and exceed the required delay bounds. As Class 3 session cannot be 
guaranteed by the bad-state bandwidth, the queuing delays of Class 3 under all four 
algorithms violate the delay bound of 0.5s, shown as Figure 4-9 (c).
• During the secorid fluctuation happening at time 40s, the bandwidth drops to 1,5Mbps, which 
cati support only Class 1 session. Frdiii tlie time 40s of Figure 4-9 (a), the queuing delays of 
Class 1 session under SPQ and ARPQ keep consistent to the delay bound, while the queuing 
delays of Class i Session under RPQ+ tihd WFQ exceed the delay bound severely. Moreover, 
according to Figiire 4-9 (b) and (c), di’e queuing delays of Class 2 and 3 sessions violate their 
delay bounds.
• During the third fluctuation happening at time 60s, the bandwidth becomes 0.8Mbps, which 
caii support none Of the sessions. According to Figure 4-9 (a), (b) and (c), from time 60s on, 
tlie qtieuing delays of all the three sessions increase significantly and exceed the delay 
bounds under each comparative algorithm.
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Queuing delay of Priority 1 for different algorithms
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Queuing delay of Priority 3  for different algorithms
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of queuing delay of different scheduling algorithms within one simulation
The previous analysis can be summarised to Table 4-7. It clearly shows that RPQ+ and WFQ 
suffer from the static weight-delay problem that the queuing delays for all the three classes will 
exceed the delay bound as long as a bandwidth fluctuation happens, while SPQ and ARPQ avoid 
this problem and guarantee the delay bounds for the sessions that can be supported by the bad- 
state bandwidth. This conclusion from Experiment 4-1 can be extended to other scenarios.
Tabic 4-7: Queuing delay bound violation comparison for different algorithms in Experiment 4-1
Algorithm
Sessions whose queuing delays violate the required bounds
Capacity=2.4Mbps Capacity=l .5Mbps Capacity=0.8Mbps
RPQ+ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
WFQ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
SPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
ARPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
In surftmary, the results obtained from Experiment 4-1 shows that ARPQ show the best 
throughput tolerance to the bandwidth fluctuation and avoids both the static weight-delay problem 
and the starvation problem. However, in the other comparative algorithms, SPQ suffers from the
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starvation problem, and RPQ+ and WFQ suffer from the static weight-delay problem. They 
cannot avoid both problems at the same time. Therefore. From Experiment 4-1, the conclusion is 
that ARPQ has the best comprehensive performance superior to the other comparative algorithms.
4.4.2.4.2 Results o f Experiment 4-2
The throughput of all the sessions of each priority class and the queuing delay of every packet are 
recorded in Experiment 4-2. In Figure 4-10, we compare the throughputs of different traffic 
classes by using all four scheduling algorithms. The x-axis of each figure stands for the 
probability of the available bandwidth of the wireless link when it is in a good state during the 
whole simulation time and the y-axis shows the average throughput of each priority class. The 
throughputs are normalized by the requested bandwidth of the specified class. From Figure 4-10
(a) and (b), the results clearly indicate that ARPQ has a throughput close to 1, which means no 
matter how long the wireless link stays in the bad state. Class 1 and 2 traffics are guaranteed to 
receive the requested bandwidth most of the time by using ARPQ. The same results can be found 
for SPQ. which is designed to guarantee the transmitting rate of the traffic of the high priority 
classes. On the other hand, RPQ+ and WFQ, which equally distribute the total available 
bandwidth to the traffic of all the classes, have lower throughputs when the probability of the 
wireless link in the good state is low. It means that the high priority traffic classes such as Class 1 
and 2 do not get the bandwidth they requested. On the contrary, in Figure 4-10 (c), RPQ+ and 
WFQ have higher throughputs on their Class 3 traffic than those of SPQ and ARPQ, because 
RPQ+ and WFQ assign more bandwidth to the Class 3 traffic than SPQ and ARPQ.
In Figure 4-10, the results show that the average throughputs of all priority classes using ARPQ, 
when the wireless link is in different states are higher than those of RPQ+ and WFQ, and are as 
high as SPQ.
(a)
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Figure 4-10: Comparison of throughput of different scheduling algorithms in different bad-state time
Table 4-8 shows statistical results about the starvation periods of all the algorithms for different 
traffic classes. It clearly shows that SPQ suffers the starvation problem severely in the Class 2 and 
3 traffic; RPQ+ appears to show only one starvation interval in the six repeated simulations, 
whereas ARPQ and WFQ completely avoid the starvation problem.
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Table 4-8: Comparison of the starvation periods of different algorithms for Experiment 4-2
Priority
claSS
Delay
bound
(s)
Algorithm
Mate 
starvation 
period (s)
Average 
starvation 
period (s)
Number
of
starvations
Percentage of 
starvation time 
in total 
simulation time
RPQ+ 0 0 0 0
Priority 0.1
WFQ 0 0 0 0
1 SPQ 0 0 0 0
ARPQ 0 0 0 0
RPQ+ 0 0 0 0
Priority 0.2
WFQ 0 0 0 0
2 SPQ 3.51 2.64 13 5.72%
ARPQ 0 0 0 0
RPQ+ l  j |p 1. 90 1 0.32%
Priority 0.5
WFQ JdL 0 • 0 0
3 SPQ .9,.55 6. 32 14 14.75%
ARPQ iL 0 .. 0 0
Figure 4-11 shows tlie Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) of the queuing delay of the four 
scheduling algorithms, and the accumulative results are obtained from six repeated simulations. 
Figure 4-11 (a), (b) arid (c) show the queuing delay distribution of Priority Class 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. In each of the three figures, x-axis stands for the queuing delay experienced by a 
packets and tlie y-axis indicates the probability that a packet is transmitted with a queuing delay, 
which is not higher than the x-axis value: In other Words, a point in the figure with coordinates 
(X,Y) means a packet has probability Y to Be transmitted with a queuing delay that is not higher 
than X.
Showtt in Figure 4-1 i, SPQ guarantees QoS (e.g. the queuihg delay) preferentially for the higher 
priority classes, and its Class 1 and 2 traffic have a high probability of keeping queuing delays 
within the delay bound. Consequently, its Class 3 traffic suffers a lower probability of keeping 
queuing delays within the delay bound thaii those of the other three algorithms. Since RPQ+ and 
WFQ allocate the bandwidth to dieir traffic of both high and low priority classes statically, the 
two algorithms suffer the static weight-delay probleiH in mobile networks. As a result, the 
probabilities of queuing delays of Class 1 and 2 remain at a low level, much lower than that of 
SPQ.
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It is noted that ARPQ has satisfactory performance for both its high and low priority class traffic. 
Using the maximum delay prediction. ARPQ regulates its delay distribution to make the delay of 
most packets within and close to the delay bound. The high priority packets are not transmitted 
until they nearly reach their delay bounds. In this way, bandwidth can be saved to transmit low 
priority packets. As shown in Figure 4-11 (a) as well as (b), by using ARPQ the curve of queuing 
delay for Class 1 as well as 2 goes up distinctly near the delay bound and reaches a value as high 
as that of SPQ, but much higher than those of RPQ+ and WFQ. Similarly, in Figure 4-11 (c), the 
probability of queuing delays for Class 3 by using ARPQ increases significantly near the delay 
bound: it not only outperforms that of SPQ. but is also no worse than those of its two fair queue 
counterparts. Therefore, ARPQ maximizes the probability of the queuing delay of a packet under 
the delay bound.
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Figure 4-11: Cumulative distribution functions of queuing delays of different traffic classes
In summary, according to the statistical results of Experiment 4-2, which includes possible bad- 
state period variations, ARPQ avoids the static weight-delay problem facing by RPQ+ and WFQ 
and the starvation problem of SPQ by adaptively changing the resource distribution proportion for
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different priority classes with varying bandwidth. ARPQ is also able to maximize the probability 
of keeping the queuing delay within the delay bound for the packet s of its lowest priority class.
4.4.3 Efficiency Evaluation
The bandwidth utilization is a key criterion to evaluate the efficiency of a scheduling algorithm. 
The higher the bandwidth utilization is, the higher the algorithm efficiency is. The scheduling 
algorithms can be classified as work-conserving Or nonwork-conSei'ving ones [66]. Since a work- 
conserving scheduler keeps sending the backlogged packets until the queue is empty, when the 
scheduler is busy, it will utilise all the available bandwidth to transmit packets, and the bandwidth 
utilisation can be 100%.
The ARPQ and all tile other comparative algorithms, e.g., SPQ* WFQ and RPQ+, are work- 
consefVing. Therefore, intuitively, the bandwidth utilisations of the four algorithms should be 
100% When the available bandwidth is ioWer than the required bandwidth of all the data flows. 
This hypothesis can be verified by the Simulation results. Specifically, Table 4-9 shows the 
average bandwidth of six simulations in Experiment 4-2 and the average throughput of each 
comparative algorithm. The four algorithms achieve tile same throughputs and utilisations during 
the simulations. The utilisation is as high ds 99.3% (it does not reach 100% because, in the good 
state, tlie available bandwidth is higher than the required bandwidth, and the scheduler can be 
idle). According to the comparison of the bandwidth utilisations, ARPQ is as efficient as the other 
work-conserving algorithms.
Table 4-9 Capacity utilisation 'comparison of the comparative algorithms
Average network 
capacity
2573Kbps
Algorithm RPQ+ WFQ SPQ ARPQ
Throughput 2556Kbps 2556Kbps 2556Kbps 2556Kbps
Utilisation 99.3% 99.3% 99.3% 99.3%
4.5 Nummary
In order to avoid the static weight-deiay problem and/Or the starvation problem caused by the 
existing EDF, FQ and PQ scheduling algorithms in mobile networks, an adaptive scheduling 
algorithm called ARPQ is proposed.
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The pl'oposed ARPQ algorithm is designed based oii the legacy PQ algorithm with differentiated 
priorities for traffic classes. In order to keep relative fairness aifiong different classes, ARPQ 
maintains bne queue group for each priority class and periodically rotates all packets arriving at 
the scheduler from high priority queues to the low priority ones. The algorithm can adjust the 
rotating period dynamically based on the available bandwidth, By adapting to the available 
resources, ARPQ guarantees the QoS fot as many queues as possible; meanwhile, the other 
queues share the remaining resources to receive an acceptable Service.
The ARPQ algorithm guarantees the delay bounds for tlie sessions with high priority classes in a 
scarce bandwidth environment and maintains reasonable throughput for the sessions with low 
priority classes. The simulation results prove that ARPQ avoids both the starvation problem and 
the static Weight-delay problem by giving ail the sessions reasonable throughput and keeping as 
many sessions with high priority classes served in required QoS as possible, ARPQ has achieved 
better overall performance than those of ail other comparative scheduling algorithms in terms of 
throughput and delay bound.
The problems of ARpQ lie on two aspects. First, although ARPQ’s queue rotating scheme works 
effectively to fit the queuing delay of each packet within its bound, the multiple queue groups 
demaiid considerable memory space and High computational complexity. In fact, the complexity 
of ARRQ is 0(N 2), where N  is the number of traffic classes. Second, in order to select a correct 
packet to transmit, ARPQ has to know, the real-time transmission rate for each traffic class to 
decide the class is in Which state. This work will bring extra burden to the mobile router. For the 
above two sakes, ARPQ is not easy to be applied widely in practice.
To avoid the problems of ARPQ, a scheduling algorithm named CA-WFQ will be proposed in 
Chapter 5. It is extended from the widely used WFQ algorithm without extra rotating queue 
groups and does not require measuring the transmission fate for each class,
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Chapter 5
5 Capacity Adaptive Weighted Fair Queue
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new scheduling algorithm called Capacity-Adaptive WFQ (CA-WFQ) is 
proposed. CA-WFQ, designed from the classic WFQ algorithm, has provided fairness to different 
traffic classes. Moreover, CA-WFQ shows a dynamic priority differentiating feature by changing 
weights distributed to tire different traffic classes in order to adapt the fluctuation of the available 
bandwidth in a mobile network. Developed from WFQ with titlie-varying capacity [101], CA- 
WFQ approximates the ideal GPS system in tilxie-varying bandwidth. With a Timestamp 
Updating mechanism, CA-WFQ can regulate the weights of different classes but prevent possible 
transrhissioh disorder. Therefore, CA-WFQ is able to adaptively change the weights of different 
priority classes to optimize the use of time-varying available bandwidths.
Generally, when facing varying available bandwidth that itiay cause violations of the 
schedulability conditions, CA-WFQ guarantees the availability of bandwidth resources allocated 
to the higher priority classes in a descending oi'der. The lower priority classes, whose required 
resources cannot be guaranteed, will share the remaining pari of the available bandwidth. The 
advantage of CA-WFQ is guaranteeing die delay bounds for the maximum number of sessions 
with high priority classes, while keeping reasonable throughput for the sessions with low priority 
classes. It Combines the advantages of EDF, FQ and PQ algoridiffls, e.g. it considers fairness to 
low priority queues Uiid maintains the bounded delay for high priority queues, but avoids their 
disadvantages, e.g. tlie static weight-delay problem and the starvation problem. By this means, 
CA-WPQ considers both the performance of higher priority queues and die fairness of the lower 
priority ones. The high priority classes of traffic can be guaranteed with bounded delays under 
enough bandwidth, while low priority classes will Still receive reasonable throughput to prevent 
starving. .
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: a hovel Capacity-Adaptive WFQ algorithm 
is proposed in Section 5.2 to avoid the problems. The performance of CA-WFQ is evaluated with 
simulations in Section 5.3. The contribution of this chapter is concluded in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Capacity Adaptive -YVFO Description
Similar to WFQ, CA-WFQ is a practical packet system approximating an idealized fluid GPS 
system. It is based ciri the modified version of WFQ* which cail work properly with the time- 
varying capacities [10i], A virtual time mechanism is used in [101] and applied in CA-WFQ. 
Moreover, two schemes, Weight regulation Scheme and Timestamp Updating Scheme, are 
included in CA-WFQ to enable me weight adaptation to the varying capacity. Specifically, me 
Weight Regulation Scheme regulates the weights of different classes upon varying bandwidths; 
the TitHesttimp Updating Scheme updates the virtual tithe stamps of all the backlogged packets in 
me qtietie to prevent possible transmission disorder caused by the Weight regulation.
5.2.1 WFQ with Time-Varying Capacity
Considering only me static capacity, die traditional WFQ implementation in [79] cannot work 
properly in environments with time-varying capacity. A new Virtual time mechanism is proposed 
in [ 101 ] to take the transmission rate into consideration and implement GPS with varying 
capacities. ■
To implement WFQ in the time-varying capacity (in another word, transmission rate) r(t), three 
events are considered: packet arrivals aild departures from a GPS Scheduler, and transition events 
for the Capacity change. For each event that happens at tittle t, a virtual time V(t) is calculated. The 
virtual time V(t) is updated on each of the three kinds of evfehts. Particularly, let tj be the time at 
which the Jth event occurs. The capacity 'r('t) is assumed constant between two transition events. 
Therefore, denote r ( i j ) the capacity value in me interval (tj u tj). Let B, be the set of sessions mat
are bitsy in me interval {tj-1, tj). Denote the Weight assigned to Session i as (j)i , The virtual time of a 
system at idle status is defined as zero. In a busy period, let the beginning of the busy period be 0, 
and tile virtual time V(t) is defined as folloWs:
'  V(0) = 0
’ . (5.D
V (tM  +  t )  =  V( f M ^  71 -T ,T < L tj- tj_ i, j  =  2 ,3 ,...
ZSlieBj rl
Wim this memod, given a busy period in GPS, me virtual transmission starting time S f  and me 
virtual transmission finishing time F]k of mb /cth packet of the session i can be computed from its 
arrival time a f , me previous packet’s virtual finishing time F,*-1, and the packet lengm L*. 
Specifically, define F.° =  0 , then the virtual finishing tithe calculation is as follows:
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S f  = max {F/-1, V  (flfj}
i?k <-,k , , with F °  == 0 for each i, (5.2)F. + _  -
. $
To update the virtual time when a packet departs the GPS systems we define Next(t) to be the real 
time of the next departure event after time t, if there were no nibre arrivals after time t. So the next 
virtual time update will take place at Nexi(tj if there were no more arrivals during [f, Next(f)]. Let 
Fmi„ be the smallest virtual finishing time of the packets in the Scheduler at time t, then we have
. . . . X L /*
N ext(t) = t + (Fmin -  V (f)) sir— (5.3)
. . r ( t)
Therefore, the PGPS can be implemented following the rules: when a packet arrives at the system, 
the virtual time is updated and the packet is stamped with its Virtual finishing time. The scheduler 
is woi'k conserving arid transmits packets in an ascending order of timestamp.
5.2.2 Timestamp Updating Scheiiie
There have been many approaches chariging the weight distributions of WFQ for specific 
purposes. However, the existing weight adaptive algorithms [87][88][89][92] simply change the 
weights assigned to the sessions, but norie of them consider the impact of the weight change on 
WFQ itself. In fact, WFQ cannot work properly in weight varying environments. The problem is 
that WFQ breaks its principle when its weights vary from time-tb-time. Under varying weights, 
WFQ itiay fail to select the next packet that would finish transmission in GPS, and the packets in 
practice will not be transmitted in tlie same Order as that in GPS scheduler. This problem is named 
as the transmission disorder problem.
Transmission disorder problem is caused by the virtual time updating mechanism of WFQ. In the 
implementation for WFQ with varying capacity [101], a packet Iri session i is stamped with the 
virtual finishing time as soon as it arrives tit the scheduler. Tile virtual finishing time is calculated 
from (5;2) using the weight $  . After that, the time stamp of the packet will not be updated further. 
HoweVer, if at time t  the weights of the active sessions are changed, and the weight of session i
changes to <j)\ , the session i packets arriving after t  will be Stamped with the virtual time
calculated with the new weight <fi' , while all the backlogged packets that arrived before time r 
still have the time stamps evolved ftoin tile old weight <j){ . Therefore, the time stamps of the
backlbgged packets cannot indicate the current Weight distribution. This will cause the 
transmission disorder problem because the scheduler may not select tire first packet that departs
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the GPS but may insiead choose a packet departing later than the first one. Therefore. WFQ will 
not approximate GPS correctly.
For example, consider a WFQ server with two sessions. Without loss of generality, assume the 
transmission rate of the server is fixed at r = 1 , and at time 0, the weights of two sessions are 
0, = 0.6 and </>2 = 0 .4 . For the klh packet of session i, represented as p* . the two packets of 
Session 1 p,1 and p 2 are assumed to arrive with arrival times a,1 = 0and a\ = 0 . 8 ,  respectively. 
Additionally, for Session 2, packet p \  is assumed to arrive at time a , = 0 .  All the packets have 
the same length of L = 1. At time 0, p\ and p \  are stamped with their virtual finishing times
1 5  1 5
calculated from (5.2): F.' =  0-1-------=  — and F] = 0  + ---- = — . Therefore, the WFQ server
1 0.6 3 2 0.4 2
simply picks p\ to transmit. Assume the two weights become (p[ = 0.8 and <j/2 = 0.2 at time 0.5.
As mentioned above, considering that p 2 arrives at time 0.8, it is straightforward to calculate that
11 21
the real finishing times of p \ , p f  and p \  in GPS to be — , —  and 3, respectively. Figure 5-1
8 8
shows how these three packets are transmitted in GPS. This ordering should be also provided in
WFQ. However, in WFQ, when p[ arrives at time 0.8, the weight of Session 1 becom es^ = 0 .8 ,
2 5 1 35 . . .
and r ( = — H = —  from (5.2). Therefore, at time 1, the WFQ server picks p , to transmit
1 3 0.8 12
as F2 < Ft" . Clearly there is a difference between service ordering of the three packets in WFQ
that is: p \ , p \ , p,2 and the GPS ordering of p \ , p f . p \ . Therefore, the packet transmission 
order iti the WFQ server is violated.
r
1
0.4
0.2
0
A CD p\ □  p\
\iii
•
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Pi 1 ------ ►
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Figure 5-1: An example to show the transmission disorder of WFQ with weight adjustment
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The cause of the transmission disorder problem is that the timestamps of tlie backlogged packets 
are riot Updated with the varying weights, in the example above, the virtual finishing times of all 
the three packets have changed since weights (j)y and <f)2 changed, but the timestamps of the 
packets are not updated in time.
To avoid the transmission disorder problem, the timestamps of the backlogged packets must be 
updated as soon as die weight regulation takes place. In the Timestamp Updating Scheme, we 
define it weight change for one or more sessions as a weight-regtildtion event. Consider a weiglit- 
reguldtion event happening at time r, with weight (j){ changing to <j) [ , / = 1, 2, ..., N. Then the 
Timestitiiip Updating Scheme will act as follows:
1) the Scheme updates the virtual time witii (5.1) and tlie virtual tiilie is noted as V ( t ) .
2) the scheme updates the virtual finishing time for each packet p. in the queue. Specifically, 
denote the ka' packet Of session i in the qiifeue at time r  as p f . It is obvious that, since GPS is 
work-cdriserving, p) is being transmitted ih the GPS system at time r. We virtually divide p) 
into two continuous packets p dept and p rem. Specifically, p depl is the departed part and p re"‘ is 
the remaining part Of p ) . Thus p dep' finishes the transmission at time r, while p rm starts 
transmission at time t. Then tlie length of file transmitted part of p) can be calculated according 
to (5.2)1
L f p , = [ v ( T ) - S j  y „  (5 .4)
where L f1" is the length of transmitted part of p \ , and S] is the virtual starting time of p ) . 
Furthei'lhore, note tlie new virtual finishing time of p \ (denoted as F ' 1) is actually that of p  re"‘, 
we have F '1 as follows:
. r  1 __ tdept
F ;l = V :(T)+ 1 ■/  . (5.5)
Combine (5.4) and (5.5), we have
p u  0 \  0 i  , O i  , A - 0 iF  = V(T) - 1 - 0 ; +
( ■
S’1
' A
\  0 i  J K  0 i )
Recalling (5.2), we caii get
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F ;x =  V (r)
+  ^ ' f -  (5>6)
Since CA-WFQ is work-conserving, it is obvious that, for the backlogged packets in the queue, 
the vittUal finishing time of p f  equals the virtual starting time of p f +I, k=  1, 2, .... Denote S 'k
and F ; as the new virtual starting time and virtual finishing time for p . , respectively, the
following equation is Satisfied:
S 'k+l = F 'k ,k  = U2>-"  ' (5.7)
Therefore, tlie virtual finishing times of otlief backlogged packets can be calculated as
. • rk+1
F 'k+l =  F 'k + —i— i f( —1,2,*• • (5.8)
<Pi
With (5.6) and (5.8), all the backlogged packets in a qUetie cart be updated with new virtual 
finishing times. Referring back to the above example, the .Timestamp Updating Scheme would
update the virtual finishing time of p \ aiid p \  wheil the weights changed to </>■ at time 0.5. It can
11 ■' 9 n
be easily calculated that F /1 =  —- and F'2l — — . When p f  arrives at the server, its virtual
8 2
2l h..
finishing time F f2 = —  is calculated. Thiis, tlie CA-WFQ server will transmit packets in the 
8
order of p f , p f  and p \ as in GPS, and there is no transmission disorder problem. It is worth
noting that the Timestamp Updating Scheme can be not Only applied to CA-WFQ, but also
extended to other weight adaptive implementations of WFQ tb improve the approximation to GPS.
5.2.3 Weight Regulation Scheiiie
Considering the same traffic model mentioned in Section 4.2, tlie CA-WFQ scheduler assigns 
each traffic priority ciass an initial weight proportional to its maximum rate. For instance, the 
priority class m is assigned a weight with d value equal to p"jnis. By this means, the available
bandwidth is distributed fairly to the priority classes. We assume that a QoS monitoring 
mechanism monitors the available bandwidth of the CA-WFQ scheduler, and if any change of the 
bandv/idth is detected, the CA-WFQ scheduler will be informed about the changed bandwidth 
value immediately. Another assumption is that the time-varying capacity r(t) is piecewise
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constant, i.e., r(t)=R is constant betweeh twO events of fate transition. Denote <pm as the weight of 
Priority Class in (1 <m<M) before the bandwidth change, while </>m as the weight of Priority Class
m after the bandwidth change. When detecting a new capacity rnew> the Weight Regulation 
Scheme will process it as follows: .
If r„cw > 'E P cL s  > then
771—1
<t>m= PcLs’ V m s[l,/w ]. (5.9)
In othef words, when the available bandwidth is large enough for all priority classes, the weights 
of different priority classes are set proportional to their maximum rates.
■ . M ■ . . .
Otherwise, if rncw < ^  p ’c'jass, then there must exist a number k, 1 <k<M, that satisfies
' »i=i
*-1 k
E A ,  < rKm ^  2 > „ ,  • (5-10)
»=i )m=i
Then the weights of different priority claisbs are set us;
p L ,  ( i< m < lc )
 ^new ^ 1P  cla ssA , = r
V  i= i J
M
i=fc+l
Specifically, in the case that the available capacity R is Smaller than the maximum rate of all the 
priority classes, the CA-WFQ regulates the Weights by the nbmbet of the priority classes that can 
be supported by the available capacity, th is  number of priority classes is denoted as k and can be 
detenlilhed by (5.10); and the number is denoted as k. All the classes with priorities higher than k 
are set Weights as their maximum rates, so lhat these classes can be assigned enough bandwidth, 
while the classes with priorities lower than k share the remaining part of the bandwidth.
5.2.4 Implementation of CA-WlfQi
In principle, the Timestamp Update Scheme of CA-WFQ needs to Update the timestamp for every 
packet in the scheduler when the weights ate changed, which will cause high complexity when the 
capacity varies frequently. Therefore, a multiple queue model is proposed in this section to 
provide a low complexity implementation of CA-WFQ. Specifically, given a scheduler with N  
traffic classes, one queue is maintained for each class. lit the queue for the class i, a mapping pair
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(reai'a F ' 1) is maintaiiied, where rear-, is the unique sequence rtUtnber of the rear packet in the 
queue i when a weight regulation occurs, and F '1 is the Virtual finishing time of the heading
packet of the queue L A GPS system works as the reference system of the scheduler. Four kinds 
of events are considered to trigger the virtual time Update: packet arrivals in GPS, packet 
departures in GPS, changes of the available capacity and regulations of class weights. Specifically:
1) if' fl packet in the class i arrives at the CA-WFQ scheduler, the virtual time of the system is 
updated with (5.i) and the virtual finishing time of the packet is calculated with (5.2) and 
stamped on the packet. The arriving packet is inserted to the eiid of the queue i.
2) The available capacity variation is detected, then the virtual time of the system is updated 
with (5.1) and the next real time of the packet departure in GPS is scheduled with (5.3).
3) The available capacity variation will bigger weight regulations: the weights of different 
classes are changed adaptively based bn the results of (5.9) to (5.11), Then the virtual time is 
updated with (5.i). Furthermore, in tlie mapping pair (fear,-, F '1), re art is updated with the 
sequence number of the rear packet and F '  is updated with (5.6). Moreover, the next time 
of packet departure in GPS is also recalculated with (5.3).
4) if  a packet in the queue i departs from the CA-WFQ scheduler, then the virtual time of tlie 
system is updated with (5.1) and the timestamp of the hew heading packet is updated with
(5.8) using the F '[ stored in the mappihg pair (/earn F ' 1)'. And then the next real time of the 
packet departure in GPS is scheduled with (5.3), Finally, if the new heading packet’s 
sequence number is different froiii rear, then F '1 is updated With the timestamp of the new 
heading packet. Otherwise, it means that all the backlogged packets in the queue i at the 
momeht arrived after the last weight-adjustment event. lii this case, the virtual finishing time 
of the backlogged packets do not need to update anymore, hence the mapping pair is reset to 
(0, 0).
Given the reactions to the four events described above; the CA-WFQ scheduler compares the 
timestamps of the heading packets of all the queues and selects the one with the smallest 
timestamp to transmit. With the implementation, only of the iieadihg packets of the queues need 
to update their timestamp upon a weight adjushnent event. Thus the complexity of CA-WFQ is 
reduced to 0(N), which is same with that of tlie WFQ [105].
In suiiittiary, CA-WFQ provides an approximating system tb GPS that not only works well with 
the varying bandwidth, but also regulates the class weights adaptively to the available bandwidth 
to guarantee required bandwidths for as maiiy high priority classes as possible.
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5.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the pei'formance of the CA-WFQ is evaluated via simulations. The simulation 
model introduced in Section 4.4.1 is reused for CA-WFQ. Three different experiments will be 
undertaken to compare CA-WFQ with tlie other scheduling algorithms from different aspects. 
Experiment 5-1 compares the approximations of CA-WFQ-TU and CA-WFQ-NTU to GPS in 
order to illusUate the effect of the Timestamp Updating Scheme; Experiment 5-2 compares the 
instant performance of the five comparative algorithms in one Simulation run; Experiment 5-3 
compares the average performance of the five comparative algorithms in multiple simulations 
with different network conditions, hr this section, the comparative scheduling algorithms and the 
performance metrics are firstly introduced, and then the three experiments are specified in terms 
of soitihe traffic pattefhs, the admission control parameters arid the bandwidth fluctuation model. 
Finally, the results of each experiment will be analysed and summarised.
5.3.1 Comparative Algorithms
In the simulation, the performances of five different algorithms are compared: WFQ with time- 
varyittg capacity, SPQ, ARPQ, CA-WFQ with no Timestamp Updating Scheme (CA-WFQ-NTU) 
and CA-WFQ with Timestamp Updating Scheme (CA-WFQ-TU). Here, WFQ and SPQ are the 
representatives of the FQ and PQ, respectively, so the comparison among WFQ, SPQ and CA- 
W FQ-tU can show if the static weight-delay problem arid the starvation problem are resolved by 
CA-Wi;Q. Moreover, the comparison of CA-WFQ-NTU verSus CA-WFQ-TU can show how the 
Timestamp Updating Scheme improves tlie weight adaptation of CA-WFQ. In addition, the 
performance of ARPQ and CA-WFQ are compared to study their own advantages and 
disadvantages. For the convenience of coriiparison, the weights of each class of WFQ, CA-WFQ- 
NTU and CA-WFQ-Ttj are set the same as the weights Of each class in the total data rate.
5.3.2 Performance Metrics
Three main metrics, throughput, starvation period and queuing deiay are observed and compared 
among the comparative algorithms through the experiments. The specific discussion can be found 
in Section 4.4.2.2.
5.3.3 Specifications of Experiments 
5.3.3sl Specification of Experiment 5-1
Experiment 5-1 intends to compare the performance Of CA-WFQ-TU and CA-WFQ-NTU in 
order to observe whether the Timestamp Updating Scheme can effectively improve tlie
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approximation of CA-WFQ to the idealized GPS system. Specifically, a simulation with 10- 
second duration will be repeated twice under CA-WFQ-TU and CA-WFQ-NTU, respectively.. 
The .oilier specific parameters are set as follows.
Sourde traffic: The source module generates three constant bit rate sessions, all in different traffic 
classes. The bit rates arid the required delay bounds of tlie sessions are shown in Table 5-1.
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Table 5-1 Data rates and delay bounds of the traffic sessions in Experiment 5-1
Session Class Bit rate Delay bound
1 1 1168kbpS 100ms
2 2 932kbps 200ms
3 3 1036kbps 500ms
Admission Control: Since the bit rates of the input sessions have been constant, no more 
admission control needs to be specified for Experiment 5-1.
Bandwidth fluctuation: The transition period of the Markov state machine is set as 0.5s. Other 
parameters are set as follows: Pb-g = 0.6, and Bwors, -  0,8Mbps.
5.3.3„2 Specification of Expermicht 5-2
Experiment 5-2 observes the performance of these scheduling algorithms during one single 
simulation run. In facts it is a repeat of Experiment 4-1, Therefore, all the parameters are set as 
introduced in Section 4,4.2.3.1 and will rtot he repeated,
5.3.3*$ Specification of Expertnicnt 5-3
Experiment 5-3 studies the performance of the scheduling algorithms in reponse to various 
environments with different worst bandwidth Bwors, find different PB-o- In this experiment, the 
soured traffic patterns and tlie admission control parameters aid set tlie same with those of 
Experiment 4-2. The details can he found in Section 4.4,2.3.2.
Experiment 5-3 uses a different bandwidth fluctuation pattern. Specifically, let Pb.g=0.2 and PG. 
b=0.8, So that 20% of simulation time is hi a good-state, while 80% is in a bad state. Then the 
simulation repeats for seven times with a duration of 100 seconds. In each simulation, a different 
BWOrst is used to simulate the worst case of the wifeless link. The value of Bworst varies from 
0.4Mbps iri die first Simulation, to 2.8Mhp§ in tlie seventh simulation, with a step of 0.4Mbps. 
During each bad-state interval, the bandwidth of the wireless link takes a random value between 
Bworst aild 2.8Mbps. By this means, the worst case bandwidth of me wireless link gradually
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increases and the performances of different algorithms are compared. To observe the impact of 
the different bad-state time durations, the experiment is repeated by setting P b-g= 0 .7  and PG-b= 0 .3 , 
so that 70% of the simulation time is in a good state and 30% is in a bad state.
5.3.4 Experiments Results
5.3.4.1 Results of Experiment 5-1
Denote the difference of the departure times of each packet under the approximating system (CA- 
WFQ) and the ideal system (GPS) as D and maximum transmission time of the packets as T. 
Figure 5-2 shows the probability distribution of the ratio D/T. According to (3.3), D/T should be 
bounded by 1. From Figure 5-2, D/T under CA-WFQ-NTU is distributed in a wide range and 
exceeds the bound by more than 200 times, and the variation of D/T values is as large as 904.73, 
therefore CA-WFQ-NTU cannot approximate the ideal system GPS well when the weights are 
varying. In contrast, D/T under CA-WFQ-TU is distributed in a small range (the variation is only 
0.32), which indicates that CA-WFQ-TU approximates the GPS excellently. Moreover, the 
maximum D/T value under CA-WFQ-TU is 0.20, matching the bound of (3.3) very well.
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Figure 5-2: Distributions of the differences between the departure times of packets in the 
approximating system and the ideal system under CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU
The effect of the Timestamp Updating Scheme is also shown via the throughput distributions of 
differeht priority classes. Figure 5-3 (a) and (b) indicate the throughputs of different priority 
classes under CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU, respectively. An obvious difference between the 
two figures is that Priority Class 2 and 3 under CA-WFQ-NTU have zero throughputs during the 
simulation, which causes the starvation problem and should never happen in WFQ, while the 
three priority classes under CA-WFQ-TU always have throughputs higher than zero.
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Figure 5-3: Comparison of throughputs distribution of different priority classes under CA-WFQ-
NTU and CA-WFQ-TU
In summary, the Timestamp Updating Scheme can effectively improve the approximation of CA- 
WFQ to GPS. Consequently, CA-WFQ with the Timestamp Updating Scheme can prevent the 
possible starvation caused by the transmission order problem.
5.3.4.2 Results of Experiment 5-2
Figure 5-4 (a), (b) and (c) show the throughputs of different scheduling algorithms for priority 
Class 1, 2 and 3 traffic, respectively, during the simulation run. From the figures, we can observe 
the tolerance of the different traffic priority classes to the bad-state bandwidths under different 
algorithms. Specifically, when the available bandwidth drops to a low level, the throughputs of all 
classes of WFQ drop as well. This is caused by the static fair distribution of bandwidth in WFQ. 
On the contrary, under SPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU, Class 1 traffic is only influenced 
when the bad-state bandwidth is 0.8Mbps, while Class 2 traffic is affected by the bad-state 
bandwidths of 1.5Mbps and 0.8Mbps and Class 3 traffic is affected by all the three bad-state 
bandwidths. It is clear that the higher priority the class has, the lower the bad-state bandwidth it 
can tolerate. This is because SPQ always transmits packets with the highest priority, while CA- 
WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU regulate their weights for classes adapting to the varying 
bandwidth. According to Figure 5-4, WFQ shows the worst tolerance to bad-state bandwidths, 
while SPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU tolerate the bandwidth variation better than that of 
WFQ. Moreover, from Figure 5-4, it is clear that WFQ and CA-WFQ-TU always have 
throughputs for all the priority classes during the simulation time, while SPQ and CA-WFQ-NTU
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have zero throughputs when the wireless link is in a bad state. In other words, SPQ and CA-WFQ- 
NTU suffer the starvation problem.
The comparison of CA-WFQ-TU and ARPQ shows that both of the algorithms can effectively 
avoid the starvation problem and provide reasonable throughputs to the lower priority classes. 
Nevertheless, CA-WFQ-TU provides more stable throughputs for different classes of traffic, 
while the throughputs under ARPQ suffer small fluctuations when the available bandwidth is 
changihg.
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of throughputs of different algorithms within one simulation
From the previous analysis, the throughput tolerance to the bandwidth fluctuation is summarised 
in Table 5-2. It is clear that SPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU, CA-WFQ-TU and ARPQ have fewer classes of 
sessions affected by the bad-state bandwidth than WFQ, which suffers from the static weight- 
delay problem, so they have better tolerance to the bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless link.
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Table 5-2 Throughput tolerance comparison to different algorithms in Experiment 5-2
Algorithm
Sessions affected by die bad-state bandwidth
Capacity=2.4Mbps Capacity= 1.5Mbps Capacity=0.8Mbps
WFQ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1,2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
SPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
CA-WFQ-NTU Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
CA-W’FQ-TU Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
ARPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
In ordbf to make a quantitative analysis of the starvation problenl, the maximum and the average 
starvation period of each priority class under different algorithms, as well as the number of 
starvations happening) are recorded in Tablfe 5-3. As shown in Table 5-3, WFQ and CA-WFQ-TU 
have ltd starvation period during the simulation for all the priority classes, while SPQ and CA- 
WFQ-N'PU have long starvation periods for Class 2 and 3 sessions. The length of the starvation 
period of one class session under SPQ equals the bad-state period length plus the time used to 
transiiilt the backlogged packets of the sessions with higher priorities. Therefore, the starvation 
period Of a session under SPQ and CA-WFQ-NTU will Increase With the bad-state period and the 
session data rate, which makes the starvation problem of SPQ and CA-WFQ-NTU more serious.
Figurb 5-5 shows the queuing delays of tlie departed packets With different priority classes by 
using different algorithms. The x-axis stands for die departure time of packets, and the y-axis 
indicates the queuing delay time in the real-time variation of the packets for different algorithms. 
As sltOWii in Figure 5-5, under WFQ, all tlie three priority classes suffer the static weight-delay 
problem as the departing packets exceed their delay bounds as long as tlie wireless link is in a bad 
state. !h contrast, from Figure 5-5 (a), SPQ, ARPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU have 
nearly t t ro delay for Priority Class 1 when the bad-state bandwidth is 2,4Mbps or 1.5Mbps. All 
these four algorithms exceed die delay bound for Priority Class 1 when the bad-state bandwidth is 
0.8Mbps because die bandwidth is so loW diat it catinbt even support Priority Class 1 traffic, 
which lias a data rate of 1136Kbps. The comparison Of CA-WFQ-TU and ARPQ shows that 
ARPQ can control the queuing delay just under the delay bound of 0.1s, so the Priority Class 1 
traffic achieves a lower maximum delay than that Of CA-WFQ-TU. In Figure 5-5 (b), SPQ, 
ARPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU can guarantee the delay bound for Priority Class 2 if 
die bhd-state bandwidtii is 2.4Mbps, but tii'e delay exceeds the delay bound when the bad-state 
bandwidth is 1.5Mbps or 0.8Mbps because die two baiidwidths cannot support Priority Class 1
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and 1 traffic at the same time. The comparison of ARPQ and CA-WFQ-TU shows the two 
algorithms have similar delay patterns for Priority Class 2. As Shown in Figure 5-5 (c), the 
Priority Class 3 traffic exceeds the delay bound ill all the bad-state bandwidths under every 
algorithm. This is because tlie bad-state bandwidths are not able to support all the three priority 
classes. To guarantee the bounded delay for Priority Class 1 and 2, the traffic of Priority Class 3 
suffers tirlbounded delay as a trade-off. Thfe comparison of ARPQ and CA-WFQ-TU shows that 
the tWd algorithms have a similar queuing delay, except that CA-WFQ-TU has a smaller 
maximum delay. In one word, SPQ achieves tlie Best performance of queuing delay by 
considering the highest priority packets preferentially, While ARPQ, CA-WFQ-TU and CA-WFQ- 
NTU receive a similar performance to that of SPQ by dynamically changing the weights of 
different priority classes under different bandwidths.
Table 5-3: Comparison of the starvation periods of different algorithms for Experiment 5-2
Priority
class
Delay
bound
(s)
Algorithm
Mak 
starvation 
period (s)
Average 
starvation 
period (s)
Number
of
Starvations
Percentage of 
starvation time in 
total simulation 
time
WFQ ■CL. b . 0 0
Priority
1
SPQ <L 0 . . . . 0 0
0.1 CA-WFQ-NTU d.„ 0 ... 0 0
CA-WFQ-TU d. 0 0 0
ARPQ Q.~ 0 0 0
WFQ 4 ~ 0 .... 0 0
Priority
2
SPQ 5.654 5,654 ...... 1 5.65%
0.2 CA-WFQ-NTU 5.350 5.350 . . , 1 5.35%
CA-WFQ-TU 0 - d . . . . . 0 0
ARPQ o._ d . . . . 0 0
WFQ d o. . . . 0 0
Priority
3
SPQ 8.42? 7.505 2 15.01%
0.5 CA-WFQ-NTU 5.348 5.348 . 1 5.35%
CA-WFQ-TU d..... 0 0 0
ARPQ d_ 0 0 0
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Queuing delay of Priority 1 for different algorithms
_____________________________Simulation time (s)______________________
—♦— W FQ  SPQ —a— CA-W FQ-NTU CA-W FQ-TU ARPQ
(a)
(b )
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Queuing delay of Priority 3 for different algorithms
____________________________Simulation time (s) __________________
—♦— W FQ  - o — SPQ — CA-WFQ-NTU CA-WFQ-TU ARPQ
(c)
Figure 5-5: Comparison of queuing delay of different scheduling algorithms within one simulation
The previous analysis can be summarised to Table 5-4. It clearly shows that WFQ suffer from the 
static Weight-delay problem that the queuing delays for till the three classes will exceed the delay 
bound as long as a bandwidth fluctuation happens, while the other four algorithms avoid this 
problem and guarantee the delay bounds fbr the sessions that can be supported by the bad-state 
bandwidth.
Table 5-4: Queuing delay bound violation comparison for different algorithms in Experiment 5-2
Algorithm
Sessions whose queuing delays violate the required bounds
Capacity=2.4Mbps Capacity= 1.5Mbps Capacity=0.8Mbps
WFQ Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
SPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
CA-WFQ-NTU Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
CA-WFQ-TU Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
ARPQ Class 3 Class 2 and 3 Class 1, 2 and 3
In summary, the results obtained from Experiment 5-2 show that CA-WFQ-TU and ARPQ avoids 
both the static weight-delay problem and the starvation problem. However, SPQ and WFQ cannot 
avoid both problems at the same time. SPQ suffers from the star\>ation problem and WFQ suffers
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from the static weight-clelay problem. Furthermore, CA-WFQ-NTU caililot avoid the star\>ation 
problem  because of the transmission disorder problem. Sb it is proven that the Timestamp 
Updating Scheme does improve the performance of tlie dynamical weight regulation. Therefore, 
CA-WFQ-TU and ARPQ have better comprehensive performance than the other comparative 
algorithms.
5.3.43 Results of Experiment 5-3
In FigUte 5-6 and Figure 5-7, we compare the average throughputs of different U'affic classes 
under the four algorithms under two different state transition conditions. Figure 5-6 is plotted 
when Pfi.G-0.2 and Pe-a=0.8, while Figure 5-7 is plotted when Pb-q-0.7 and PG.B=0.3. The x-axis 
of each figure stands for the worst bandwidth normalized by the good state bandwidth 
2.8Mbps; The y-axis shows the average throughput of each priority class, normalized by tire 
requested bandwidth Of the specified class. So if the normalized throughput is 1, it means the 
priority class achieves the maximum throughput. Shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, the 
throughputs of each priority class under WFQ do not reach 1 until the normalized worst 
bandwidth Bworst= 1. This is because WFQ distributes the available bandwidth under the static 
weights, so that in the bad state all the priority classes can feceive the required bandwidth. In 
contrast, SPQ achieves the highest throughputs for Priority Class 1 and 2 in both of the cases of 
Pb-g=0‘2 and Pb-g=0.7, as in SPQ the higli priority class packets ate processed preferentially. As 
the trade-off, the SPQ suffers the lowest throughputs for. Priority Class 3 over all the four 
algorithms. Remarkably, both CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU have a better comprehensive 
performance than those of WFQ and SPQ. Specifically, on One hand, the throughputs of Priority 
Class 1 and 2 under CA-WFQ-NTU or CA-WFQ-TU increase quickly with the worst bandwidth 
Bworst Slid reach the maximum throughput faster than that of WFQ. On the other hand, CA-WFQ- 
NTU or CA-WFQ-TU performs much higher throughputs for Priority Class 3 than that of SPQ. 
The comparison of ARPQ and CA-WFQ-i’U shows that the two scheduling algorithms give 
similar performances.
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Throughputs of d if fe re n t algorithm s fo r  P r io r i ty  3
Worst bandwidth/bandwidth in  good s ta te  
WFQ — SPQ CA-WFQ-NTU — CA-WFQ-TU —»—ARPQ
(c)
Figure 5-6: Throughputs of different algorithms in different B„ors, when PB_G=0.2, PG-b=0.8
Throughputs of d if fe re n t algorithm s fo r  P r io r i ty  1
Worst bandwidth/bandwidth in  good s ta te  
— WFQ — SPQ CA-WFQ-HTU ——CA-WFQ-TU — AKPQ
(a)
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Throughputs of d if fe re n t algorithm s fo r  P r io r i ty  2
Worst bandwidth/bandwidth in  good s ta te  
— WFQ SPQ CA-WFQ-NTU ——CA-WFChTU —-  ARPQ
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(c)
Figure 5-7: Throughputs of different algorithms in different Bworit when PB.<,=0.7, PG.B=0.3
Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 show statistical results about the starvation periods of all the algorithms 
for different traffic classes when PBg=0.2 and PB.G=0.7, respectively. The data in the tables are 
the surtt of the six simulation runs, with the worst bandwidth Bwors, varying from 0.4Mbps to 
2.4Mbps with a step of 0.4Mbps. According to the two tables, the Priority Class 2 and 3 traffic
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under both SPQ and CA-WFQ-NTU suffers severe starvation problems. It is noted that, in the 
experiment with PB-a-0.2, the traffic of Priority Class 3 under SPQ is starved at 45.18% of the 
total simulation time (which is 600s) arid the longest starvation in diie 100s simulation run reaches 
86s. However, WFQ; ARPQ and CA-WFQ-TU completely avoid the starvation problem. In the 
two sets of 7-time-repeated simulation runs, WFQ does riot suffer ahy starvation, while CA-WFQ- 
TU ha§ merely one starvation period for Priority Class 2, With a length of 0.03% of the total 
simulation time. Similar to CA-WFQ-TU, ARPQ also shows very few starvation periods for 
Priority Class 2 and 3, and the length of tlie starvation periods is no more than 0.18% of the total 
simulation time.
Table 5-5: Comparison of the starvation periods of different algorithms (PB.G=0.2, Pg.b=0.8)
Priority
clasS
Delay
bound
(s)
Algorithm
. Max 
starvation 
period (s)
Average' 
starvation 
period (s)
Number
of
starvations
Percentage of 
star vation time in 
total simulation 
time
Priority
1 0.1
WFQ o 0 0 0.00%
SPQ , ,&• b 0 0.00%
CA-WFQ- 
. NTU 0.136667 0.507144 1 0.08%
CA-WFQ-TU 0 0 0 0.00%
ARPQ b 0 0 0.00%
Priority
2 0.2
WFQ () 0 0 0.00%
SPQ 8.7498 3.350745 20 11.17%
CA-WFQ-
NTU 4.892 0.7489585 67 8.36%
CA-WFQ-TU 0.321 0,21 1 0.04%
ARPQ 0:37 0.33 2 0.11%
Priority 
3 ' 0.5
WFQ . b 0 0 0.00%
SPQ 86.005 8,42065 32 45.18%
CA-WFQ-
NTU 4.722 2.2657647 15 5.66%
CA-WFQ-TU a 0 0 0.00%
ARPQ . 0.59 0,55 2 0.18%
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fable 5-6: Comparison of the starvation periods of different algorithms (Pb.g=0.7, Pg.b=0.3)
Priority
class
Delay
bound
(s)
Algorithm
Max 
starvation 
period (s)
Average 
starvation 
period (s)
Number
of
starvations
Percentage of 
starvation time in 
total simulation 
time
Priority
1 0.1
WFQ ■b ,P 0 0.00%
SPQ b 0 0 0.00%
CA-WFQ-
NTU 0.203333 0.203333 ' 1 0.03%
CA-WFQ-TU . o b 0 0.00%
ARPQ o 0 0 0.00%
Priority
2 0.2
WFQ b :p , : 0 0.00%
SPQ 141826 2.4126656 9 3.62%
CA-WFQ- 
. NTU 3.41826 1.0710078 27 4.82%
CA-WFQ-TU -b P 0 0.04%
ARPQ 0 0 ■ 0 0.00%
Priority 
3 ' 0.5
WFQ b .6 ■ 0 0.00%
SPQ 8.69714 3.4974742 31 18.07%
CA-WFQ-
NTU 6.00629 1,9961767• 24 7.98%
CA-WFQ-TU b 0 0 0.00%
ARPQ 6 0 0 0.00%
Figure 5-8 and Figufe 5-9 show the rate of the packets exceeding the delay bounds under the 
comparative algorithms. In each figure, the x-axis is the wdrst bandwidth of the wireless link 
normalized by the good-state bandwidth, while the y-axis is Nv/Nf, where Nv denotes the number 
of the packets with queuing delays longer than the delay bound in one simulation run and Nr 
denotes the total amount of packets received by the scheduler in one simulation run. Nv/Nr 
presents tire delay violation rate of the priority class, hi Figure 5-8, the state transition 
probabilities PD-g=0.2, PG-b=0.8, while hi Figure 5-9, Pi).o=0.7, PG-b=0,3, According to the two 
figures. WFQ suffers serious static weight-delay problem, as the delay violation rates for all the 
three priority classes under WFQ, in both of the state transition patterns, are very high (close to 1). 
On the contrary, SPQ provides the Priority Glasses 1 and 2 with a iiiuch lower delay violation rate, 
because it transmits packets in the strict ascending order of the priority classes. With the adaptive 
weight regulation scheme, ARPQ, CA-WPQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU provide the delay violation 
rates lbr Priority Class 1 and 2 packets lower than those under WFQ and close to those under SPQ. 
Therefore, ARPQ, CA-WFQ-NTU and CA-WFQ-TU also avoid the static weight-delay problem. 
For Priority Class 3 traffic, the four comparative algorithms have a similar delay violation rate
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because, in each of the algorithms, the lowest priority class will be inevitably affected by any low 
bandwidth in a bad state.
Delay v io la t io n  ra te  fo r  P r io r i ty  1
Worst bandwidth/bandwidth in  good s ta te  
— WFQ — SPQ « - CA-WFQ-NTU — CA-WFQ-TU ARPQ
(a)
Delay v io la t io n  r a te  fo r  P r io r i ty  2
0 0.2 0.4 0 .6  0.8 1
Worst bandv.ddtly'bandv/idth in  good s ta te
WFQ SPQ : - CA-WFQ-NTU CA-WFQ-TU ARPQ
(b)
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Figure 5-8: Delay violation rates of different scheduling algorithms in different worst bandwidths
when P b.g=0.2, Pc-b=0.8
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Delay v io la t io n  r a te  f o r  P r io r i ty  2
Worst bandwidth/bandwidth in  good s ta te
-»-WFQ SPQ CA-WFQ-HTU CA-WFQ-TU ->-ARPQ
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Delay v io la t io n  r a te  fa r  P r io r i ty  3
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Figure 5-9: Delay violation rates of different scheduling algorithms in different worst bandwidths
when Pb.g=0.7, Pg.b=0.3
Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) of the queuing 
delays of the four scheduling algorithms, and the accumulative results are obtained from six 
repeated simulations with the worst bandwidth Bwors, from 0.4Mbps to 2.4Mbps, with a step of
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0.4Mbps. In Figure 5-10, the state transition probabilities PB-g=0.2, PG-b=0.8, while in Figure 5-11, 
PBG=0.7, Pg_b=0.3. In each of the figures, x-axis stands for the queuing delay a packet 
experienced, and the y-axis indicates the probability that a packet is transmitted with a queuing 
delay, Vvhich is not higher than the x-axis value. In other words, a point in the figure with 
coordinates (X,Y) means a packet has probability Y of being transmitted with a queuing delay 
that is not higher than X. For simplicity, denote the probability as Py.
Shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. SPQ guarantees QoS (e.g. the queuing delay) 
preferentially for the higher priority classes, and Class i ancl 2 traffic under SPQ have the highest 
Py value of all the algorithms. Consequently, its Class 3 traffic suffers lower Py than those of the 
other three algorithms. Since WFQ allocates the bandwidth to their traffic of both high and low 
priority classes statically, it suffers the static weight-delay problem. As a result, Py of Class 1 and 
2 under WFQ is the lowest of the four algorithms. Unlike WFQ, CA-WFQ-TU and CA-WFQ- 
NTU regulate the weights of different priority classes so that the Priority Class 1 and 2 packets 
have a much higher Py value than WFQ.
It is WOrth noting the unique feature of ARPQ shown in the figures. With the maximum delay 
prediction, ARPQ regulates its delay distribution to ensure the delay of most packets is within and 
close to the delay bound. The high priority packets are not transmitted until they almost reach 
their delay bounds. In this way, bandwidth can be saved to transmit low priority packets. 
Therefore, the curve of queuing delay for Class 1 and 2 under ARPQ goes up distinctly near the 
delay bound and reaches a value as high as that of CA-WFQ-TU, while the curve for Priority 
Class 3 under ARPQ has a higher value than CA-WFQ-TU at the Priority 3 delay bound.
CDF of queuing delay fo r  C lass i
Queuing delay (s)
— WFQ SPQ CA-WFQ-NTU CA-WFQ-TU — AKPQ
(a)
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CDF of queuing delay fo r  C lass 2
Delay bound
Queuing delay (s)
— WFQ — SPQ CA-WFQ-NTU CA-WFQ-TU AEPQ
(b)
CDF of queuing delay fo r  C lass 3
Queuing delay (s)
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(C)
Figure 5-10: The cumulative distribution functions of queuing delays of different traffic classes when
1V<;=0.2, P(; h=0.8
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CDF of queuing delay fo r  C lass 3
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Figure 5-11: The cumulative distribution functions of queuing delays of different traffic classes when
Pb-i;=0*7, P(j-b=0-3
In suriitnary, Experiment 5-3 observes the average performance of throughputs and queuing 
delays of the three different classes of traffic under different algorithms. According to the 
statistical results accumulated from multiple simulations, both ARPQ and CA-WFQ-TU avoid the 
static Weight-delay problem of WFQ and the starvation problem of SPQ by adaptively changing 
the bandwidth distribution for different priority classes with the varying bandwidth. In addition, 
the simulation results show that CA-WFQ-NTU suffers the starvation problem caused by the 
transmission disorder during the weight regulation, while CA-WFQ-TU does not have the same 
problem. Therefore, it is proven that the Timestamp Updating Scheme does help to improve the 
performance of CA-WFQ by preventing the possible transmission disorder during the weight 
regulation.
5.3.5 Efficiency Evaluation
The efficiency of CA-WFQ can be evaluated by the bandwidth utilisation. Since CA-WFQ is a 
work-conserving algorithm, it should utilise 100% of the available bandwidth when the server is 
busy.
The simulation results of Experiment 5-3 shows the bandwidth utilisation by using CA-WFQ. 
Specifically, the average bandwidth of the 14 simulation runs (seven for P b-g= 0 .7 , and seven for 
Pf) o=0.2) is calculated. Moreover, the average throughputs of the comparative algorithms, e.g.. 
WFQ, SPQ, ARPQ and CA-WFQ are also recorded and shown in Table 5-7. According to the
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data shdwn in Table 5-7, the CA-WFQ has the same average throughput and bandwidth utilisation 
as the other algorithms. Therefore, CA-\VFQ is as Efficient ds the existing work-conserving 
schedhllhg algorithms and the ARPQ algorithm.
I ’able 5-7 Capacity utilisation comparison between CA-WFQ and the existing algorithms
Average network 
capacity
2244kbps
Algorithm WFQ SPQ ARPQ CA-WFQ
Throughput 2230Kbps 2230Kbps 2230Kbps 2230Kbps
Utilisation 99.4% 99.4% 99.4% 99.4%
5.4 Comparison between ARPQ and CA-WFQ
Both ARPQ and CA-WFQ are proposed to resolve the short-tiinesCale resource variation problem 
caused by the bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless link. Nonetheless, they adopt different 
approaches. Since the ideal scheduling algorithm for this problem should guarantee both priority 
and fairness at the same time, this research attempts to give a comprehensive study starting from 
both ule pure priority queuing algorithm arid the pure fair queuing algorithm. On one hand, based 
on the pure PQ algorithm, ARPQ adds tlie adaptive rotating scheme on the priority queues to 
provide the fairness to the lower priority classes. On the Other hand, based on the pure FQ 
algorithm, CA-WFQ introduces the weight regulation scheme to realize dynamic priority 
differentiation.
It has been proven the two algorithms, whi'cli consider both the priority and fairness, show similar 
good performance on both traffic queuing delay and throughput. Therefore, both ARPQ and CA- 
WFQ ate good candidates to resolve the Slioit-timescale resource variation problem by combining 
priority and fairness consideration.
Furthermore, CA-WFQ has some advantages over ARPQ. Firstly, CA-WFQ avoids using rotating 
queues so as to save more memory space than ARPQ. CA-WFQ also achieves lower complexity 
O(N) thaii tliat of ARPQ, which is 0(N 2). Secondly, by assigning dynamic weights to different 
traffic Classes, CA-WFQ does not require to know the transmission rate of each class, so it is
easier to be realised tlian ARPQ. Finally, since CA-WFQ is evolved from tlie classic and widely-• >'
used WFQ algorithm, it can be applied more easily in practice than ARPQ, which works with the 
less-deployed rotating queue scheme.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, a dynamic and adaptive scheduling algorithm, CA-WFQ, is proposed to alleviate 
the static weight-deMy problem and the starvation problem faced by tile existing PQ and FQ 
scheduling algorithms,
CA-WFQ operates based on the WFQ implementation that is suitable for time-varying capacity. 
Packets are transmitted in the order of tiibse in the reference GPS system. By regulating the 
weights of different priority classes adaptively to the varying bandwidth capacity, CA-WFQ 
distributes the available bandwidth dynariii'cally to provide tlie required bandwidth to as many 
high priority classes aS possible, while the low priority classes cah share the remaining part of the
bandwidth to receive ari acceptable service; .
CA-WFQ also preveiits the transmission disorder problem caused by the weight regulation. The 
TimeStamp Updating Scheme of CA-WFQ iipdates the time stamps of all the backlogged packets 
in the WFQ scheduler by recalculating the Virtual finishing times of the packets with the changed 
weights, By this meaiis, the weights of different sessions in WFQ can be changed at any time and 
will not cause transmission disorder.
CA-WFQ Can guarantee die delay bounds for the sessions With high priority classes in a scarce 
bandwidth environment and maintains reasonable throughput for the sessions with low priority 
classes. The simulation results prove that CA-WFQ avoids both the starvation problem and the 
static Weight-delay problem by giving all the sessions reasonable throughputs and keeping as 
many sessions in high priority classes served in required QoS as possible, Therefore, CA-WFQ 
has achieved better overall performance titan the PQ and FQ algorithms in terms of throughput
and delay bound in the mobile networks. ■
Moreover, the simulation results show that CA-WFQ without the Timestamp Updating Scheme 
may suffer a serious Starvation problem because of transmission disorder, while CA-WFQ with 
the Tiiiiestamp Updating Scheme can completely avoid this problem.
In addition, die comparison of CA-WFQ attd ARPQ in the simulations shows that CA-WFQ has 
similar excellent performance to ARPQ iil mobile networks. Moreover, CA-WFQ is superior to 
ARPQ because it has ho memory-consumiiig queue rotating Scheme, does not need to measure the 
transmission rate for each traffic class and Is easily to be adopted in the real network.
The future work on CA-WFQ focuses on an efficient packet discarding mechanism. Currentiy 
CA-WFQ has an assumption of an infinite buffer of the scheduler and no backlogged packets 
would be discarded because of the long delay. Such a queue management scheme can cause very 
long queuing delays of packets. Therefore, a packet discarding mechanism will be added to CA- 
WFQ to improve the delay performance in tlie future.
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Although CA-WFQ solves the short-tiineseale QoS problem. For NEMO, the solution for the long- 
timescitie problem is still missing. In Chapter 6, a dynamic signalling protocol suite is proposed to 
solve the long-timescale problem to make this research complete.
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Chipter 6
6 Network Mobility QoS Protocol
6.1 Introduction
In recent years, fast-developing wireless network technology has led to frequent and fast mobility 
of not only individual nodes but also the networks, Which demand fast and efficient Quality of 
Service (QoS) provision. On one hand, tlie inobility of individual nodes is supported by Mobile 
IPv4 t l j  atid Mobile IPv6 [2], With existing QoS mechanisms, e.g., Integrated Services (IntServ) 
and Differentiated Services (DiffServ), many proposals [4][34] have been worked out to provide 
QoS for individual mobile nodes in tetihs of low delay, low jitter, iow loss rate and high 
bandwidth. On the other hand, the IETF Working group NEMO [3] is undertaking research on the 
mobility of mobile networks, in which the whole network moves as a single unit. However, little 
reseafcii has been done in the area of providing QoS for mobile networks based on NEMO.
A “lditg-timescale” problem caused by the. frequent liandoffs of mobile networks happening in 
minutes to hours was figured out in Chapter 2. On one hand, the frequent handoffs of the mobile 
network among different access networks make the available resources provided for the mobile 
network vary from time to time with the different access networks, On the other hand, the handoff 
of visiting nodes and nested mobile networks makes the number of hosts in a mobile network 
change frequently, so the requesting resources of a mobile network also vary with time. 
Consequently, the static SLA/SLS with months of valid period is hot suitable for NEMO anymore. 
It is necessary to develop a dynamic mechanism to cottttOl QoS agreements between networks.
In this chapter, a dynamic signalling protocol named Network Mobility-QoS Protocol (NEMO- 
QP) is presented to realize an end-to-end (|dS guarantee for mobile networks. NEMO-QP is based 
on a combined architecture of IntServ and DiffSefv. On the intra-network level, MNNs negotiate 
SLS’s for individual flows with the MR of tlie mobile network. On the inter-network level, the 
MR of the mobile network negotiates SLS’s for flow aggregates With other mobile networks or 
the access network of Visited domains.
NEMO-QP is a protocol designed over tlie transport layer and it Can be implemented as a GSLP 
of NS1S. Therefore, the signalling messages Of NEMO-QP can be transferred by NTLP. 
Nevertheless, this chapter will focus on thfe message formats and entity operations of NEMO-QP.
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NEMQ-QP includes three main schemed: Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme (DSNS), QoS 
Monitdiiiig Scheme (QMS) and SLS Aggregation Scheme (SAS). Among the three schemes, 
DSNS arid QMS are two sets of signalling protocols realizing dynamic QoS guarantee and QoS 
monitoring, while SAS is an algorithm that helps the former two schemes improve their 
scalability, The names and the functions of the schemes are shown as Table 6-1.
Because of the high mobility of NEMQ, the MNNs in a mobile network need to negotiate 
dynamic SLSs with the administrator, tiaiiiely the mobile router (MR) of the mobile network. At 
the saiile time, the MR negotiates dynamic SLSs with the network it is visiting, so as to reserve 
the requested resources for the MNNs. Therefore, a Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme is 
proposed to enable the MNNs, the mobile router and the access network of the domain it is 
visiting to exchange information between tide MNNs and the MR Within one mobile network as 
well as between the mobile network ahd .tlie network domain it is visiting. The Dynamic SLS 
Negotiation Scheme can be also used between two core network administrators to negotiate SLS 
dynamically. By this means, end-to-end QoS will be provided for tile MNNs,
Moreover, a QoS Monitoring Scheme is proposed in the NEMO architecture to retrieve latest 
information about the fulfilment of an established SLS. If any abnormal Information is received, 
the SLS needs to be renegotiated or updated; By this liieans, the Violated SLSs can be discovered 
quickly and the active services will be recovered ill a short time.
However, since one mobile network may include hundreds of MNNs, the mobility of the mobile 
network may cause a SLS negotiation storm, as many. SLSs ate negotiated at the same time, 
which brings scalability and capacity problems. To avoid the problems, a SLS Aggregation 
Scheme is proposed to aggregate the SLS requests from the MNNs and create an aggregated SLS 
in the Sildbile router, Which accordingly negotiates the SLS with the access network of the domain 
it is visiting.
This Chapter is organized in the following way: Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 propose a Dynamic SLS 
Negotiation Scheme, QoS Monitoring Scheme and SLS Aggregation Scheme respectively. 
Sectidii 6.5 gives a brief summary of this chapter.
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Table 6-1: Scheme names and functions of NEMO-QP
Schemes Functions
Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme
(d s NS)
• Negotiate and update dynamic SLS between the 
customer and die provider
• Terminate negotiated SLSs
QoS Monitoring Scheine (QMS)
• Monitor tile fulfilment of negotiated SLSs for the 
customer ■
• Alert the customer about the failure of a negotiated
SLs
SLS Aggregation Scheme (SAS)
• Aggregate flow-level and node-level SLSs into 
network-level Ones
• De aggregate network-level SLSs to node-level and 
flow-ieVel ones
6.2 Dynamic SLS Negotiation Sthertie
From the NEMO point of view, a SLS can be created between a MNN and the MR, or between 
the MR and the network domain it is visiting. In the former Situation, the MR acts as the provider 
and the MNN acts as itie customer; in the latter situation, the administrator of the visited network 
is the provider, while the MR is the custoiiier. The Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme (DSNS) 
works based on the abstract concepts of provider and customer, atid negotiates SLSs for both of 
the aggregation levels.
6.2.1 Protocol Structure
The DSNS message lias two main elements, the type and the SLS, as shown as Figure 6-1. The 
type element indicates the function of the message and tbe message receiver will react differently 
to different types of messages. The SLS element specifies the parameters and other information of 
a SLS, Details are described in the following subsections,
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6.2.1.1 Message Types
In order to negotiate a SLS, some signalling messages are necessary to exchange the control 
information. Four message types are defined for the SLS negotiation.
• SLSADV:
This message is used for advertisements. It is not acknowledged. The body of an SLSADV 
message must contain at least one SLS element describing the advertised SLS information.
• SLSNEG:
This is the basic negotiation request message. The body of a SLSNEG message must contain 
at least one SLS element describing the SLS information being negotiated.
• SLSACK:
This is the acknowledgment to a SLSNEG message. It contains the acknowledged SLS ID. It 
is hot necessary to include information describing the SLSs.
• SLSDEL:
This message is used to delete a previously negotiated SLS or notice an unsuccessful 
negotiation. The body of a SLSDEL message contains the respective SLS ID to be deleted or 
the SLS ID that failed to negotiate. It is not necessary to include information describing the 
SLSs.
6.2.1.2 SLS Structure
As shown in Figure 6-1, a SLS includes following components:
• SLS ID:
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th e  identity of a SLS. This is a mandatory element. It is used to uniquely mark a SLS so that 
the SLS can be easily found from the database during the SLS update or terminate processes.
• Class:
The class of the SLS. This is a mandatory element. After the negotiation of SLS, the packets 
with tlie class number in their headers will be treated with the resources reserved by tlie SLS.
• Scope:
■ - ’ V
The Valid range of the SLS. Four parameters are included in the scope field:
♦ Ingress point: the network address of the interface from which the traffic enters 
the provider network, it  is a mandatory parameter.
♦ Egress point: the network address of the interface from which the traffic leaves
the provider network. It is a mandatory parameter.
♦ Source ID: the network address of the node that creates the flow with which the
SLS is concern. It is an optional parameter.
♦ Destination ID: the network address of the node that is supposed to receive the
flow with which tlie SLS is concerned. It is an optional parameter.
Tlie ingress and egress point indicates the valid range of tlie SLS in the provider network. All 
the packets with a certain class, coining from tile ingress point and leaving from the egress 
point, are treated with the resources reserved by the SLS;
If he source ID and destination ID. They are used to clarify the range of a flow-level SLS (If 
the SLS is negotiated only for one single flow, then it is denoted as a flow-level SLS. The 
details of flow-level SLS are in Section 6.4.1). The source ID indicates the flow’s source 
node and the destination ID indicates thfe flow’s destination node.
• traffic character:
The features of the incoming traffic. It includes the mean rate, the peak rate and burst size of 
the traffic. The parameters are compiiiSory in a SLS request message but optional in a SLS 
acknowledgement message . This information is used by the admission control mechanism to 
admit the QoS request of a flow or iiii aggregate. If the incoming traffic from the ingress 
point exceeds those parameters negotiated in the SLS, the provider would stop the SLS 
fulfilment.
• ()oS guarantee: ■
The QoS parameters the provider will guarantee. It includes the maximum end-to-end delay, 
mtiXbnUm end-to-end jitter, packet-loss rate and bandwidth. The provider promises to give
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the traffic from tile customer QoS better than the four parameters. All tlie four parameters are 
Optional.
• F lo w  level information:
th e  information Of the flows included in an aggregated SLS. This information is used for 
ftitbre SLS aggregation and de-aggregation. The details are introduced in Section 6.4.5.
6.2.2 Operation States of DSNS
If tlie customer or the provider of a SLS receives a DSNS message from its counterpart, 
consequent operations will be taken based on the message type, th ree  operations may take place 
in DSNS: the advertisement operation, the SLS negotiation Operation and the SLS termination 
operation. For each Of the operations, the working states Of the customer and the provider are 
analysed respectively.
6.2.2* 1 Advertisement Operation
The advertisement Operation starts when the provider network detects a new customer; the 
provider starts sending advertisements to the customer periodically to announce the available 
resources that can be guaranteed to tile customer. Receiving the advertisement, the customer 
stores the advertisement. When necessary, the customer will negotiate SLS with the provider, 
based Oil tlie information given by advertisements.
The state diagram fdr the provider sending advertisements is shown in Figure 6-2. If a new 
customer is detected by the provider, the provider will create a SLS AD V message with the 
available resources ahd send it to the cUstbmer. This advertisement will be renewed periodically. 
When the new customer leaves or shuts oft, the provider will notice the connectivity has been lost, 
and then it will stop sending advertisements to me customer.
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Figure 6-2: State diagram of the provider sending advertisements
The state diagram of the customer receiving advertisements is shown as Figure 6-3. When a 
customer receives a SLSADV message, it checks if it received the same message before. If the 
message has been renewed, the customer stores it to the database. Otherwise, if the message is the 
same as one of the advertisements already iri the database, the customer simply discards it.
I
SLSADV received
Figure 6-3: State diagram of the customer receiving advertisements
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6.2.1.2 Negotiation Operation
The negotiation process is triggered by new traffic starting from the customer or existing traffic 
entering the customer. Upon detecting the traffic that requests QoS guarantee, the customer 
creates a SLSNEG message and sends it to the provider, which starts the negotiation process.
The state diagram of the customer’s negotiation operation is shown as Figure 6-4. Having sent out 
the SLSNEG message, the customer waits for the response from the provider. When a response 
message arrives, the customer operates differently to the different types of the response. If a 
SLSACK is received, the customer knows that the SLS has been negotiated successfully, and then 
it stores the SLS into the database it maintains, and ends the negotiation. If a SLSNEG is received, 
which means a counter proposal has been raised by the provider, then the customer needs to 
analyse the new proposal described in the SLSNEG message. If the counter proposal is acceptable 
to the customer, it will create a SLSACK message and Send it to the provider. At the same time, 
the new SLS will be stored in the database, and then the negotiation ends. Otherwise, the 
customer will customise the SLS by modifying some QoS parameters, and include the customised 
SLS in another SLSNEG message before sending it to the provider. The process can continue 
until the SLS is agreed by both the customer and the provider.
. .  !
Negotiate SLS
Figure 6-4: State diagram of the customer's SLS negotiation operation
The state diagram of the provider’s negotiation operation is shown in Figure 6-5. Upon receiving 
the SLSNEG message from the customer, the provider analyses the QoS request. If the request is 
invalid (i.e., the customer is not approved by the provider or the negotiation process has been
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repeated too many times), then the provider will send a SLSDEL message to reject the request and 
end the negotiation process. If it is a valid request (i.e., from an approved customer), the provider 
checks its internal policy and available resources and judges if the request proposal from the 
customer can be accepted. If the proposal is acceptable, the provider creates a SLSACK message 
and sends it to the customer. Finally, the SLS is stored in the database. Otherwise, if the 
customer’s proposal is not acceptable, the provider creates another SLSNEG, including a SLS 
with the QoS parameters it can guarantee, and sends the message to the customer. The provider 
will wait for a response from the customer. The negotiation continues in this way until it fails due 
to too many unsuccessful tries or an agreement is made successfully.
1
S LS N E G  received
Figure 6-5: State diagram of the provider's SLS negotiation operation
6.2.2.3 Termination Operation
If either the customer or the provider is not satisfied with the negotiated SLS, or will disconnect 
with its counterpart, then the SLS will be terminated. A termination process is triggered by an 
internal order of either the provider or the customer.
The termination operation of the initiator is shown as Figure 6-6. Receiving the internal signal to 
terminate the SLS, the initiator creates a SLSDEL message and sends it to the receiver. The 
negotiated SLS will also be deleted from the database.
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T
Delete SLS
Figure 6-6: State diagram of the termination of SLS from the initiator side
The state diagram of the termination receiver's operation is shown in Figure 6-7. Upon receiving 
the SLSDEL message, the receiver only needs to delete the negotiated SLS from the database.
T-
SLSDEL 
received
Figure 6-7: State diagram of the termination receiver’s operation
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6.2.3 Signalling Sequences
In this section, two typical SLS scenarios the presented and die signalling sequences for both of 
the scenarios are figilred respectively, so that the working scheme of DSNS can be explained 
clearly. The two scenarios are about the basic SLS negotiation case and the new customer joining 
case.
6.2.3d Basic SLS Negotiation Scenario
The basic SLS negotiation scenario can happen any time a roaming mobile network moves into a 
new domain and builds up a connection with the access network. Consider a train network, which 
acts as a mobile network, and stops at a railway statioti, which acts as an Internet domain. The 
train’s MR then negotiates a SLS with die access network of the railway station. After a while, 
because new passengers’ devices join in the train’s subnet, the train’s MR renegotiates the SLS 
witii the railway station. Some time later, the railway station terminates the SLS because of 
engineering work.
In the scenario, the train network is denoted as “die customer”, aiid the railway station network as 
“the provider”. The signalling sequence is drawn witii the Unified Modelling Language (UML) 
[107]. As Shown in Figure 6-8, as sooii as a new connection with the customer is detected, the 
provider sends a SLSADV message to announce the available resources that can be guaranteed to 
the customer. Receiving the advertisement, the customer stores the announced SLS in its database, 
and decides the resources it wants to reserve, based oh the existing or future traffic created, and 
sends a SLSNEG message to the provider. The provider checks the requested SLS included in the 
SLSNEG message, add finds the request is acceptable, so . the provider stores the SLS in its 
database and returns a SLSACK message to the customer. On receipt of the SLSACK message, 
the customer stores the negotiated SLS in its database and starts data transmission.
After a while, the customer wants to renegotiate the negotiated SLS because of the variation of 
traffic. It firstly deletes tlie negotiated SLS with the provider from its database, and sends a 
SLSDEL message to the provider, which makes the provider also delete the negotiated SLS from 
its own database. After that, die customer creates a SLSNEG message based on the advertisement 
of tlie provider stored in its database, and sends the SLSNEG message to die provider. The 
provider finds that die iiew request is not acceptable, sb it makes a counter proposal and includes 
it in attotiier SLSNEG message that is returned to the customer. The customer accepts the 
proposal, stores the SLS in its database, and sends a SLSACK message to die provider to 
acknowledge the negotiation. The provider receives the SLSACK and also stores the SLS in its 
database.
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Custom er Provider
A dvertisem ent
10
2 : S tqre_APV()
1 : SLSADVQ
N ego tia tion J 3 : SLSNEGQ
ID
6^S tp re_S LS ()
5 : SLSACKQ
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8 : SL5DEL()
rte_SLS()N ego tia tion ) 10 : SLSNEGQ
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Figure 6-8: Signalling sequence of basic SLS negotiation of DSNS
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Some time later, the provider has to terminate tlie SLS because of the engineering work. So it 
deletes the negotiated SLS from the database and informs the customer with a SLSDEL message. 
Receiving the message, the customer also deletes the SLS from its database and the whole process 
ends.
6.23,2 New Customer Joining Scenario
When a new customer joins tlie mobile network, the MR should aggregate the existing SLS and 
the new SLS, and renegotiate the aggregated SLS with the access network administrator. Consider 
the train example mentioned in tlie last sub-section; after tlie tiaitt moves into the railway station, 
a new passenger with a laptop computer gets on the train. The passenger starts a video 
transmission and requests QoS guarantee from the train network.
The signalling sequence of this scenario is shown in Figure 6-9. For simplicity, the SLS store and
. . . .  v' , »
delete actions are omitted. In the figure, the access network stands for the railway station’s access 
network, and the MR stands for the train’s MR.
Upon detecting the train arriving at the trail! station, the station access network sends SLSADV to 
the train’s MR. Consequently, tlie MR and tlie access network exchange a SLSNEG and SLSACK 
message to negotiate a SLS, which is nufrked as SLSi. After that, the MR advertises the new 
available resources to the existing MNNs hi the train’s network, and the existing MNN negotiates 
a new SLS, named as SLS2, with tlie MR. At the moment, a new MNN (the new passenger with a 
laptop) moves into the train’s network. Tlie MR sends. SLSADV to the new MNN, and the new 
MNN negotiates a third SLS, named as SLS3, with the MR.. Consequently, the MR aggregates 
SLS2 and SLS3 (details are introduced in Section 6.4), and then creates anther SLS, SLS4. 
Finally, the MR teriiiihates SLSI with tlie access network, and negotiates the SLS4 with the 
access network to finish the new customer j oining process.
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4 : SL*>ADV 
5 : SLSNEG(SLS2)
6 : 5L5AQK(5L52)
7 : Detection
8 : SLSADV 
9 : SLSNEG(SLS3)
10 : SLSACK(SLS3)
1 : SLSADV 
2 : SLSNEG(SLSl)
3 : SLSACK(SLSl)
1J : SL! _AGGR(SLS2+ SLS3=SLS4)()
13 : SLSNEG(5L54)
— >
14 : 5LSACK(SL54)
Figure 6-9: Signalling sequence of the customer joining scenario
6.3 QoS Monitoring Scheme
With a Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme, an end-to-end SLS chain can be built up to provide 
QoS for the NEMO architecture. However, the fulfilment of the negotiated SLSs cannot be 
ensured all the time because the network resources are changing within a large range with the 
frequent and fast movement of mobile networks. For instance, in the train example mentioned 
several times before, the train may move into an area with a weak signal, so it cannot fulfil the 
SLSs it negotiated with the MNNs. Therefore, a QoS Monitoring Scheme (QMS) is proposed to 
help the customers receive the latest information of the SLS fulfilment.
The basic process of a QMS is as follows. After a SLS is negotiated between a customer network and 
its provider network, the customer network negotiates a Service Level Indication (SLI) with the 
provider network. In the SLI, the interested parameters of the customer and the period of the returned 
information are defined. Based on the SLI, the provider network passes the required information back 
to the customer periodically. If the returned SLS information is not as good as the SLS requires, 
then the customer cart try to renegotiate the SLS or just terminate it and look for other providers.
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In this section, the SLS fulfilment information is defined, and tlie signalling protocol of SLl 
negotiation will be introduced, together With the message format definition and the operation 
states of the customer and the provider. Tlie signalling sequences of tlie QoS monitoring will also 
he described.
6.3.1 SLS Fulfilment Information
SLS. fulfilment information is defined as the real-time Values of the QoS guarantee parameters, 
defined in a negotiated SLS. The information should include end-to-end delay, end-to-end jitter, 
packet loss rate and bandwidth that can be provided by the provider network. Having such 
parameters, the customer can compare tlierii with the negotiated SLS, and judge if the SLS is 
being fulfilled properly.
SLS fulfilment information comes front a measurement Of traffic flows involved in the established 
SLS. The QoS measurement [13] [15] is blit of the scope of this thesis, and it is assumed that the 
latest QoS parameters of any SLS can be achieved and returned to the provider network 
administrator.
6.3.2 QoS Monitoring Process
QoS monitoring of NEMO-QP is triggered by tlie DSNS whert newly negotiated SLSs need to be 
monitored. Receiving the request from DSNS, QMS negotiates a SLl for this SLS. A SLl 
indicates the QoS parameters the customer would receive as SLS fulfilment information and the 
period in which the SLS fulfilment information will be reported. With a negotiated SLl, QoS
monitoring is possible.
• . • * •
The operations for QoS monitoring depend upon the different roles played by networks or nodes.
If a node or a network acts as a customer, it negotiates ah SLl with the provider; and then it stores
the negotiated SLl in the database. After that, the customer can Send queries, with a frequency
defined in the SLIs, ih order to collect information about the fulfilment of the SLSs by the
provider2.
A network administrator who acts as a provider negotiates a SLl with its customer upon the 
customer’s request. After the negotiation of the SLI( the provider monitors the fulfilment of SLS 
via the measurement mechanism and updates the database With tlie latest SLS fulfilment 
information. When the customer sends queries to collect information about specific SLSs, the 
provider returns a report with parameters tliat are stored ih the database.
2 It is assumed that tlie customer and tlie provider have a trustworthy relationship.
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6.3.3 Protocol Structure
The QMS message has two main elements, the type and the SLI, shown as Figure 6-10. The type 
element indicates the function of the message and the message receiver will react differently to 
different types of messages. The SLI element specifies the parameters and other information of a 
SLI. Details are described in the following subsections.
6.3.3.1 Message Types
A QMS message includes five different types. Different types of messages not only enable the
customer and the provider to negotiate a SLI successfully, but also support the periodical report of
SLS fulfilment information. Specifically, the five types of QMS message are:
• SLINEG: This is the request message of SLI negotiation. The body of a SLINEG message 
must contain at least one SLI element describing the SLI information being negotiated. 
SLINEG messages are used by peer customer and provider to negotiate one or more SLIs.
• SLIACK: This is an acknowledge message to a previous SLINEG message. A SLIACK 
message includes the ID of the SLI being negotiated.
• SLIDEL: This message is used by a customer to terminate a previously negotiated SLI, or by 
a provider to stop an on-going negotiation, when it does not agree with the SLI being 
proposed by the customer. A SLIDEL message includes the ID of the SLI being negotiated.
• QUERY: A customer sends a QUERY message to the provider to query the fulfilment of 
specific SLSs. A query message includes one SLI element indicating the SLSs to be 
monitored.
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• REPORT: A provider AN sends a REPORT message to the customer to notify the fulfilment 
or not of a specific SLS. A REPORT message includes one SLI, including the SLS 
parameters monitored.
6.3.3 *2 SLI Structure
As shown in Figure 6-10, the SLI element includes the following parameters:
• SLI ID :
The identity of a SLI. This is a mandatory element. It is used to uniquely mark a SLI so that 
the SLI can be easily found from tlie database.
• SLS ID:
Tlie identity of the SLS that tlie SLI is negotiated for. This is a mandatory element. It is used 
to indicate the SLS that is attached to the SLI, so the comparison of the SLS parameters of 
the SLS and the SLl can be performed.
• QoS guarantee:
The QoS parameters the customer would like to monitor. It includes all the parameters in the 
same field of a SLS: the maximum end-to-end delay, maximiith end-to-end jitter, packet-loss 
rate and bandwidth. In a SLINEG message, the parameters of the QoS guarantee are Boolean 
parameters. If orie parameter is included in the prospective SLS fulfilment information, it is 
set true; otherwise, it is set false. lit a REPORT message, the parameters of the QOS 
guarantee are real parameters. They contain the value of the QoS parameters that the provider 
returns to the customer. If a QoS guarantee parameter is hot ihcluded in the negotiated SLI, 
then the REPORT message will not include this parameter, accordingly.
• Period:
The period in which the customer wili send a QUERY message to ask for the update of the 
QoS monitoring. After a SLI is negotiated, the customer will send out a QUERY message to 
the provider for eVery interval of time specified by the Period element of the SLI.
6.3.4 Operation States of QMS
The operations of QMS include SLI negotiation and the SLS fulfilment monitoring. They are both 
introduced in the following sub-sections ih detail, Since the customer and the provider have 
different operations in tire process of QoS monitoring, the operations for customers and providers 
are specified separately.
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6.3.4.1 SLI Negotiation
It is always the customer who starts the SLI negotiation with its provider. The negotiation is 
triggered by DSNS, with a negotiated SLS that needs to be monitored under a SLI. The operation 
of the customer negotiating a SLI is similar to the operation of negotiating a SLS.
The operations on the customer side are shown in Figure 6-11; the customer creates a SLINEG 
message for a certain negotiated SLS when receiving a trigger from DSNS. Having sent out the 
SLINEG message, the customer waits for the response from the provider. When a response 
message arrives, the customer operates differently according to the different types of response. If 
a SLIACK is received, the customer knows that the SLI has been negotiated successfully, and 
then it stores the SLI into the database, and ends the negotiation. If a SLINEG is received, which 
means a counter proposal has been raised by the provider, then the customer needs to analyse the 
new proposal described in the SLINEG message. If the counter proposal is acceptable to the 
customer, it will create a SLIACK message and send it to the provider. At the same time, the new 
SLI will be stored in the database, and then the negotiation ends. Otherwise, the customer will 
customise the SLI by modifying some QoS parameters or the monitoring period, and include the 
customised SLI in another SLINEG message before sending it to the provider. The process can 
continue until the SLI is agreed by both the customer and the provider or just denied by the 
provider because of too many attempts.
!
Negotiate SLI
Figure 6-11: Operations of the customer's SLI negotiation
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The operations of the provider's SLl negotiation are shown in Figure 6-12. Upon receiving the 
SLINEG message from the customer, the provider analyses the request. If the request is invalid 
(i.e., the SLINEG message has been repeated too many times), then the provider will send a 
SLIDEL message to reject the request and end the negotiation process. If it is a valid request (i.e., 
it is the first time the SLINEG related to the SLS is received), the provider checks its internal 
policy and judges if the request proposal from the customer can be accepted. If the proposal is 
acceptable, the provider creates a SLIACK message and sends it to the customer. Finally, the SLl 
is stored in the database. Otherwise, if the customer’s proposal is not acceptable, the provider 
creates another SLINEG, including a SLl with QoS parameters it can monitor, as well as the 
monitoring period, and sends the message to the customer. The provider will wait for the response 
of the customer. The negotiation continues in this way until it fails due to too many unsuccessful 
attmepts or an agreement is successfully made.
T
S LIN EG  received
Figure 6-12: Operations of the provider's SLl negotiation
6.3.4.2 SLS Fulfilment Monitoring
With a negotiated SLl, the customer will send a QUERY message to the provider periodically, 
asking for the related SLS fulfilment informatioh. As Shown in Figure 6-13, the customer creates 
a QUERY message including the ID of the SLS it is concerned with, and sends the QUERY to the 
provider. After that it waits for a response from the provider. When the responded REPORT 
message from the provider is received, then the customer compares the QoS guarantee parameters 
in the SLl element of the REPORT message with the QoS guarantee parameters of the related
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SLS stored in its database. If all the parameters from the REPORT message are no worse than the 
parameters from the negotiated SLS, theh the customer concludes that the SLS is fulfilled 
properly and will simply discard the REPORT message. Otherwise, if one or more parameters 
from the REPORT are worse than the parameters from the negotiated SLS, then the customer will 
inform DSNS that the related SLS is not fulfilled properly. After that, no more action will be 
taken until the monitoring period expires, arid triggers another QUERY message.
SLI negotiated
Figure 6-13: Operation states of the customer requesting the SLS fulfilment information
The provider’s operation states are shown in Figure 6-14. Receiving the QUERY message from 
the customer, the provider runs the measurement process to acquire the QoS parameters of the 
traffic that is under the related SLS. It will not compare and judge if the SLS is fulfilled well, but 
just creates a REPORT message filled with the measured QoS parameters, and sends the 
REPORT to the customer.
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Figure 6-14: Operation states of the provider's SLS fulfilment monitoring
6.3.5 Signalling Sequences of a QMS
In this section, let us consider a scenario in which a SLI is negotiated and the SLS fulfilment 
monitoring is taken. A train moves in a railway station and negotiates a SLS with the station 
network. In the SLS, the train is on the customer side and the station network is the provider. 
Consequently, the train negotiates a SLi with the station network for the negotiated SLS. At the 
following time, the station network replies to the train’s periodical QUERY with the REPORT 
message with the SLS fulfilment information. After ten minutes, the train starts to leave the 
railway station, so the wireless signal becomes weaker and weaker. From the one REPORT from 
the station network, the train finds the SLS is not fulfilled properly anymore. It then deletes the 
SLI as well as the SLS, and starts looking for another, better provider.
The signalling sequences of the scenario are shown in Figure 6-15. Specifically, when the SLS is 
negotiated between Train Network and Station Network, the MR of the Train Network creates a 
SLI NEC message based on the negotiated SLS and sends the SLINEG to the Station Network. 
The Station Network checks its policy and agrees the SLI by returning a SLIACK message. The 
SLI is now negotiated. With the monitoring period defined in the SLI, the Train Network sends 
QUERY messages periodically to the Station Network. Upon receiving the QUERY message, the 
Station Network acquires QoS information regarding the related traffic from the measurement 
mechanism and creates a REPORT message and sends it to the Train Network. Receiving the 
REPORT messages, the Train Network compares the information in the REPORT message with 
the negotiated SLS. At first, the REPORT messages shows that the SLS is fulfilled properly, so
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the Train Network takes no more action but continues to send QUERY messages to the Station 
Network, periodically. After a while, the latest REPORT message shows that the QoS parameters 
of the Station Network have become worse than the negotiated SLS. Therefore, the Train 
Network concludes that the SLS is not beiiig fulfilled properly anymore, and decides to terminate 
the SLS as well as the SLL So, it deletes the SLl from its database, creates a SLIDEL message 
and sends it to the Station Network. Receiving the SLIDEL message, the Station Network deletes 
the SLl from its database, which ends the whole process.
Train N e tw ork Station N etw ork
1 : SLINEGQ ----- to n
4 ^S tp re _ S L lQ
3 : SLIACKQ
5 : QUERYQ
7 : REPORTQ
5afanm5t$r_comparison()
12
9 : QUERYQ
U
P fram etje rjrom parisom
F^PORTQ
M 3  : D<jlete_SLIQ
14 : SLIDELQ
2^Stpre_SLI()
A<|quke_ SLS J u l f i l  J n fo Q
10 A p q u re J S L S ju lf il J n fo Q
15^D fs le te  SLIQ
Figure 6-15: Signalling sequences of SLl negotiation and SLS fulfilment monitoring
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6.4 SLS Aggregation Scheme
In this section, a novei SLS Aggregation Scheme (SAS) is introduced as part of NEMO-QP. From 
an aggregation point of view, three different kinds of SLSs are defined ill mobile networks, and 
the possibility of aggregating flow-levei SLS requests into the tlode-level SLS, or aggregating 
node-ievel SLSs into one network-level SLS is studied. Furthermore, the flow level information 
element of an aggregated SLS is specified. Finally, the algorithms of SLS aggregation and de­
aggregation are specified and two detailed examples are raised for analysis.
6.4.1 Three SLS types in NEMO
In tlie proposed two-ievel QoS architecture for NEMO, each MNN aggregates all the SLS 
requests frdm different flows and negotiates one SLS With die MR, while the MR aggregates the 
SLSs negotiated with the MNNs, and negotiates one SLs With the administrator of the access 
network. Therefore, thfee kinds of SLSs/SLS requests exist in the mobile network: flow-level, 
node-level and network level. In other words, SLSs are negotiated either in die scope of individual 
nodes (MNNs aggregates the SLS requests Of different Rows and negotiates SLSs with the MR), 
or in the scope of networks (the MR aggregates the SLSs With the MNNs and negotiates a SLS 
with the administrator of the access network). For simplicity bf description, three types of SLSs, 
flow-level, node-level and network-level are introduced.
A flow-level SLS is negotiated for individual flows and keeps die QoS information of a flow. For 
an end-to-end QoS guarantee, the information on each flow should be passed to die administrator 
of each network on the flow path, including the network in which the destination node of the flow 
lies. In fact, in a mobile network, flow-level SLS requests only exist in a MNN. Those requests 
are aggregated in one hode-level SLS request.
A node-level SLS is negotiated for different nodes add keeps the QoS information of the flow 
aggregate of one node, In a mobile network, an MNN aggregates the flow-level SLS requests into 
one and negotiates one SLS for die flow aggregate, so die SLSs negotiated by MNNs and the MR 
are node-level SLSs.
A network-level SLS can be aggregated from node-level SL,Ss. The network-level SLS should 
include the information of each member hOde-level SLS. lit mobile networks, a MR aggregates 
the node-level SLSs With the MNNs and negotiates one SLS With the access network, so the SLSs 
negotiated by the MR and the access network are network-level SLSs.
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6.4.2 SLS Aggregation
From a network point of view, SLS aggregation is the action witii which the administrator of a 
network combines a number of SLSs cached in its database into one network level SLS. The SLS 
aggregation happens ih a customer network in two cases. In the first case, ill order to reduce the 
signalling messages add save processing power,- tlie administrator of the customer network starts a 
SLS aggregation to aggregate tlie stored negotiated SLSs irito a few network-level ones, and 
negotiates those SLSs with its provider network. In tlie other case* an aggregation will be started 
when a SLS storm happens during a handoff process.
During the SLS aggregation process, the node-level SLSs exist in the intra-network range. A 
typical example is the SLSs negotiated by tlie MNNs aiid the MR of the mobile network. In inter­
network rahge, tlie node-level SLSs are accordingly aggregated into network level ones. When the 
SLS aggregation process finishes, there are only several network-level SLSs existing between the 
two networks.
After transmitting as a traffic aggregate, the flows need to go in different directions to their 
destinations. Then the aggregated network-level SLS nihst be de-aggregated to node-level SLSs 
and then to flow-level SLSs to keep information on Individual flows and guarantee the end-to-end 
QoS for the flows.
SLS aggregation can reduce the length of signalling messages exchanged between the customers 
and tlie network administrators. In tlie beginning of the SLS negotiation process, a customer 
network must send the aggregated SLS witii flow-level SLS information for future de-aggregation; 
after tliat, other messages exchanged between the customer and the provider does not include me 
flow-level SLS information but only me QoS parameters of the aggregated SLS. Therefore, 
except for me first message used to start the negotiation between the customer and provider, me 
signalling messages Of me aggregated SLS are much shorter than the non-aggregation signalling 
messages.
Aggregation can also reduce me SLS states stored ill die network administrator of networks. The 
flow-level SLSs will not be negotiated amoiig the networks between me aggregating point and me 
de-aggregating point (trunk networks), diily die aggregated SLS is negotiated in me hunk 
networks, Therefore, id me case of die network administrator of the trunk networks using SLS 
aggregation, only several aggregated SLSs are maintained, but in me non-aggregation case, me 
network administrator of each network nnist maintain all iiode-level SLSs, which can be hundreds 
of timbs me aggregated ones.
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6.4.3 Triggers of SLS Aggregatiditi
There are iwo methods of triggering a SLS aggregation. Firstly, the SLS aggregation can be 
triggered by the number of new SLSs. if the network administrator detects many SLSs being 
created simultaneously and requesting negotiation With the provider network, which may cause a 
storm of SLS negotiation, the administrator should start the SLS aggregation.
On the other hand, the SLS aggregation can be triggered when the number of existing un­
aggregated SLSs readies a certain quantity; This is designed to reduce the control messages and 
improve the scalability. The network administrator cart obtain the information by visiting the 
database maintaining tlie SLS list periodically. Then, if the condition of aggregation is satisfied, 
the network administrator will aggregate ali SLSs in the database.
6.4.4 Conditions of SLS Aggregation
Not every two SLSs Can be aggregated into one. Firstly, the two SLSs must have the same 
geographical scope, i.e. the same ingress and egress point of the provider network. In the mobile 
network, the flows froni the same MNN will have the same ingress point (the MNN) and egress 
point (the MR), so all the flow-level SLS requests cart be immediately aggregated into one node­
level SLS. Another criterion to judge whether two or more SLSS Can be aggregated comes from 
the QoS guarantee part of SLS parameters. The floW-leVel aiid ltode level SLSs must have close 
or similar QoS requirements so that they can be replaced by a network level SLS.
6.4.5 Flow-level Information
The aggregated SLS must include the related flow-level SLS information in the signalling 
message to negotiate the SLS. The inforniation is used for future de-aggregation. A field called 
<flow_level_information> is defined in the SLS element of the NEMO-QP message. During the 
network-to-network SLS negotiation, tlie <ilowJevelJnformation> field must be transferred to 
the de-ttggregating poitit network, while the networks through the path do not need to maintain the 
field.
The format of a <flow_level_information> field is shown in Figure 6-16, It includes several SLS 
elements defined in 6.2.1.2, each one including the QOS information for a real-time flow. Each 
SLS element in the <flow_level_informatibn> field must include the destination ID of the flow. 
The ID will be checked by the network administrator of the provider network to decide if the 
netWork is a de-aggregating point. The network administrator firstly checks all destination IDs of 
the nOde-level SLSs in the <flow_level_information>. For each destination ID, the network 
administrator needs tO place an enquiry with the routing mechanism of tlie network and obtain the 
next network ID for this destination ID. if  all the node-level SLSs in <flow_level_information>
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have the Same next network ID, then the network administrator just forwards the SLS to the next 
network and negotiates with it. The <flow_level_information> field then will be removed from 
the SLS stored in the current network. If more than One next network ID is acquired, then the 
network is the de-aggregating point and the network administrator needs to create an aggregated 
SLS for node-level SLSs, each with the same next network ID. The information from the flow- 
level SLSs in <flow_level_information> is used to create the aggregated SLS. If one next network 
ID is only for one flow-level SLS, then the flow-level SLS will be sent to the next network for 
negotiation, but no aggregated SLS will be created.
Except destination ID, the information in the flow-level SLSs of <flow_level_information> will 
only be read when the provider network is at a de-aggregating point and other aggregated SLSs 
will be created with the information. Moreover, a flag of “aggregated” will be set at the beginning 
of the aggregated SLS field. On finding the “aggregated” flag is set, the provider receiving the 
SLS will know the SLS is aggregated and check the <flow_level_information> for destination 
IDs.
The <flow_level_information> field only includes parameters whose values do not appear in the 
aggregated SLS parameters. If a parameter is to be used and not found in the 
<flow_level_information> field, the parameter in the aggregated SLS will take its place. In this 
way, the length of the message can be reduced. For instance, if the aggregated SLS has an end-to- 
end delay parameter as 100ms and one flow-level SLS in the aggregated SLS also has the same 
value of end-to-end delay, then the related flow-level SLS element in the 
<flow_level_information> item will not include the end-to-end delay parameter. In other words, 
the parameters stated in the aggregated SLS element are also effective on the member flow-level 
SLS that does not include the parameter.
Figure 6-17 shows a typical SLSNEG message of an aggregated SLS. For the convenience of 
description, the XML message formats are used to depict the NEMO-QP messages. In the
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example, two flow-level SLSs FLOWSLS1 and FLOWSLS2 are included in the aggregated SLS 
AGGR_SLS. The flag of aggregated is set as “yes”. The red lines indicate the maximum end-to- 
end delay of the aggregated SLS. Since FLOWSLS1 has the same value as the maximum end-to- 
end delay with the aggregated SLS, the <max_e2e_delay> parameter is not included in the 
FLOWSLS1 element. On the contrary, the FLOWSLS2 has a different value of the 
<max_e2e_delay>, so it specifies the <max_e2e_delay> parameter in the element.
<body>
<type=”SLSNEG” >
<sls id-'AG G R SLS" aggregated=”yes”>
<mean rate>3 6kbps</mean rate>
<max_e2e_delay> 100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<flow_level_information>
<sls id=”FLO W SLSr >
<so\ivcq SOURCE 1 </source_id>
<destination_id>Z)£S,ry</destination_id> 
<mean rate> 16 kbps</mean_rate>
</sls>
<sls id=”FLO W SLSr >
<source id-^S'OURCE2 </source id> 
<destination_id>DEST2</destination _id> 
<mean_rate>20 kbps</mean rate>
<max_e2e_delay> 120ms</max_e2e_delay>
<ysls>
</flow_level_information>
</sls>
</body>
Figure 6-17: An example of a typical aggregated SLS
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6.4.6 Aggregation Algorithms
There are three main actions for SAS: aggregation, joining and de-aggfegation. The aggregation 
and joining are triggered by a request frbiii a negotiation modules while the de-aggregation runs 
with a trigger from the negotiation module when a hew aggregated SLS is negotiated with a 
customer network.
In each network, in older to finish tlie three actions of SAS, three databases are maintained by the 
network administrator. A Negotiation Database (Neg DB) stores SLSs to be negotiated with its 
provider networks drtd those that have been negotiated with its customer networks. An 
Aggregation Database (Aggr DB) stores the existing aggregated SLSs with the provider 
networks. A De-aggregation Database (Deaggr DB) maintains the mapping between aggregated 
SLS and tlie SLSs de-aggregated from it.
The aggregation and joining actions are coiijoled tightly. Receiving a request from the negotiation 
module, the aggregation module scans Aggr DB for existing aggregated SLSs and Neg DB for 
SLSs to be negotiated. If an aggregated SLS exists ill the Aggr DB, the aggregation module can 
add a flow-level SLS found in Neg DB to the aggregated SLS. The aggregation module 
aggregates the flow-level SLSs that cannot join an existing aggregated SLS into a new aggregated 
SLS.
The de-aggregation is iiidependent of the Other two actions. The aggregation module should check 
the Neg DB for aggregated SLSs negotiated with the customer networks and de-aggregate them. 
Table 6-2 shows the difference between the three actions.
Table 6-2: Comparison of different aggregating actions
Action Database to search SLSs to search tbr Trigger
Aggregation Neg DB
SLSs to be 
negotiated
Request for 
negotiation
Joining Aggr DB
SLSs negotiated With 
provider networks
The same request
triggering
aggregation
De-aggregation
Aggr DB, Deaggr 
DB
Aggregated SLSs 
negotiated with the 
customer networks
Request for 
negotiation when 
new aggregated SLS 
negotiated with 
customer network
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6.4.6.1 SLS Aggregation and Joining Actions
The algorithms of aggregating and joining are coupled into one flow chart, as shown in Figure 
6-18. •
When receiving a request for negotiation; the aggregation module begins the aggregation and 
joining action. Neg DB and Aggr DB are scanned and the to-be-tiegotiated SLSs in Neg DB and
• ' -,<s { . fc ,
existing aggregated SLSs are taken out and categorised. Two categorisations occur: one by 
different objective provider network IDs (this ID can be mapped from the ingress point 
parameter), the other one by different QoS guarantees, So after the two categorisations, the SLSs 
are in different categories and two SLSs in tlie same category have the same provider network and 
similar QoS guarantee parameters.
For each SLS category, if only one SLS exists and the SLS is the negotiated aggregated SLS from 
Aggr DB, then no action will be taken. The {process moves to the hext category. If the only SLS in 
the category is a to-be-hegotiated SLS frond Neg DB, then it Will be sent back to Neg DB.
If more than one SLS exists in one SLS category, then the aggregated SLS QoS guarantee 
parameters are decided from the parameters of to-be-negotiated SLSs and the existing aggregated 
SLS. If there is no existing aggregated SLS from Aggr DB in the category, a new aggregated SLS 
is created with a unique SLS ID. The aggregated SLS includes a <flow„level„information> field 
with all flow-level SLSs information. It is then sent to Neg DB. The other to-be-negotiated SLSs 
are removed from Neg DB. After the negotiation, the flow-level SLS information will be removed 
from the aggregated SLs stored in Aggr DB. Otherwise, if there is one existing aggregated SLS 
from Aggr DB in the category, the to-be negotiated SLSs join the existing SLS. The existing SLS 
is updated with the newly decided QoS guarantee parameters. A <flow_level_information> field 
is included with the flow-level SLS information of tlie to-be negotiated SLSs. The updated 
aggregated SLS will retain its SLS ID. It is sent to Neg DB for negotiation and the existing 
aggregated SLS should be revoked. .
The QoS guarantee parameters of tlie aggregated SLS can be calculated from the flow-level SLS 
information. The algorithm is shown as follows.
• Bandwidth or mean rate: Aggregated Bw = sum [flow-level SLS mean rate]
• Max end-to-end delay: Aggregated e2e delay = ttlin [flow-level SLS max e2e delay]
• Max end-to-end jitter: Aggregated e2e jitter = min [flow-level SLS max e2e jitter]
• Loss rate: Aggregated loss rate = min [Bow-level SLS loss rate]
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Request from 
Negotiation
Figure 6-18: Aggregation and Joining Algorithm
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6.4.6i2 SLS De-aggregation Actions
To achieve end-to-ehd QoS support, a network-level SLS aggregated from the ingress point, 
where different SLSs have tire same scope, should be de-aggregated at the egress point, where the 
aggregated SLSs will have different scopes. Lower-level SLSS with different destination IDs will 
be created and negotiated by the de-aggregating network and the different access networks.
In order to successfully de-aggregate the aggregated network-level SLS, some more information 
e.g. tlie destination ID and the traffic character of individual flow-level SLSs, must be included in 
the network-level SLS. At the network wiiere the network-level SLS needs to be de-aggregated, 
the information will be used to recreate the node-level and flow-level SLSs.
When performing the aggregation, the aggregating network, for instance, a train network, should 
add the individual SLs information to die aggregated SLS and negotiate the SLS with its 
provider, for example, the access network. The access network then should negotiate a SLS with 
the transit network (tlie network on tlie path to the destination node). The transit network will 
check the destination IDs of the flow-level SLSs, and if .the destination IDs have the same egress 
point ID in the transit network (network administrator of the transit network may have to enquire 
some routing scheme for this information), it will continue to negotiate the aggregated SLS. 
Otherwise, it will send a SLSDEL message to the access network, indicating that the aggregated 
SLS niust be de-aggregated. The access network then will retrieve the individual SLS information 
from the aggregated SLS, recreate tlie individual SLSs and negotiate them with the transit 
network. . .
The information stored in the aggregated SLS for de-aggregation must include the destination ID, 
and the traffic character parameters. The QbS-guarantec information such as end-to-end delay and 
packet loss rate does tlot have to be reiiiemhered. The de-aggregating network has two approaches 
to perform the de-aggregation. For Approach One, the de-aggregating network can simply use the 
QoS-gitarantee parameters in the aggregated SLS to create the de-aggregated SLSs, which means 
no individual SLS QdS-guarantee information will be stored. This approach can reduce the 
overhead of the signalling messages t y  aggregating die QdS-gUarantee parameters. However, 
since hot billy SLSs with identical QoS-giiarantee parameters, but also those with QoS-guarantee 
parameters within a range can be aggregated, this approach will lose some information from the 
original SLSs and may Cause resource over-reservation and negotiation failure. For example, three 
flows A, B and C requires a max end-to-end delay 80ms, 80ms and 100ms, respectively. The 
aggregated SLS of A, B and C will require a max end-to-elid delay of 80ms. At the de- 
aggregatiiig network, three SLSs for A, B and C will be recreated, but the SLS for C will require a 
max eiid-to-cnd delay of 80ms. If the next provider network agrees the SLS, there will be a
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resource waste; on the other hand, if the next provider hetwork call only provide a delay for 90ms, 
the SLS Will be mistakenly rejected.
The other approach involves full restoration of the original SLSs. The aggregating network should 
add a default value for each QoS-guararitee parameter For each individual SLS, if the value of a 
certain parameter is different from the default value, the parameter value will be stored in the 
aggregated SLS. In the de-aggregatioii process, if there is a specified value for the certain 
parameter, the parameter will be set as that value; otherwise, the parameter will be set as a default 
value. The default valhe is introduced to reduce the redundant information, so the default value of 
a parameter should be set as tlie value appearing tire most dines in the SLSs being aggregated. 
This approach can restore all flow-levei arid node-levei SLSs from the aggregated SLS so that it 
avoids resource waste and negotiation failure. However, Approach Two will make the aggregated 
SLS message longer, so the overhead of SLS negotiation, will not be reduced effectively.
In the remaining part of this section, tlie second approach is presented in order to keep as much 
information of the node-level SLS as possible.
The de-aggregation algorithm is shown hr Figure 6-19 and explained afterwards.
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Receiving 
aggregated S IS  
AGGRSLS-1 with 
SLS lift ID-1
Figure 6-19: De-aggregation Algorithm
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The de-aggregation process starts when a request is received from DSNS, including an aggregated 
SLS negotiated with ohe customer network dr node.
When the network administrator of a network (denoted as NET-1) negotiates a new aggregated 
SLS, denoted as AGGRSLS-1, it will check the floW-leVel SLS information of the AGGRSLS-1 
to acquire the next network IDs of the flow-level SLSs. At the same time, the network 
administrator will search in the Aggr DB for any existing aggregated SLS with the same SLS ID 
of AGGRSLS-1 (denoted as ID-1). This happens when a new SLS joins with an existing 
aggregated SLS. The aggregated SLS will Be renegotiated, bin the SLS ID will remain the same. 
In another Word, AGGRSLS-1 is one updated SLS.
If one such existing aggregated SLS (denoted as AGGRSLS-0) is found in Aggr DB, then it 
means AGGRSLS-O’s SLS ID is ID-1. Because AGGRSLS-0 and AGGRSLS-1 have the same 
SLS ID, it means that AGGRSLS-0 was tiie SLS negotiated between NET-1 and its customer 
(denoted as NET-0), ahd AGGRSLS-1 is tiie update version of AGGRSLS-0. At the same time, 
because AGGRSLS-0 is stored in N ET-l’s Aggr DB, it Is the SLS negotiated between NET-1 and 
its provider (denoted as NET-2). In other words, tile same SLS AGGRSLS-0 existed between 
NET-1 ahd its customer (NET-0), and between NET-1 and its provider (NET-2). In this case, the 
network administrator checks the next network IDs of the flow-level SLSs included in the two 
aggregated SLSs (AGGRSLS-0 and AGGRSLS-1). .
• If the next network IDs of the flow-level SLS information in AGGRSLS-1 are all the same 
with die next network ID of AGGRSLS-0, then it incans that all the flow-level SLS included 
in AGGRSLS-1 are going to the same iietwork (i.e. NET-2), so the current provider network 
is not a de-aggreghting point, and tile iiew aggregated SLS (AGGRSLS-1) will be returned to 
Neg DB for negotiation with NET-2; At the Sattle time, AGGRSLS-0 will be replaced by 
AGGRSLS-1 in Aggr DB.
• Otherwise, if any next network ID of the node-ievel SLS information in AGGRSLS-1 is 
different from the next network of AGGRSLS-0, which is NET-2, then current network 
NET-i is a de-aggfegating point, and those flow-leVel SLSs with next network IDs other than 
NET-2 will be picked up. Next, tlie aggregation algorithm introduced in Section 6.4.6.1 will 
be applied and orte or more new SLSs (denoted as SLS-X) will be created from the picked-up 
flow-level SLS information. The new SLSs have different next network IDs, and they will be 
stored in the Neg DB and negotiated with their next networks (denoted as NET-X), 
respectively. Nonetheless, AGGRSLS-0 is still valid between NET-1 and NET-2. Therefore, 
as a result, AGGRSLS-1 is de-aggfeg'ated to the existing AGGRSLS-Os and several new SLS. 
The network administrator will store tiie mapping between the newly created node-level SLS
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or flow-level SLS and AGGRSLS-1 in the Deaggr DB. The mapping will be shown as 
(AGGRSLS-1 -> AGGRSLS-0, SLS-Xj.
If no existing aggregated SLS with the SLS ID “ID-1” is found in N E T-l’s Aggr DB, then the 
network administrator will perform another search in the Deaggr DB for a SLS with the identity 
ID-1, if  a SLS with identity ID-1 is found in the Deaggf DB, iet ds still denote it as AGGRSLS-0. 
In this Case, AGGRSLS-0 was the SLS negotiated between NET-0 and NET-1, and AGGRSLS-0 
was de-aggregated to several SLSs from NET-1 (the mapping is denoted as (AGGRSLS-0 -> 
SLS-Y, SLS-Z)). At the moment, however, AGGRSLS-0 has been replaced by AGGRSLS-1 
between NET-0 and NET-1.
With AGGRSLS-0 foUhd in the Deaggr DB, then the NET-1 network administrator will scan all 
flow-level SLSs included in AGGRSLS-i, and compare the. flow-level SLS’s next network ID 
with the SLSs mapped from AGGRSLS-0 (he. SLS-Y and SLS-Z).
• If Oife next network ID of the flow-level SLSs of AGGRSLS-1 matches tire next network of 
orte of the mapped SLSs, then this flow-level SLS of AGGRSLS-1 and the mapped SLS de­
aggregated from AGGRSLS-0 will he aggregated into one, and die Deaggr DB will be 
updated accordingly. .
• Otherwise, if the next network ID of tlie node-level SLS does not match either SLS-Y’s or 
SLS-Z’s next network, then the flow-level SLS itself will be Created and negotiated with its 
ndkt network. Tlie network administrator will Update the Deaggr DB by storing the mapping 
between the newiy created flow-level SLS and tile new aggregated SLS (AGGRSLS-1) in the 
Deaggr DB. Dertote this flow-level SLS as SLS-W, then the mapping (AGGRSLS-0 -> SLS- 
Ys SLS-Z) will be replaced by (AGGRSLS-i -> SLS-Y, SI ,S-Z, SLS-W).
If no old, aggregated SLS is found in Aggr DB or Deaggr DB, then the AGGRSLS-1 will be 
processed by the aggregation algorithm. .
With the aggregation and de-aggregatidh algorithms introduced previously, tlie signalling 
overhead between the network entities and the active states stored in the network administrators 
can both be reduced. Therefore, the scalability of the NEMO-QP can be improved by tlie 
aggregation scheme.
6.5 Nummary
In this chapter, a signalling protocol, NEMO-QP, is designed for mobile networks to enable the 
functions of dynamic SLS negotiation, QoS monitoring and SLS aggregation. It consists of three 
schemes; the Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme, QoS Monitoring Scheme and SLS Aggregation
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Scheme. With those Schemes, the QoS architecture call provide all end-to-end QoS guarantee with 
dynamic ahd scalable SLSs.
In the Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme; a signalling protocol to negotiate SLS dynamically is 
proposed, not only between the MNNs and the Mk, but also between the MR and the 
administrator of the network it is visiting. Both message formats and operation states are specified. 
Moreover, a signalling sequence chart is depicted for a typical scenario of NEMO QoS guarantee.
In the QoS Monitoring Scheme, a mechanism that enables real-time QoS fulfilment monitoring 
between the customer and the provider is introduced. A signalling protocol is designed to 
negotiate a SLl that defines the necessary information for the QoS monitoring. With the QoS 
monitoring scheme, the customer can periodically acquire the fulfilment information for each SLS 
it negotiated with the provider.
In the SLS Aggregation Scheme, one aggregation algorithm ahd one de-aggregation algorithm for 
the dynamic SLSs are specified and a particular example showing how the algorithms work is 
presented. With the aggregation and de-aggregatiott, the signalling overheads between the 
customer and the provider and the active states stored ill a network administrator are both reduced; 
at the same time, the end to end QoS guarantee is not harined.
Up to this chapter, both the short-timesCale and the lotig-timescaie QoS problems for NEMO are 
studied ahd solved. Therefore, a conclusion of this work is to be made in Chapter 7.
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In recetlt years, the development in mobile communication technologies has driven the Internet 
into a hfeW era, in which not only individual mobile users, but also the mobile networks, such as 
PANs and VANs, deiriand to connect to the Internet anywhere at anytime. Therefore, NEMO 
technology has been attracting more and more attention. Although extensive studies have been 
earned out on basic network mobility support, little has been attempted on the topic of QoS 
provisioning for NEMO. .
This thesis focuses oh QoS provisioning in the NEMO environment, In this research, the 
particiilat characteristics of NEMO have been addressed, tile problems of NEMO QoS 
provisioning have been analysed, and solutions to the problems have been proposed and evaluated.
7.1 Conclusions
As mobile networks always move through the Internet as a whole Unit, the available resources of 
the mobile network are unstable and have both short aild iong-timescale variations.
The short-timescale resource variation problem occurs in a tiiiiescale lasting from seconds to 
minutes, It is caused by the bandwidth fluctuation of tire wireless link between the MR and the 
access network. The bandwidth fluctuation originates from the bistability of the wireless link 
between the mobile network and the access network, caused by the location change of the mobile 
network. Hence, tlie available radio resources cannot always support all the sessions of all the 
users ill a mobile network. Existing QoS solutions such as dynamic SLS and admission control 
cannot solve the problem because of dieif slow reactions and bad sealabbity.
To solve the short-timescale QoS problfeni for NEMO, an efficient adaptive scheduling algorithm 
is a good candidate. AH the existing scheduling algorithms assume a constant transmission rate of 
the scheduler, but the transmission rate iri mobile networks varies with time. With the varying 
transmission rate, the traffic sessions can iibt be schedulable with bounded delays. As a result, the 
existing' scheduling algorithms would encounter the starvation problem and the static weight- 
delay problem and cattrtot work properly in the NEMO environment.
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To avoid the problems of the existiiig scheduling algorithms, tin ideal scheduling algorithm 
working in the NEMO environment is required, not only to gudtantee the delay bounds for the 
maximum amount of higher priority sessiotis, but also to provide reasonable throughputs for the 
lower priority sessions. Therefore, the Scheduling algorithm must provide such QoS that both 
priority and fairness the considered at tlie same time, in ordbr to undertake comprehensive study 
and find a suitable solution to the problem, this research adopts two different approaches and has 
proposed two scheduling algorithms, namely ARPQ ahd CA-WFQ. it is noted that ARPQ is 
introduced to enhance the existing PQ algorithms and CA-WFQ is designed to improve the 
existing FQ algorithms.
The ARPQ algorithm maintains one qtietie group for each priority class and periodically moves 
all packets arriving at the scheduler fr’dfh the higher priority queues in the queue group to the 
lower priority ones. ARPQ can adjust the rotating period dynamically based on the available 
bandwidth and therefore guarantee a bounded queuing delay for the higher priority classes. 
Meanwhile, the sessioiis with lower priorities are provided with reasonable throughput by sharing 
the bandwidth. Despite the high complexity of maintaining multiple queues, the ARPQ algorithm 
avoids both the starvation problem and the static weight-delay problem by giving all the sessions 
reasonable throughputs and keeping as iiiaiiy sessions With high priority classes served with the 
required QdS as possible. According to the simulation results, ARPQ has achieved better overall 
performance than the existing scheduling algorithms in terms of throughput and delay bound and 
has been proven to be a effective scheduling algotitiirii working in mobile networks. However, 
ARPQ demands large memory space tB maintain multiple rotating queues and the transmission 
rate measurement for each traffic class to hiake correct packet selection, The two disadvantages 
cause ARPQ not practical to be applied iii the real life.
To avoid the problems of ARPQ, CA-WFQ is proposed from a different angle. It is an extension 
of the Classic WFQ algorithm. Each priority class is assigned a Weight parameter to indicate the 
network resources distributed to it. Packets are transmitted in the order that is calculated in a 
reference scheduling system GPS. By regulating the weights of different priority classes 
adaptively to the varying bandwidth capacity, CA-WFQ distributes the available bandwidth 
dynamically to provide the required baiidwidtli to as fflatiy high priority classes as possible, while 
the low priority classes can share the remaining part of the bandwidth to receive an acceptable 
service. Specifically, CA-WFQ provides bounded delays for the traffic classes with higher 
priorities and maintains reasonable throughputs for the classes With die lower priorities. The 
simulation results prove that CA-WFQ prevents the problems of the existing scheduling 
algorithms such as the starvation problem and the static weight-delay problem and shows better 
overall performance than the existing scheduling algorithms in terms of throughput and delay 
bound.
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In addition to CA-WFQ, a Timestamp Updating Scheme is specified to prevent the transmission 
disorder problem caused by the instarit weight regulation in WFQ. As soon as the weights of 
sessions are changed, the Timestamp Updating Scheme recalculates the virtual finishing times of 
all the packets in the queue and accordingly updates the time stamps of the packets with the new 
virtual finishing times. By this meaiis; the weight regulation in WFQ will not cause the 
transmission disorder of the backlogged packets. The simulation results show that CA-WFQ 
without the Timestanip Updating Scherii'e cannot approximate fclosely to the GPS system and may 
suffer ftoffl a serious starvation problem because of transmission disorder, while CA-WFQ with 
the Timestamp Updating Scheme can completely avoid this problem.
A comparison of ARPQ and CA-WFQ shows that both ARPQ and CA-WFQ have a similar 
performance on both queuing delay and throughput of the traffic in mobile networks and can 
avoid tlie Starvation problem and the Static weight-delay problem. Furthermore, CA-WFQ can 
avoid the disadvantages of ARPQ. Based on the WFQ algorithm, CA-WFQ works without a 
rotating queue scheme, so it can save more memory Space than ARPQ, With dynamic weight 
regulation, CA-WFQ does not need the knowledge of transmission rates of traffic classes. 
Therefore, CA-WFQ is an efficient and practical candidate to resolve the short-timescale resource 
variation problem by combining priority arid fairness consideration.
The long-timescale resource variation problem happens in a timescale lasting from minutes to 
hours, It is caused by the frequent haiidoffs of mobile networks. During the handoffs, the 
available network resources vary with tlie different visiting networks to which the mobile network 
attaches. Consequently, traditional SLA/SLS with months of valid period cannot work properly in 
die NEMO environment. A signalling protocol suite to dynamically reserve network resources is 
necessary to resolve this problem.
A signalling protocol suite, NEMO-QP; is proposed to resolve the long-dmescale QoS problem of 
NEMO, It consists of three schemes: Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme, QoS Monitoring 
Scheme and SLS Aggregation Scheme,
• Dynamic SLS Negotiation Scheme is proposed along witii a Signalling protocol to negotiate 
SLS dynamically either on the intfa-rietworlc level, namely, between the MNNs and the MR 
Within the mobile network, or oti the inter-network level, namely, between the MR of the 
liidbile network arid the ISP of die visiting domain. The detailed message formats, operation 
states and signalling sequences are all specified, With the dynamic SLSs, the mobile network 
call reserve necessary resources frorii the visiting domain as Soon as the handoff process is 
complete.
• QoS Monitoring Scheme is presented to inform possible SLS violations caused by the 
movement of die mobile network, in the QoS Monitoring Scheme, a signalling protocol is
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specified to negotiate agreements about QoS monitoring both between the MNNs and the 
MR and between the MR and tlie ISP of die visiting domain. Based on the agreement, the 
fulfilment information for each established SLS is returned from the ISP to the MR and 
lifetice the MNNs.
• SLS Aggregation Scheme is proposed to solve the scalability problem of tlie mobile network. 
The SLSs can be aggregated on the common path to reduce the overheads and flow states, 
and hence de-aggibgated at the end of the common path in order to keep an end-to-end QoS 
guarantee. Witii the SLS Aggregation scheme, the Signalling overheads of SLS negotiations 
ahd the active states stored in a network administrator are both reduced, while end-to-end 
QoS provisioning is still guaranteed.
By combining the three schemes together, NEMO-QP can effectively avoid the long-timescale 
QoS problem for NEMO by reserving tlie varying network resources with dynamic SLSs. 
Moreover, tlie possible fail fulfilments of SLSs are detected periodically and the scalability of the 
protocols Is improved by the SLS aggregation.
In conclusion, QoS provisioning issues fbr NEMO have been studied In this thesis. Two 
scheduling algorithms ARPQ and CA-WFQ, as well as a signalling protocol suite NEMO-QP, are 
proposed to solve the short and long-timescale network resource variation problems caused by 
bandwidth fluctuations and handoffs, respectively. These proposals can provide efficient solution 
QoS provisioning for NEMO.
The recommendations that can be drawn at this research are about the fast-varying network 
resources of tlie mobile network. In tlie NEMO environment, not all the traffic classes can be 
provided with satisfactory QoS guarantee such as bounded delay. To solve the problem, two 
issues Ih both the data plane and the control plane should be paid attention to.
• ili the data plane, the dynamic scheduling algorithm, as studied by this thesis, is one area 
with strong potential. The challenge for this issue lS how to balance between the fairness and 
tile priority preference of different traffic classes in order to guarantee QoS for as many 
traffic classes as possible. There could be a lot of ways to consider both of the two criteria 
%  extending tlie existing algorithriis, but an algorithm that can schedule packets with 
Optimal strategy and save computational power With low complexity and simple structure is 
Still to be achieved.
• ih die control plane, the dynamic end-to-end resource reservation is a necessary and 
promising area in QoS for NEMO. The fast and frequent movement of a mobile network 
makes it difficult to reserve necessary resources with tlie existing signalling protocols. The 
optimal signalling protocol should make a trade-off of resource allocation between the 
accuracy of IntServ and the scalability of DiffServ.
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• Moreover, the collaboration of the scheduling algorithm in the data plane and tlie resource 
reservation in the control plane is very important, Since the proposed algorithm CA-WFQ 
catt achieve high bandwidth utilisation; the resource reservation protocol is recommended to 
reserve tlie bandwidth that tlie data fl'divs are required, and Over reservation is not necessary. 
Even if the bandwidth of the wireless link fluctuates fast and falls out of the reserved range, 
the CA-WFQ cah minimise the iiiipdct of the bandwidth variation so as to complement the 
resource reservation protocol.
7.2 Future Work
Possible future work that could be carried out in this subject is detailed as follows:
• Queue management of ARPQ arid CA-WFQ: In both of the two scheduling algorithms, the 
buffer space is assumed to be irii'ihite, which caii cause a Very long delay under scarce 
network resources. Some efficient cjuCue management mechanisms such, as RED will be 
applied in the two algorithms to improve the queuing delay performance.
• Quantified analysis of Timestariip Updating Scheme: According to tlie simulation results, 
did Timestamp Updating Scheme cati make the transmission of packets closely approximate 
that in the reference system GPS. Nonetheless, the quantified analysis is also important. In 
fUttire research, the maximum difference between the packet departure times in the 
Timestamp Updating Scheme and the GPS system wili be derived under weight-varying 
conditions.
• Packet loss management for ARPQ and CA-WFQ: In the simulation scenarios of this 
thesis, the traffic channel is assunieti without packet loss, which is not the real case in the 
Witeless network. In the future evaluation work, the possible packet loss will be introduced in 
the simulation scenario, and then tiie ARPQ aild CA-WFQ algorithms will be improved to 
COttsider packet loss accordingly.
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Define
c  = Y JA\o,t]+%Ai\t0+ T - A m,t0]+K^ c > 0
tec„t ' fe..C;„ :
C* = X A ‘(0+  | ^ ( A m - r )  + m axLr, C* ZO
feC,„ fec„, ,>m
-  ro-1 ’ .
A(f+fJ=J2]A:[0^+^)>
k = l isC t
m -1 ,
From (4.1), we have
C < C* (A.l)
and
A (i +  l r ) < A  (t + tx ).  (A.2)
Accoi'ding to the definition of Wm(t, tx), wlien tx = T, the tagged packet and all packets in front of 
the tagged packet have just finished transmission, so Wm (t ,T)  = 0 , Otherwise, if tx < T, it means 
there iiitlst be packets that have not been transmitted, so
tfA(f +  /v) > 0  (A.3)
t'*<T
AssuMption: assume Tniax < T.
From (4,14) and (A.3); •
w m (t +  TmxK ) =  A \ t  + r max) +  C  -  R (t + Tmx) > 0
••• A(f +  7;)iax ) > R ( t  + r max) -  C (A.4)
V w r  ( t + rmax)= a* t t +rmax)+c* -  4- rmax) -  0
: .A *(t+7^J = R ( t + f ^ C *
Therefore, from (A.l) and (A.4),
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a '  a +r„„ ) = R(«+ j;„  ) -  c* s  «(<+r lmi) -  c < A(i+ r,„„)
The result conflicts with (A.2), so the assumption is false. Theorem 1 is proven. ■
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Appendix B: An Example of SLS Aggregation
In this appendix, an example of SLS aggregation for end-to-end QoS guarantee is introduced. As 
shown in Figure B-l, a railway station network is connecting with three access networks, 
respectively. A train network containing three MNNs, SI, S2 and S3, attaches with Access 
Network 1. Correspondent node D1 is attaching with Access Network 2, while correspondents D2 
and D3 are attaching Access Network 3. MNNs SI, S2 and S3 are going to send traffic flows to 
D l, D2 and D3, respectively. Specifically, when the train network stops at a railway station, and 
attaches with Access Network 1 of the station network, two MNNs in the train network, SI and 
S2, want to send two flows to the two correspondent nodes, D l and D2, respectively. 
Consequently, two node-level SLSs are negotiated with the Train Network, marked as SLS1 and 
SLS2. The two SLSs are aggregated and de-aggregated on the path. After a while, the third MNN 
S3 tries to send a flow to network D3. th u s  S3 negotiates a node-level SLS3 with Access 
Network 1. SLS3 joins the aggregated SLS. The following two sub-sections analyse how the 
network creates a SLS aggregation and how a new flow joins in the existing aggregation.
B.l Creation of SLS Aggregation
Access
Network
SLS1
SLS2 
Access 
Network 3
Train Network
Access Network 1 (2) Station
Network 
SLS-A^A. J^^SLSf 
SLS2
Figure B-l: Creation of SLS Aggregation
The creation of the SLS aggregation process is shown as Figure B-1. The numbers in the 
parentheses stand for the five procedures of the SLS aggregation and the arrows indicate the 
places where procedures are taken. The five procedures are explained as follows:
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(1) At the beginning, SI and S2 negotiate two flow-level SLSs, SLS1 and SLS2, with the Train 
Network, respectively. To reduce tlie number of messages* the DSNS of the train network 
sends a request to SAS. The SAS runs the aggregation algorithm and creates a new 
aggregated SLS (denoted as SLS-A) from the twb flow-level SLSs. The aggregated SLS-A 
iliciudes a <flow_level_information> field consisting of tlie flow-level SLS information. 
The negotiation module of tire network administrator of the access network will process the 
aggregated SLS-A following normal procedure. During this process, the 
<flow_level_information> field wiil riot be retrieved. The XML format of SLS1, SLS2 and 
SLS-A are shown as Figure B-2, figure B-3 and Figure B-4, respectively, with some 
assumptions of tlie flow level information values.
(2) For further SLS negotiation, after the negotiation of SLS-A, the DSNS of network 
administrator of Access Network i checks the flow-level SLS information field of the 
aggregated SLS-A and places ah enquiry With the routing mechanism to decide if it is a de- 
aggregating point. In this example; Access Network 1 finds there is only one next network 
(Station Network) for SLS-A, so Access Network 1 simply forwards SLS-A to Station 
Network and negotiates with it. The flow-level SLS information field of the aggregated 
SLS will be included in the message.
(3) Station Network checks the flow-level SLS information field of the aggregated SLS-A and 
enquires with the routing mechanism, and notices the flow aggregate will split to two
different networks (Access Network 2 and Access Network 3), so Station Network is a de-
aggregating poiilt. By running the de-aggregatlon algorithm, two flow-level SLSs are 
recovered froni the flow-level SLS information field: SLS1 to be negotiated with Access 
Network 2 and SLS2 to be negotiated with AcCess Network 3. An entry is added to the 
Deaggr DB of Station Network. The entry appears as: (SLS-A ID -> SLS1 ID, SLS2 ID).
(4) Access Network 2 gets SLS1 and reserves the resources for E»l.
(5) Access Network 3 gets SLS1 and reserves the resources for D2.
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<body>
< type=”SLSNEG”></type>
<sls \d=”SLSl">
<source id>Sl </source_id> 
<destination_id>D/</destination_id> 
<peak_rate> 16 kbps</peak _rate>
<mean rate>12 kbps</mean_rate >
<max e2e delay>100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<max_ioss_rate>0.01 </max_loss_rate>
</sls>
</body>
Figure B-2: XML format of SLS1
<body>
<type=”SLSNEG”></type>
<sls id=”SLS2”>
<source_id>5'2 </source_id>
<destinaiion_id>D2</destination_id>
<peak_rate>20 kbps</peak_rate>
* . • -
<mean rate>15 kbps</mean_rate >
<max_e2e_delay> 120ms</max_e2e delay>
<max_loss_rate>0.01 </max_loss_rate>
</sls>
</body>
Figure B-3: XML format of SLS2
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<body>
<type=”SLSNEG”></type>
<sls id=”SLS-A” aggregated="yes”>
<fnean_rate>27kbps</mean rate>
<max_e2e_delay> 100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<max_loss_rate>0.01 < /m axlossrate>  
<flow_level_information>
<sls id=”SLSi”> .
<source_id>S 1 </source_id> 
<destination_id>D 1 </destination _id> 
<peak_rate>16 kbps</peak_rate> 
<mean_rate>12 kbps</'mean_rate >
</sls>
<sls id="SLS2”>
<source_id>S2 </source_id>
<peak_rate>20 kbps</peak rate> 
<mean_rate> 15 kbps</mean_rate > 
<max_e2e_delay> 120ms</max_e2e_delay>
</sls>
</flow_level_info>
</sls>
■ </body>
Figure B-4: XML format of SLS-A
B.2 SLS Joining in an Existing Aggregation
During the train’s stop at the station, another passenger with MNN S3 joins the train’s network 
and requests a flow transmission to D3. Therefore. S3 negotiates a flow-level SLS3 with the Train 
network. The XML format of SLS3 is shown as Figure B-6. The following procedures are shown 
in Figure B-5 and explained as below.
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Figure B-5: SLS joining in an existing aggregation
(6) When the MR of the Train Network receives the newly negotiated SLS3, it runs the 
aggregation and joining algorithm, th e  Train Network MR scans the Aggr DB and finds an 
aggregated SLS-A that SLS3 can join in. The SAS updates SLS-A by recalculating the QoS 
guarantee parameters and adds the SLS3 information to the flow-level SLS information 
field. For clarity, the updated SLS-A is renamed as SLS-A 1, though they have the same 
SLS ID. Train Network then negotiates SLS-A 1 with Access Network 1. In the SLS 
element of the SLSNEG message, SLS-A 1 does not include the existing flow-level SLS 
information of SLS-A, because that information is already known by Access Network 1, 
but only includes the new joining SLS information of SLS3. The QoS guarantee parameters 
are calculated from the parameters of SLS-A and the parameters of SLS3. The XML format 
of SLS-A 1 is shown as Figure B-7.
(7) Access Network 1 runs the de-aggregation algorithm. From the Aggr DB, it finds SLS-A, 
and the flow-level information of SLS3 has the same next network ID as SLS-A. So the 
network administrator just duplicates and negotiates SLS-A 1 with the Station Network.
(8) After the negotiation concludes successfully, the network administrator of the Station 
Network runs a de-aggregation algorithm and creates a newly aggregated SLS-B. The 
Station Network terminates SLS2 with Access Network 3 and negotiates SLS-B with it. 
The SLS format of SLS-B is shown in Figure B-8.
(9) Access Network 3 runs a de-aggregation algorithm and solves two flow-level SLSs. The 
one to D2 is discarded because it is no different to the existing SLS2. The other is SLS3, 
recovered from the flow-level SLS information field. Therefore, Access Network 3 
provides the resources as SLS3 to D3.
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<body>
<type=”SLSNEG”></type>
<sls id=”SLS3”>
<souree id>S3 </source_id> 
<destination_id>b3</destination_id>
<peak_rate>30 kbps</peak_rate>
<mean_rate>24 kbps</mean rate >
<max_e2e_delay> 100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<max_loss_rate>b.02</max_loss_rate>
</sls>
</body>   ._________________
Figure B-6: XML format of SLS3
<body>
<t>'pe="SLSNEG"></type>
<sls id=”SLS-A’' aggregated=”yes'?>
<mean_rate>51 k bps</m eanrate>
<max_e2e_delay> 100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<max_loss_rate>0.01 </max_loss_rate> 
<flow_level_information>
<sls id=vSLS3”>
<source_id>S3 </source Jd>  
<destination_id>D3</destination _id> 
<peak_rate>30 kbps</peak_rate> 
<mean_rate>24 kbps</mean_rate > 
<max_loss_rate>0.02</ma\_loss_rate>
</sls>
</flow_level_info>
</sls>
</body>
Figure B-7: XML foramt of SLS-A1
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<body>
<type=”NEG”></type>
<sls id=”SLS-B" aggregated=”yes,,>
<mean_rate>39kbps</mean rate>
<max_e2e_delay> 100ms</max_e2e_delay> 
<max_loss_rate>0.01 </max_loss_rate> 
<flowJevelinform ation>
<sls id=”SLS2”>
<source_id>S2 </source_id>
<destination id>D2</destination id> 
<peak_rate>20 kbps</'peak rate> 
<mean_rate> 15 kbps</mean_rate > 
<max_e2e_delay> 120ms</max_e2e_delay>
</sls>
<sls id=”SLS3”>
<source id>S3 </'source_id> 
<destination_id>D3</destination _id> 
<peak_rate>30 kbps</peak_rate> 
<mean_rate>24 kbps</mean rate > 
<max_loss_rate>0.02</max_loss_rate>
</sls>
</flow_level_info>
</sls>
</body>
Figure B-8: XML format of SLS-B
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The SLSs appearing ih the example are shown in Table B-l, as follows:
Table B-l: SLSs appearing in the train network scenario
SLS Negotiated between (customer, provider) Aggregated Flow level SLS 
information 
field contents
SLS 1 (SI, Traiii network) (Station Network, Access 
Network 2) (Access Network 2; D l)
No N/A
SLS 2 (S2, Train network) (Station Network, Access 
Network 3) (Access Network 3, D2)
No N/A
SLS 3 (S3, Train hetwork) (Access Network 3, t>3) No N/A
SLS-A (Train network, Access Network 1) (Access 
Network 1, Station Network)
Yes SLS 1, SLS 2
SLS-A 1 (Train network, Access Network 1) (Access 
Network i, Station Network)
Yes SLS 3
SLS-B (Station Network, Access NetWork 3) Yes SLS 2, SLS 3
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